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Preface

The 7th International Conference on Signal, Image Processing and Pattern Recognition (SPPR-2018), was held in Sydney, Australia during December 22-23, 2018. The 7th International Conference on Soft Computing, Artificial Intelligence and Applications (SCAI-2018), The 9th International Conference on Communications Security & Information Assurance (CSIA-2018), The 10th International Conference on Wireless, Mobile Network & Applications (WiMoA-2018), The 8th International Conference on Computer Science, Engineering and Applications (ICCSEA-2018), The 9th International Conference on Internet Engineering & Web Services (InWeS-2018), The 7th International Conference of Networks and Communications (NECO-2018) and The 10th International Conference on Grid Computing (GridCom-2018) was collocated with The 7th International Conference on Signal, Image Processing and Pattern Recognition (SPPR-2018). The conferences attracted many local and international delegates, presenting a balanced mixture of intellect from the East and from the West.

The goal of this conference series is to bring together researchers and practitioners from academia and industry to focus on understanding computer science and information technology and to establish new collaborations in these areas. Authors are invited to contribute to the conference by submitting articles that illustrate research results, projects, survey work and industrial experiences describing significant advances in all areas of computer science and information technology.

The SPPR-2018, SCAI-2018, CSIA-2018, WiMoA-2018, ICCSEA-2018, InWeS-2018, NECO-2018, GridCom-2018 Committees rigorously invited submissions for many months from researchers, scientists, engineers, students and practitioners related to the relevant themes and tracks of the workshop. This effort guaranteed submissions from an unparalleled number of internationally recognized top-level researchers. All the submissions underwent a strenuous peer review process which comprised expert reviewers. These reviewers were selected from a talented pool of Technical Committee members and external reviewers on the basis of their expertise. The papers were then reviewed based on their contributions, technical content, originality and clarity. The entire process, which includes the submission, review and acceptance processes, was done electronically. All these efforts undertaken by the Organizing and Technical Committees led to an exciting, rich and a high quality technical conference program, which featured high-impact presentations for all attendees to enjoy, appreciate and expand their expertise in the latest developments in computer network and communications research.


We would like to thank the General and Program Chairs, organization staff, the members of the Technical Program Committees and external reviewers for their excellent and tireless work. We sincerely wish that all attendees benefited scientifically from the conference and wish them every success in their research. It is the humble wish of the conference organizers that the professional dialogue among the researchers, scientists, engineers, students and educators continues beyond the event and that the friendships and collaborations forged will linger and prosper for many years to come.
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TOMOGRAPHIC SAR INVERSION FOR URBAN RECONSTRUCTION

Karima Hadj-Rabah¹, Faiza Hocine², Assia Kourgli³ and Aichouche Belhadj-Aissa⁴

¹,²,³,⁴Department of Telecommunications, University of Sciences and Technology Houari Boumediene (USTHB), Algiers, Algeria

ABSTRACT

Given its efficiency and its robustness in separating the different scatterers present in the same resolution cell, SAR tomography (TomoSAR) has become an important tool for the reflectivity reconstruction of the observed complex structures scenes by exploiting multi-dimensional data. By its principle, TomoSAR reduces geometric distortions especially the layover phenomenon in radar scenes, and thus reconstruct the 3D profile of each azimuth-range pixel. In this paper, we present the results and the comparative study of six tomographic reconstruction methods that we have implemented. The analysis is performed with respect to the separability and location of scatterers by each method, supplemented by the proposal of a quantitative analysis using metrics (accuracy and completeness) to evaluate the robustness of each method. The tests were applied on simulated data with TerraSAR-X sensor parameters.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the last two decades, SAR tomography (TomoSAR) had a growing interest in remote sensing, particularly after the acquisition of very high resolution (VHR) data acquired by the latest generation of SAR radar sensors such as: TerraSAR-X and CosmoSky-Med. TomoSAR is a new data acquisition method, it exploits a series of SAR images taken with slightly different view angles to reconstruct the 3D profile of the reflectivity function for each azimuth-range pixel [1].

The choice of a reconstruction method leading to conclusive results depends, on the one hand, on the nature of the area intended to be analyzed: forested, urban, etc and on the other hand, on the type of data and their characteristics in terms of spatial and temporal resolution. In the case of VHR images, it is common to adopt a deterministic scattering model to model a scene due to the high density of point scatterers with a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) present in the latter [2]. However, by its principle, SAR tomography exploits pairs of SAR images acquired simultaneously and / or at different time intervals, so that the temporal and spatial decorrelation problems, the atmospheric delay and the noise of various sources are the main tomographic process limitations and the inaccuracy of reconstructed scenes in terms of amplitude and altimetry.

Several parametric and non-parametric, single- and multi-looking SAR tomographic reconstruction methods have been developed and implemented in literature. Classical Fourier-
Based focusing and SVD algorithm were the first approaches applied to simulated and real data acquired in the C-band by the ERS sensor [4] [5]. However due to the non-regularity of the acquisitions distribution on the Baseline axis, these two approaches introduce a degradation of the PSF (Point Spread Function) reconstruction according to the elevation in terms of resolution and side lobes. As an alternative to these two classical approaches, CAPON and MUSIC have been proposed in [6] [7] to ensure super-resolution (SR) and good side lobes suppression. Nevertheless, the use of the estimated covariance matrix represents the major disadvantage of CAPON and MUSIC. In [8] [9], Non-Linear Least-Square was proposed despite its high cost, because it provides good accuracy in altitude (Height accuracy).

In addition, the evaluation of the reconstruction methods mentioned above was carried out qualitatively. In [7], the authors used root mean square error (RMSE) to estimate the performance of tomographic reconstruction. Two new metrics have been adapted to TomoSAR in [2] and [10] to define root mean square accuracy $RMSE_a$ and root mean square completeness $RMSE_c$, the two latter are based on distortion measure by the Euclidean distance in order to measure the error between the estimated targets (estimated scatterers) and the real targets (ground truth targets).

The objective of this work is to present a comparative study between the most widely used reconstruction approaches in the literature, without taking into consideration the sparse property of the radar signals. This study is based on a quantitative evaluation of the treatment results by introducing other criteria to calculate the accuracy and the completeness of the target location in elevation and the restitution of their reflectivities (their amplitudes).

The remainder of the paper is organized in the following way: the next section briefly describes the TomoSAR geometry, in section 3 we will look at the characteristics description of the reconstruction approaches studied, this section will also include a detailed analysis of the evaluation methods suggested by the authors, then the analysis results as well as a comparison between the different approaches will be presented in section 4, and finally, the paper ends with a conclusion.

**2. TOMOSAR GEOMETRY AND IMAGING MODEL**

Due to side-looking geometry, the projection of 3D objects on the plane (azimuth $x$, range $r$) introduces geometric problems in urban and uneven terrain areas causing an ambiguity when interpreting SAR images. To remedy these distortions, TomoSAR makes it possible to separate several scatterers located at different altitudes present in the same resolution cell, by projecting the scatterers responses on an axis perpendicular to the 'azimuth-range' plane. These responses are reconstructed from N SAR images taken at different view angles (see Fig.1). The complex value $g_n$ of a coordinate pixel $(x, r)$ for the $n^{th}$ acquisition with $n = 1, ..., N$ is a sample of the Fourier transform of the reflectivity function $γ(s)$ with respect to the elevation $s$, its expression is [1]:

$$g_n = \frac{\Delta_s}{2} γ(s) \exp(-j2πξ_n s) \, ds + w_n$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

With: $Δ_s$ is the elevation interval, $ξ_n = -2b_n/λr$ represents the spatial frequency which depends on the sensor position $b_n$ on the Baseline axis, $λ$ is the wavelength and $w_n$ is the noise, the latter follows a Gaussian distribution [11].
Equation (1) can be modeled by the following linear system:

\[ g = AY + W \]  

With: \( g \) is the observations vector of length \( N \), \( A \) is the steering vectors matrix of size \( N \times M \), and \( Y \) is the reflectivity profile uniformly sampled at \( s_m \) with \( m = 1, \ldots, M \). To ensure SR, \( M \) must be very large (\( M \gg N \)). Therefore, the \( s \)-profile recovery, i.e. the \( Y \) profile reconstruction is a spectral estimation problem.

3. **TOMOGRAPHIC RECONSTRUCTION APPROACHES AND EVALUATION METHODS**

3.1. Reconstruction Approaches

Tomographic reconstruction approaches can be classified into: non-parametric approaches and parametric approaches, or single-looking and multi-looking approaches. Non-parametric approaches allow the estimation of power spectral density whose statistical properties are unknown in prior, by passing the observed data through a set of bandpass filters in order to estimate the output power, while parametric approaches model the observed data by a few sinusoids in order to estimate their parameters. A better estimation can be offered by the latter only if the suggested model is close to the processed data [12].

Single-looking approaches do not exploit the correlation between the pixel set to be processed and its neighborhood, whereas multi-looking approaches require the covariance matrix estimation from the observations vector (\( \bar{R} \)), this ensures a SR in elevation but with a considerable loss of the reconstructed scenes spatial resolution.

The most implemented reconstruction methods in literature are Conventional Beamforming (CBF), Beamforming (BF), Adaptive Beamforming (CAPON), TSVD, MUSIC and Non-linear Least Square (NL-LS), their characteristics description is summarized in Table 1: their equations, their ranking (parametric or non-parametric, single- or multi-looking), their resolution as well as their advantages and disadvantages.
### Table 1. Characteristics of Tomographic reconstruction methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Parametric</th>
<th>Multi-looking</th>
<th>Equation</th>
<th>Elevation resolution</th>
<th>Advantages and Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conventional Beamforming (CBF)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>$\hat{y} = A^T \hat{g}$</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>- Simple inverse Fourier transform. - No SR. - Presence of Side lobes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beamforming (BF)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>$\hat{y} = \frac{A^TR^T}{N^2} \hat{\xi}$</td>
<td>Poor / Average</td>
<td>- Biased estimator when Number of scatterers is greater than 1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive Beamforming (Capon)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>$\hat{y} = \frac{R^{-1}A}{A^TR^{-1}A} \hat{\theta}$</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>- Requires a big number of looks. - Better scatterers separation but the amplitude estimation is biased.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSVD</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>$\hat{y} = \left( \frac{1}{S} \hat{U} \hat{U}^T \right) (G_m-n, \hat{\theta})$</td>
<td>Poor / Average</td>
<td>- Stable for well-defined problems (well defined truncation rank $T$).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUSIC</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>$\hat{y} = \frac{1}{A^TGA^T} \hat{\xi}$</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>- Better elevation resolution and weak side lobes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Linear Least-Square (NL-LS)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>$\bar{y} = \min {</td>
<td></td>
<td>y - \hat{A}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.2. Evaluation Methods

Our comparative study is based on a quantitative evaluation that uses two metrics: precision and completeness, recently proposed in [2]. Precision provides a measure that describes how the estimated targets $\hat{P}$ are close to the real targets $P$, its expression is as follows:

$$A_{dist} = \frac{1}{N_{p}} \sum_{j=1}^{N_{p}} \min_{k} \text{dist}(\hat{P}_j, P_k)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

While completeness is a measure of how real targets are modeled by estimated targets, its expression is:

$$C_{dist} = \frac{1}{N'_{p}} \sum_{j=1}^{N'_{p}} \min_{k} \text{dist}(\hat{P}_k, P_j)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

With $N_{p}$ and $N'_{p}$ are the number of estimated and real targets respectively, $\text{dist}$ represents the distortion measure.

We adapted these two measurements to our analysis by estimating the elevation position of each target scatterer as well as its reflectivity (amplitude) separately, therefore, we defined Elevation
Accuracy, Amplitude Accuracy, Elevation Completeness, and Amplitude Completeness. In addition, in order to obtain more consistent results, we used the Manhattan distance (D1) and the Euclidean distance (D2) to measure the distortion.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our study includes three phases, the first one consists of simulating tomographic SAR data, the second step involves the implementation of reconstruction methods, and the last phase is dedicated to evaluating the obtained results.

The targets reconstruction tests, by each algorithm, were performed on a simulated profile along the elevation axis from the TerraSAR-X satellite parameters (see Table 2), assuming that the scatterers number is equal to 3 in one resolution cell (see Fig. 1) with a SNR of 10 dB.

Table 2. TerraSAR-X parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance from the scene center [m]</th>
<th>740000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Δx [m]</td>
<td>269,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>λ [m]</td>
<td>0,031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A synthesis aperture in elevation was effectuated, by the following with random samples distribution scheme on the Baseline axis, this samples distribution is represented in the graph of Figure 2. We performed an implementation of the tomographic reconstruction methods described in the previous section, the resulting profiles are shown in Figure 3.

The evaluation results of the different reconstructions accuracy are shown in Tables 3, 4 and 5. The elevation and amplitudes accuracy and completeness were calculated after applying a 3-peaks detector on the curves of Figure 3 to compare between them.

Figure 2. Samples distribution scheme
Figure 3. Reflectivity profile reconstruction by: (a) CBF, (b) BF, (c) CAPON, (d) TSVD, (e) MUSIC and (f) NL-LS method

Table 3. RMSE values of the different reconstruction approaches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>CBF</th>
<th>BF</th>
<th>CAPON</th>
<th>TSVD</th>
<th>MUSIC</th>
<th>NL-LS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>0.0824</td>
<td>0.0714</td>
<td>0.0759</td>
<td>0.0823</td>
<td>0.0657</td>
<td>0.0856</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Elevation Accuracy and completeness of the different reconstruction approaches with a normalization factor of \(10^3\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>CBF</th>
<th>BF</th>
<th>CAPON</th>
<th>TSVD</th>
<th>MUSIC</th>
<th>NL-LS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elevation Accuracy</td>
<td>D1</td>
<td>0.0027</td>
<td>0.0143</td>
<td>0.0217</td>
<td>0.0023</td>
<td>0.0057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D2</td>
<td>0.0073</td>
<td>0.4857</td>
<td>0.6897</td>
<td>0.0057</td>
<td>0.0417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elevation Completeness</td>
<td>D1</td>
<td>0.0027</td>
<td>0.0410</td>
<td>0.0340</td>
<td>0.0023</td>
<td>0.0057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D2</td>
<td>0.0073</td>
<td>4.6457</td>
<td>2.1820</td>
<td>0.0057</td>
<td>0.0417</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Amplitude Accuracy and completeness of the different reconstruction approaches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>CBF</th>
<th>BF</th>
<th>CAPON</th>
<th>TSVD</th>
<th>MUSIC</th>
<th>NL-LS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amplitude Accuracy</td>
<td>D1</td>
<td>0.0929</td>
<td>0.2581</td>
<td>0.0388</td>
<td>0.0946</td>
<td>0.1925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D2</td>
<td>0.0166</td>
<td>0.1001</td>
<td>0.0020</td>
<td>0.0167</td>
<td>0.0504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplitude Completeness</td>
<td>D1</td>
<td>0.1407</td>
<td>0.2091</td>
<td>0.1058</td>
<td>0.1383</td>
<td>0.1817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D2</td>
<td>0.0293</td>
<td>0.0668</td>
<td>0.0233</td>
<td>0.0283</td>
<td>0.0449</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The RMSE values of the estimated scatterers by each of the methods described above are presented in Table 3. The latters are close to each other, which leaves us to conclude that the different reconstructions have practically the same precision.

Although the three scatterers were well separated by all the approaches according to the graphs of Figure 3, we note that compared to the 'BF', 'CAPON' and 'MUSIC' approaches, the scatterers localization on the elevation axis is erroneous contrary to the 'CBF', 'TSVD' and 'NL-LS' approaches which effectively allow the reflectivity profile reconstruction with a good estimation of the scatterers location on the elevation axis as well as their amplitudes. We emphasize that the erroneous localization given by 'BF', 'CAPON' and 'MUSIC' is mainly due to the poor covariance matrix estimation of the observations vector caused by the strong noise presence and consequently a non-precise reconstruction. Hence, the evaluation by the RMSE calculation is not the most judicious choice.

To corroborate these graphical results, we calculated the accuracy and completeness using the expressions described in the previous section. The results of these metrics are given in Table 4. The analysis of these measurements shows that the best elevation accuracy and completeness values are those of 'CBF', 'TSVD' and 'NL-LS' methods. Also, from the results of Table 5, we notice that the 'NL-LS' approach has the best amplitude accuracy and completeness values. These results are in conformity with those of Figure 3. We can conclude that the metrics 'Elevation
Accuracy', 'Amplitude Accuracy', 'Elevation Completeness' and 'Amplitude Completeness' are a tool for performance evaluation of SAR tomographic reconstruction. This observation makes it easier to choose the most appropriate reconstruction approach depending on the surface and / or the sub-surface to be reconstructed. In this sense, if only one scatterer is present in a resolution cell, all the previously described methods reconstruct the target with very good accuracy. However, in the case of multiple scatterers, in an urban area for example it is very important to preserve the spatial resolution in order to be able to observe the urban infrastructures, in this case, the single-looking approaches are privileged. In addition, for medium-resolution applications, it is recommended to apply the TSVD method, as for high resolution applications, the NL-LS approach can provide good performance with a quite important calculation cost.

5. CONCLUSION

Tomo-SAR has shown its effectiveness in exploiting very high-resolution SAR data for mapping and monitoring urban environments, and in recognizing the ambiguity caused by geometric problems, in particular layover. In this work, we have implemented the most exploited tomographic reconstruction approaches and have analyzed the results of these methods in terms of localization and amplitude of the reconstructed profile interactively, then we have quantified the quality of this reconstruction by metrics expressing accuracy and completeness. We have found a good correlation between the metrics and the reconstructed profiles representation by each method. Therefore, we concluded that accuracy and completeness represent an objective judging way in choosing the most appropriate reconstruction approach.
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ABSTRACT

At present, many fingerprint recognition techniques are applied to public infrastructures. Their targets are mainly for normal-sized fingerprints. However, with the rise of small-sized fingerprint sensors, the acquired partial fingerprints containing only part of information of the finger, which causes that many researchers change their research directions to partial fingerprint recognition. This paper proposes a SIFT-based pseudo-splicing partial fingerprint recognition algorithm. This algorithm uses the SIFT algorithm to pseudo-splice the input fingerprints during the fingerprint enrollment to increase the robustness of the fingerprint feature database. The comparisons of the accuracy of the recognition among this algorithm, the minutia-based fingerprint recognition algorithm and the fingerprint recognition algorithm based on image similarity, that shows the first performs well. Moreover, this paper proposes an algorithm to evaluate the quality of partial fingerprint by calculating the invalid blocks of fingerprint image. The result shows that the evaluation algorithm can effectively filter out low-quality fingerprints.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, fingerprint recognition techniques have been widely applied to various areas[1], such as management, access control, finance, public security and cyber security etc. With the popularity of fingerprint recognition techniques, it has been used on a large scale in the security verification of [2] mobile terminals (mobile phones, personal computers, tablet computers, etc.). In the common fingerprint recognition techniques, the size of the fingerprint scanners is generally 1″ × 1″or even larger[3]. Many minutia-based fingerprint recognition algorithms are effective in these size[4]. With the commercialization of fingerprint recognition techniques, the requirement that have better and smaller scanners is increasing. Miniaturization of fingerprint sensors has led to small sensing areas usually varying from 1″ × 1″ to 0.42″ × 0.42″[5]. However, fingerprint scanners with a sensing area smaller than 0.5″ × 0.7″, which is considered to be the average fingerprint size[6], can only capture partial fingerprints. These partial fingerprints contain much fewer features than full fingerprints and it may be rotated. Common fingerprint recognition algorithms are no longer suitable for partial fingerprints. Therefore, this paper proposed a novel fingerprint recognition algorithm suitable for partial fingerprint.

This paper proposes a SIFT-based pseudo-splicing partial fingerprint recognition algorithm to improve the accuracy of the recognition. The comparisons of the accuracy of the recognition among this algorithm, the minutia-based fingerprint recognition algorithm and the fingerprint
recognition algorithm based on image similarity, that shows the deficiency of the common fingerprint recognition techniques and this algorithm is better suitable for partial fingerprint. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The second part introduces the related work on fingerprint recognition techniques. The third part introduces a SIFT-based pseudo-splicing partial fingerprint recognition algorithm and fingerprint quality assessment algorithm. The fourth part is the result of the fingerprint comparison. The fifth part is a conclusion and future works.

2. RELATED WORK

With the development of fingerprint technology, many researchers have made many contributions in the fingerprint recognition and many algorithms have been proposed[7, 8]. Jia et al.[9] proposed a double matching method that combines the local minutia matching algorithm and the global matching algorithm. Their experimental results showed that the accuracy of the recognition on normal-size fingerprints is well, but they ignored the test for partial fingerprints. Cappelli et al. [10] introduced a novel minutiae-only local representation aimed at combining the advantages of both neighbor-based and fixed-radius structures, without suffering from their respective drawbacks. Gudavalli et al. [11] proposed a multi-biometric fingerprint recognition system based on the fusion of minutiae and ridges as these systems render more efficiency, convenience and security than any other means of identification. In order to reduce the number of templates compared with the input fingerprint in the verification stage and accelerate the speed of matching, Zhu et al. [12] proposed a method that splicing the features of multiple template fingerprints into one. They still ignored the test for partial fingerprints, but they mentioned the idea of splicing fingerprint template. For partial fingerprint, single image contained fewer features. It was useful for recognition by splicing multiple partial fingerprints.

Due to the unique features of the partial fingerprints, many researchers tried to recognize fingerprints based on image[13]. Zanganeh et al.[14] proposed a region-based fingerprint recognition algorithm. This method was used to image matching by calculating the local similarity in the image region and the overall correlation coefficient. Ito et al. [15] proposed an efficient fingerprint recognition algorithm combining phase-based image matching and feature-based matching. Liu et al. [16] proposed an efficient fingerprint search algorithm based on database clustering, which narrows down the search space of fine matching. Feng et al. [17] established a fingerprint matching algorithm combining ridge correlation and minutia feature points. This algorithm performed better than original minutia-based algorithm and was suitable for some nonlinear distorted images. However, the ridge direction was difficult to distinguish for partial fingerprints.

Nowadays, some researchers start studying the algorithm of fingerprint recognition based on local features[18, 19, 20, 21]. Aguilar-Torres et al. [22] presented a fingerprint recognition method using a combination of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) with Gabor filters for image enhancement, and fingerprint recognition was carried out using a novel recognition stage based on Local Features and Hu invariant moments for verification. Ceguerra et al. [23] presented a new approach for combining local and global recognition schemes for automatic fingerprint verification (AFV), by using matched local features as the reference axis for generating global features. Madhuri et al. [24] realized that most of the minutia-based algorithms are not suitable for partial fingerprints, then proposed a fingerprint recognition technique using local robust features. Matching algorithms based on local features include SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform)[25] and SURF (Speeded Up Robust Features)[26]. Their experimental results showed that the algorithm presented better effect on rotated fingerprints and partial fingerprints, but the test data used in their experiments was inconsistent with the size of the fingerprints discussed in our paper.
3. SIFT-BASED PSEUDO-SPlicing PARTIAL FINGERPRINT RECOGNITION ALGORITHM

3.1. SIFT Algorithm

SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform), proposed by David G. Lowe [25], is a description of the image processing field. The SIFT features not only keep invariance to rotation, brightness changing, but also keep a certain degree of stability for viewing angle changing, affine transformations, and noise, and it is a very stable local feature. It is not only suitable for fast and accurate matching of massive feature libraries, but also can be easily combined with other feature vectors.

The SIFT feature matching algorithm has two stages.

The first stage is the SIFT feature generation stage. This stage mainly extracts feature vectors that are rotation-independent, and luminance-independent from the images. Firstly, it searches for image locations on all identifies potential points of interest for rotation invariant using Gaussian differentiation functions; then it determines position through a fine-fitting model at each candidate location. The selection of key-points depends on their degree of stability; Next according to the gradient direction of the local image, one or more directions are assigned to each key-point position, all subsequent operations on the image data are relative to the direction and position of the key-points; Finally, the gradients of the local image are measured at selected scales within the neighborhood around each key-point. These gradients are transformed into a representation that allows for relatively large Local shape deformation and illumination change.

The second stage is the SIFT feature vectors matching stage. After the SIFT feature vectors of the two images are generated, the next step is to use the Euclidean distances of the key-point feature vectors as the similarity determination metrics of the key-points in the two images. Take a key-point of one of the images and find the closest two key-points in the other image by traversing. In the two key-points, if the value of the closest distance divided by the value of the next closest distance is smaller than a certain threshold, it is determined as a pair of matching points.

3.2. Pseudo-Splicing Algorithm for Partial Fingerprints

Due to fewer features of the partial fingerprint, one or two partial fingerprints are insufficient to cover the fingerprint information of an entire finger. A complete fingerprint database during the fingerprint enrollment stage is required. This paper proposes a pseudo-splicing algorithm to optimize the accuracy of fingerprint matching and simplify the complexity of fingerprint matching algorithm.

The SIFT algorithm has characteristics of invariant to rotation and brightness changing, so it can be used to realize pseudo-splicing of the partial fingerprint by using SIFT algorithm repeatedly. Fingerprint recognition is mainly divided into two stages, namely the fingerprint enrollment stage and the fingerprint verification stage. The fingerprint feature database needs to be constructed in the enrollment stage, and the matching result to be output by comparing raw fingerprint with the fingerprint database in the verification stage. Fingerprint splicing is a method that constructs a fingerprint feature database during the enrollment stage.
Assuming a feature set $I_A$ is one of the user A’s fingers. At the beginning, the $I_A$ is an empty set, namely $I_A = \emptyset$. When a fingerprint is obtained in the enrollment stage, the SIFT matching is performed between the raw fingerprint and all the fingerprints in the set $I_A$, and the matching score is calculated. If the maximum value among these scores is smaller than the predefined threshold $\theta$ ($\theta$ is the fingerprint similarity threshold), the raw fingerprint is accepted and put it into the set $I_A$. If the number of the set $I_A$ is greater than the predefined threshold $\mu$ ($\mu$ is the maximum number of finger features of one person), the process of enrollment stage is terminated, and the set is now $I_A = \{ I_{A1}, I_{A2}, \ldots, I_{A\mu} \}$. The pseudo-code of the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.

The fingerprint feature database created by pseudo-splicing can improve the accuracy of fingerprint matching in the verification stage. However, if a low-quality fingerprint is encountered, it can pollute the fingerprint feature database. Therefore, this paper proposes an algorithm to evaluate the quality of fingerprints during the fingerprint enrollment stage and fingerprint verification stage.

### 3.3. Fingerprint Quality Assessment Algorithm

The fingerprint studied in this paper is the image of 96 pixels $\times$ 96 pixels, as shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. (a) high-quality fingerprint  (b) low-quality fingerprints](image)

Figure 1 (a) shows a high-quality fingerprint and Figure 1 (b) shows three low-quality fingerprints. As can be seen from the figure 1, the distribution of the ridges of the high-quality fingerprint is relatively homogeneous, and there are no large area of white blocks or black blocks. If we put low-quality fingerprints into the fingerprint feature database, it will pollute the fingerprint database, which will cause a great influence on the verification of the fingerprint. This is very important to guarantee the performance of a biometric system, especially during the enrollment [27]. Therefore, this paper proposes a fingerprint quality assessment algorithm to improve the accuracy of verification of the fingerprint.

When a fingerprint is acquired, the width and height of the image are calculated, then the image is traversed in step $s$, and a sub-image is cropped with the side length of $b$ to calculate the ratio of the black block. As shown in Formula 1.
In formula 1, $r$ is the calculated ratio of the black block of the sub-image, $m$ and $n$ are the width and height of the sub-image respectively, $p_{ij}$ indicates whether the pixel at $(i,j)$ is black, and $c_{ij}$ is the value of the pixel at $(i,j)$, where $\alpha$ is the threshold for judging color. If the value of one pixel is larger than the threshold, it is regarded as white, otherwise it is black.

After traversing the above rules, a set of black blocks are calculated, namely $R = \{r_1, r_2, \cdots, r_k\}$, where $\eta_k$ $(1 \leq k \leq L)$ is the ratio of black block calculated from formula 1, and $L$ is the total number of traversed blocks. Then counting the number of invalid blocks using formula 2, as shown in Formula 2.

$$N = \sum_{k=1}^{L} q_k, \text{where } q_k = \begin{cases} 1, & r_k > \beta \text{ or } r_k < 1 - \beta \\ 0, & \text{Others} \end{cases}$$

In formula 2, $N$ denotes the number of invalid blocks, $q_k$ denotes whether the $k$-th black block is an invalid block, and $\beta$ is the ratio threshold of the invalid block. If the ratio of the black block is greater than $\beta$ or less than $1 - \beta$, it is regarded as an invalid block.

Finally, determining whether the fingerprint quality is qualified by comparing the number of invalid blocks $N$ with the fingerprint quality threshold $\varepsilon$. Here is given the fingerprint quality assessment algorithm as shown in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Fingerprint quality assessment algorithm

Input : Raw fingerprint fp; step s; Side length of block b;
          Color threshold $\alpha$; Invalid block ratio threshold $\beta$;
          Fingerprint quality threshold $\varepsilon$

Output : The result of fingerprint quality assessment

Get the width fp_width and height fp_height of the fingerprint image fp;

The number of invalid blocks invalid_num = 0;
for i from 0 to fp_width step s:
  for j from 0 to fp_height step s:
    Cropping a sub-image sub_fp with the starting point (i, j) and side length b;
    Binarizing sub-image sub_fp with the color threshold $\alpha$;
    Calculating the ratio of the black block black_ratio and the ratio of the white block white_ratio of the binarized sub-image;
    if black_ratio > $\beta$ or White_ratio > $\beta$:
      invalid_num = invalid_num + 1;
10. return invalid_num < $\varepsilon$;
4. EXPERIMENT

4.1. Experimental Data

The fingerprint data used in this paper is 96 pixels × 96 pixels images, as shown in Figure 1 above. In the fingerprint data set, not all images are available. As shown in (b) on Figure 1, these images should be discarded. Therefore, the fingerprint quality assessment algorithm is used to filter out the low-quality fingerprints during enrollment stage. Then the fingerprint recognition algorithm based on the minutia points, the similarity of the image and the pseudo-splicing partial fingerprint with SIFT are respectively tested. The experimental data of this paper uses 120 persons’ fingers. Each finger has 40 fingerprints. The first 20 fingerprints are used to create fingerprint feature database, and the rest are used to test. The feature database has 120 personal features and each person has 5 fingerprint features. In the minutia-based feature database, 5 minutia features are extracted randomly; in the image similarity-based feature database, 5 fingerprints are sampled randomly; in SIFT-based pseudo-splicing feature database, 5 fingerprints are trained by the pseudo-splicing algorithm.

4.2. Experimental Strategy

This experiment matches each fingerprint in the test set with each feature in the feature database of 120 individuals. Each fingerprint in the test set will get a score, and then according to the predefined similarity threshold $\theta$, the fingerprint is attached with a label, that is, if the fingerprint is successful matched, the label of the fingerprint is assigned to 1, otherwise it is assigned 0. Thus we get a set of binary relations $[(x_{11}, y_{11}), (x_{12}, y_{12}), \ldots, (x_{ij}, y_{ij})]$, where $i$ represents the fingerprints of the $i$-th person in the test set, and $j$ represents the features of the $j$-th person in the feature database, and $q$ represents the features of the $q$-th fingerprint of the $i$-th person in the test set. $x_{ijq}$ represents the result of matching the $q$-th fingerprint of the $i$-th person in the test set with the features of the $j$-th person in the feature database, and $y_{ijq}$ represents the value of the label corresponding to $x_{ijq}$. $y_{ijq}$ is equal to 1 if $i$ equals $j$, otherwise it is 0. Then a value $V$ is calculated by Formula 3, and if $V$ is less than 0, it is regarded as false rejection, otherwise it is regarded as false acceptance. Finally, calculating the False Rejection Rate (FRR) and the False Acceptance Rate (FAR) corresponding to the current similarity threshold $\theta$.

$$V = \frac{x_{ijq} - \theta}{|x_{ijq} - \theta|} - y_{ijq} \quad \text{when } x_{ijq} = \theta, \frac{x_{ijq} - \theta}{|x_{ijq} - \theta|} \text{ regarded as } 0$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(Formula 3)}

The false acceptance rate [28], or FAR, is the measure of the likelihood that the biometric security system will incorrectly accept an access attempt by an unauthorized user. The false recognition rate [29], or FRR, is the measure of the likelihood that the biometric security system will incorrectly reject an access attempt by an authorized user. This paper shows the accuracy of the recognition of different algorithms by calculating FRR and FAR.
4.3. Experimental Result

![Figure 2. The result of comparison of three fingerprint recognition algorithms](image)

The minutia-based fingerprint recognition algorithm in this experiment is tested using the edit distance algorithm. The similarity-based algorithm is tested using the perceptual hash algorithm. The result of the comparison are shown in Figure 2.

The ROC curve is used to describe the effect of the fingerprint algorithm. The ordinate represents FAR, the abscissa represents FRR, and the Equal Error Rate (EER) is a balance point between FAR and FRR. The lower the equal error rate value, the higher the accuracy of the biometric system [30].

As shown in figure 2, the yellow curve represents the result of the minutia-based fingerprint recognition algorithm; the blue curve represents the result of the similarity-based fingerprint recognition algorithm; the green curve represents the SIFT-based pseudo-splicing fingerprint recognition algorithm. The curve of the minutia-based fingerprint recognition algorithm and the curve of the similarity-based fingerprint recognition algorithm have higher ERR than the curve of the SIFT-based pseudo-splicing fingerprint recognition algorithm. Obviously, the SIFT-based pseudo-splicing fingerprint recognition algorithm works best.

There are two important parameters that affect the accuracy of recognition in the SIFT-based pseudo-splicing fingerprint recognition algorithm. One is the number of features of the fingerprint feature database, and the other is the similarity threshold in the pseudo-splicing algorithm. The rest of the paper presents the algorithm is optimized by adjusting these parameters.

This experiment tests the number of features of the fingerprint feature database differently, and keeps the other parameters unchanged. The results are shown in Figure 3.

In the legend of figure 3, the number behind N represents the number of features of the fingerprint feature database. As can be seen from the figure 3, with the increasing of the number of features of the fingerprint feature database, the lower the EER, the better accuracy of the recognition.
Figure 3. The result of comparison under different number of features of the fingerprint feature database

Now, keeping the number of features and other parameters of the fingerprint feature database unchanged, and testing the different fingerprint similarity threshold in the pseudo-splicing algorithm. The results are shown in Figure 4.

In the legend of figure 4, the number behind A represents the fingerprint similarity threshold in the pseudo-splicing algorithm. The curves between neighboring threshold are dense. This paper shows the result of comparison under different fingerprint similarity thresholds by dividing into four parts. It can be seen from Figure 4 (a), the lowest EER occurs when the threshold is 5. It can be seen from Figure 4(b), when the threshold is 7, the EER is the lowest. It can be seen from (c) and (d) in figure 4 that when the threshold is between 5 and 7, the EER is lower and the algorithm works well.

According to the comparison above, it shows that the more number of features of the fingerprint feature database, the better accuracy of the recognition, but with the number of features of the fingerprint feature database increasing, the consumption of the time of recognition becomes higher. So the number of features of the fingerprint feature database should be adjusted according to the specific application scenarios. In addition, the algorithm performs well when the fingerprint similarity threshold is between 5 and 7 in the pseudo-splicing algorithm.
CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a SIFT-based pseudo-splicing partial fingerprint recognition algorithm, aiming at improving the accuracy of the fingerprint recognition algorithm for partial fingerprints. Through the comparison, the proposed algorithm has better accuracy of recognition for partial fingerprints, and the algorithm is optimized to increase the accuracy of recognition for partial fingerprints by adjusting different parameters. In the future, we will try to combine other algorithms to improve the accuracy of the recognition for the partial fingerprint.
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ABSTRACT

Chronic wound have a long recovery time, occur extensively, and are difficult to treat. They cause not only great suffering to many patients but also bring enormous work burden to hospitals and doctors. Therefore, an automated chronic wound detection method can efficiently assist doctors in diagnosis, or help patients with initial diagnosis, reduce the workload of doctors and the treatment costs of patients. In recent years, due to the rise of big data, machine learning methods have been applied to Image Identification, and the accuracy of the result has surpassed that of traditional methods. With the fully convolutional neural network proposed, image segmentation and target detection have also achieved excellent results. However, the accuracy of chronic wound image segmentation and identification is low due to the limitation of the deep convolution neural network. To solve the above problem, we propose a post-processing method based on fully connected CRFs with multi-layer score maps. The experiment results show that our method can be used to improve the accuracy of chronic wound image segmentation and identification.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, with the rise of big data, the field of artificial intelligence has been aroused a broad concern. AlexNet [1], the champion of ImageNet competition in 2012, uses convolutional neural networks for image classification and recognition. Its accuracy exceeds the traditional method significantly, which makes people pay attention to the application of convolutional neural networks in the field of image classification again. Afterward, people continued to innovate (VGG[2], GoogleNet[3], Residual Net[4], DenseNet[5], CapsuleNet[6] and other deep neural networks), and further improve the accuracy of image classification. However, in the field of medical image classification and segmentation, the accuracy of using deep convolution neural networks is relatively low. Therefore, the application of convolutional neural networks in this area is not effective.

Chronic wound including Diabetic foot ulcers, venous leg ulcers, and acne, has long recovery time and need different methods of treatment at various period. The current treatment of chronic wounds usually takes up a significant amount of medical resources and is not easy to treat [7-9]. Long-term hospitalization is a burden for both hospitals and patients. On the one hand, the resources of the hospital are occupied for an extended period, and it is impossible to provide medical services to other patients in urgent need. On the other hand, the long-term hospitalization costs are too high for most of the patients to afford. It is also very common in some remote areas,
patients are far away and inconvenient to see a doctor. These conditions have brought great suffering to the patients.

Hence, it is of great importance to do a post processing method based on fully-connected CRFs for chronic wound images segmentation and identification. This method helps improve the accuracy of segmentation and classification and the results obtained can assist doctors in diagnosis and treatment.

In this paper, we first introduce fully connected CRFs (conditional random fields). Then we propose a post processing method based on fully-connected CRFs for chronic wound images segmentation and identification. Finally we make compare experiment and the results prove the validity of this method.

2. RELATED WORKS

The basic CRF model contains a unary energy function at an independent pixel or image block and a paired energy function in a neighboring pixel block or image block[11-14]. The adjacency CRF structure generated based on that model limits its association between distant pixel points or image blocks within an image, and thus causes an excessively smooth object boundary. To improve the accuracy of segmentation and identification, the researchers extended the basic CRF framework by adding hierarchical connections and higher-order energy functions in the image region[15-18]. However, this method is bound to be limited by the accuracy of unsupervised image segmentation. Although some progress has been made, this limitation affects the ability of region-based CRF method to accurately assign labels to complex image boundary pixels[19]. Although some progress has been made, this limitation affects the ability of region-based methods to accurately assign labels to complex image boundary pixels.

![Fully connected CRF model on pixel image](image)

Figure 1. Fully connected CRF model on pixel image[20]

Figure 1. shows a simple fully connected CRF model on pixel image, $y_i$ represents the label of its corresponding pixel point $x_i$, and all pixels $x_i$ are connected together.

In order to solve the above problem, a fully connected CRF model based on the energy function of all pixel pairs on the image is proposed[21]. Although the fully-connected CRF model has been used for image semantic segmentation[22-25], but the computation complexity of the fully connected model limits its usage on hundreds of image regions that are segmented on the image. Therefore, the accuracy of segmentation is still limited by the accuracy of the unsupervised image segmentation algorithm that generates these regions. In order to solve this problem, the researchers connected all the pixel pairs in the image to achieve more fine segmentation and recognition, at the cost of an explosive increase in the amount of parameters. To overcome this problem, the pairwise energy function is defined as a linear combination of Gaussian kernels in
arbitrary feature space[21] and this CRF distribution is approximated by the mean field. The approximation is iteratively optimized through a series of message passing steps, each of which updates a single variable by fusing the information of all other variables. The update of the mean field can be achieved by Gaussian filtering in the feature space. The computational complexity of message passing can be reduced from quadratic to linear by employing efficient high-dimensional filtering approximations.

The fully-connected CRF model is defined as follows:

Suppose random field $X$, whose elements are $\{X_1, X_2, ..., X_n\}$, where the value range of $X_i$ is the set of labels $L:\{L_1, L_2, ..., L_k\}$. Suppose another random domain $I$, whose elements are $\{I_1, ..., I_n\}$. $I_i$ is the information of the pixel on the image with the input size $N$, and $X$ is the label of each pixel. $I_j$ is the color vector of pixel $j$, and $X_j$ is the label assigned to pixel $j$. Conditional random field $(I, X)$ is determined by a Gibbs distribution:

$$P(X|I) = \frac{1}{Z(I)} \exp\left(-\sum_{c \in C} \phi_c(X_c | I)\right)$$

$G=(v, e)$ in the above equation is an image to be labeled, and each pixel point pair $c$ is an element in the set of pixel pair $C_0$ on this image $G$, which contains an energy function $q_c$. The Gibbs energy function of the label $x \in L^N$ is:

$$E(x|I) = \sum_{c \in C} \phi_c(x_c | I)$$

The maximum posterior estimate of the conditional random field label is:

$$x^* = \arg\max_{x \in L^N} P(x|I)$$

For the convenience of representation, the latter part will use $\Psi_c(x_c)$ to represent $\phi_c(x_c | I)$.

In the fully connected pixel-pair CRF model, $G$ is a complete graph of the label $X$, $C_c$ is the set of all unary and binary pixel groups, so the corresponding Gibbs energy function is

$$E(X) = \sum_i \psi_u(x_i) + \sum_{i<j} \psi_b(x_i, x_j)$$

The values of $i$ and $j$ in the above formula range from 1 to $N$. This unary energy function $\Psi_u(x_i)$ is calculated separately for each pixel by a classifier that generates a label assignment distribution function based on image features. The binary energy function is calculated as follows:

$$\psi_b(x_i, x_j) = \mu(x_i, x_j) \sum_{m=1}^{K} \omega^{(m)} k^{(m)}(f_i, f_j)$$

The $k^{(m)}$ in the formula is a Gaussian kernel function. Then we get:

$$k^{(m)}(f_i, f_j) = \exp\left(-\frac{1}{2} (f_i - f_j)^T A^{(m)} (f_i - f_j)\right)$$
The first half of the formula is the appearance kernel function. The neighboring pixels with the same color are more likely to be the same class of pixel. The degree of distance and color is controlled by the parameters $\theta_\alpha$ and $\theta_\beta$. The second part is the smooth kernel function, which is used to remove isolated small areas[11].

### 3. Method

The image segmentation and identification network based on the deep neural network outputs a score map and then get the pixel point semantic segmentation label. The score map is generally smooth, so applying short-range CRF for post-processing will have the opposite effect. In order to overcome the above problems, the researchers used the CRF model of [10] as a post-processing method. The score map has a score for each pixel point label classification, that is, the probability that each pixel point may be assigned a label value. This probability is calculated separately for each pixel, so it can be input as a unary energy function into the energy function of the fully-connected CRF:

$$\Psi_u(x_i) = -\log P(x_i)$$

In the above formula, $P(x_i)$ is the pixel point assignment label probability output by the deep neural network based image segmentation and identification network. The binary energy function is still related to the color and position of the pixel, and the weight of the pixel color and position is modified by changing the relevant parameters. The fully-connected CRF uses the deep neural network based image segmentation and identification score map of the network output as input, and outputs the fine segmentation result after several fully-connected CRF iterations. Compared with the output of image segmentation and identification method based on the deep neural network, the details of the output of the post processing method based on fully-connected CRFs are clearer.

However, the single score map contains insufficient information on chronic wound images, and the results by the post processing method are poor. To solve the problem, we convert multiple scale feature maps into score maps, and superimpose multiple score maps as a multi-scale score map for the input of fully-connected CRF post-processing methods. The formula is as follows:

$$P(x_i) = \sum_{j=1}^{M} \phi^{(j)} P_j(x_i)$$

In the above formula, $P_j(x_i)$ is the assigned label probability of pixel i on the jth score graph, and $\lambda^{(j)}$ is the weight of this probability value. The binary energy function remains unchanged, and the parameter weights are modified according to the characteristics of the chronic wound image.
In the optimization of the parameters, we use the method of from coarse to fine. The score map is superimposed using the last three layers. The sum of the three weights is 1. The initial value ratio is (2:2:6), and then the parameters are optimized. The update step is 0.05 until the optimal value is selected. According to the paper[10], the weight parameters $\omega_2$ and $\theta_6$ of the binary energy function are fixed to the default value of 3. The parameter $\omega_1$ has a value range of [5, 10], and the update step is 1 each time. The parameter $\theta_5$ has a value range of [50, 100] and the update step size is 10. The parameter $\theta_1$ has a value range of [3, 10] and the update step size is 1.

4. EXPERIMENT

To verify the effectiveness of post-processing methods for chronic wound image segmentation and recognition based on fully connected CRF, we designed two comparison experiments: (1) Compare the post-processing results obtained by the post-processing method based on fully connected CRF with the single-layer score map and the original segmentation results of the deep neural network. (2) Compare the post-processing results obtained by the post-processing method based on fully connected CRF with the single-layer score graph and the post-processing results obtained by the post-processing method based on fully connected CRF with the multi-layer score graph. We use the original results of paper[26], and choose the best chronic wound image segmentation and identification network:MobileNet-0.75-skip-fcn16 as the chronic wound image segmentation and identification network to verify the effectiveness of our method.

EXPERIMENT ENVIRONMENT

We use an NVIDIA Geforce 1080Ti GPU to speed up parameter learning and evaluate the learned model on a computer with Intel Core i7-8700K CPU @ 3.70GHz and 32GB RAM. The program runs on a 64-bit windows10 home operating system with CUDA 9.0 and Tensorflow 1.7.0-GPU installed.

DATA SET

We use the data set that is built by the article[26]. The dataset is collected partly from cooperated medical institutions and partly from Medetec Wound Database. We made the size of the images a uniform resolution (512 by 512 pixels).

GROUND TRUTH.

The chronic wound image is manually selected for the chronic wound area and the background area. The red area on the ground truth is the chronic wound area, and the black area is the background.

The evaluation standard is as follows:
TP: the ground-truth is positive and the prediction is positive.
FN: the ground-truth is positive but the prediction is negative.
FP: the ground-truth is negative but the prediction is positive.
TN: the ground-truth is negative and the prediction is negative.

We use accuracy, mean intersection-over-union (mIoU), and dice similarity coefficient (DSC) to compare the result. They are computed as follows:

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{TP + TN}{TP + FP + TN + FN}
\]
\[
\text{mIoU} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP + FN}
\]
The figure below shows a comparison of post-processing results obtained by the post-processing method based on fully connected CRF with the single-layer score map and the original segmentation results of the deep neural network. The first column (A) on the left are the original images, the second column (B) are the ground truth, the third column (C) are the Mobilenet origin results, and the fourth column (D) images are images obtained by merging the first and the third columns of images, which is convenient for viewing the segmentation effect. The fifth column (E) are the results obtained by using the post-processing method with single-layer score map and the sixth column (F) are the images obtained by merging the first and the fourth column images. It can be found that the image processed by the post-processing method with single-layer score map has a certain improvement in the edge detail compared with the original segmentation result. However, it could cause anti-effect such as first and third lines of the images.

Figure 2. Comparison of the results of neural networks and post-processing method with single-layer score map

Figure 3. Comparison of the results of post-processing method with single-layer score map and post-processing method with multi-layer score map

\[
DSC = \frac{2 \times TP}{2 \times TP + FP + FN}
\]
The first column (A) on the left are the original images, the second column (B) are the ground truth, the third column (C) (also E in figure 2) are the results obtained by using the post-processing method with single-layer score map, and the fourth column (D) (also F in figure 2) images are images obtained by merging the first and the third columns of images, which is convenient for viewing the segmentation effect. The fifth column (E) are the results obtained by using the post-processing method with multi-layer score map and the sixth column (F) are the images obtained by merging the first and the fourth column images.

Compared with the two results in the above figure, we can find that it is better to use the post-processing method with multi-score map to process the original segmentation image. It can also correct some misclassifications and make the contours of chronic wound areas more detailed. The table below compares the accuracy of the two methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
<th>mIoU (%)</th>
<th>DSC (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Origin Results</td>
<td>98.26</td>
<td>85.76</td>
<td>92.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-layer score map</td>
<td>98.23</td>
<td>85.80</td>
<td>92.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-layer score map</td>
<td><strong>98.36</strong></td>
<td><strong>86.08</strong></td>
<td><strong>92.52</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The comparison results of the show that the post-processing method with multi-layer score map is better than the post-processing method with single-layer score map and achieves the highest of the three indexes. That proves the validity of our method.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we first introduce the CRF algorithm and its improved version of the fully connected CRF algorithm. Then we innovatively combined multi-scale score map with the fully connected CRF algorithm and propose a chronic wound image segmentation and identification post-processing method based on fully connected CRF. This post-processing method overcomes the insufficient information using the single score map as the input of the fully connected CRF, and thus can get better results. The post-processing method is divided into two steps: Firstly, we calculate the score maps of the corresponding last three layers of the feature maps, then combine the three-layer score maps as the input of the fully connected CRF, and refine the parameters to obtain the best results. The results of the experiments have proved that the post-processing method based on fully connected CRF with multi-layer score map can optimize the origin segmentation results obtained by deep convolution neural networks.
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ABSTRACT

Vision is probably the most important sense for human beings. As a consequence, our way of behaviour and thinking is also often based on visual information. When trying to perform complex information especially in situations where humans are involved, it is of great benefit if some information can be obtained from images. This is the field of image processing and computer vision. There are various libraries available for these tasks. Probably the best known one is OpenCV. It can also be used in Python programming language. Simple and more complex image processing algorithms are already available in the library. One of the more complex ones is face detection. In this paper it shown how face detection can be executed within Python with OpenCV library. This is the first step needed in emotion recognition. When face is detected, we can determine the emotional state of the subject using a special purpose library.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Of the five senses (vision, hearing, smell, taste, and touch) vision is undoubtedly the one that man has come to depend upon above all others, and indeed the one that provides most of the data he receives [1]. Actually almost all animal species use eyes in fact evolution has invented the eye many times over [2]. The main reason for this is that eyes are very effective sensors for recognition, navigation, obstacle avoidance and manipulation. Artificial sensors that mimic the function of an eye are cameras. Computer vision is inspired by the capabilities of the human vision system and could be defined as the automatic analysis of images and videos by computers in order to gain some understanding of the world [3]. An important part of computer vision is image processing, which means transforming an image in some way.

In this paper some Python libraries that make it possible to perform basic image processing tasks will be introduced. OpenCV, which is the most important one will be presented in some detail. It enables some not so basic image processing (we could say it already enters computer vision). One example is face detection. This is the first step in reaching the main topic of the paper, which is emotion recognition.
In order to analyze any visual information, we must first get it into an appropriate form. A typical setup for obtaining an image is shown in Fig. 1. The image acquisition process starts with an illumination source, where the light rays are coming from. The scene element is the object under observation. The rays that come from the illuminations source are either reflected or absorbed by the object. Then the imaging system (typically optical lens) collects the incoming light and focuses it on the imaging plane. This is the plane where the sensor should be located. The sensor actually measures the amount of energy received at a specific location. If we want to get a color image, we would have to use filters for each of the three primary colors ((R)ed, (G)reen and (B)lue). As this is too cumbersome, the sensor elements can be arranged in the so called Bayer pattern as shown in Fig. 2. So, for each element we know only one of the colors (note that due to the sensitivity of the human eye there are twice as many green pixels than red or blue).

The process of obtaining the values for other pixels is called demosaicing. There are various algorithms for this task, which of course differ in execution time. The most simple one just infers the missing color components from the nearest pixel with that color. After demosaicing we are left with a three dimensional matrix. It is however better to speak of a two dimensional matrix, where each element has three components as shown in the left image of Fig. 2. This is also a mathematical representation of an image and also represents the starting point for any image manipulation. In general image manipulation can be defined as any mathematical operation that transforms the original two dimensional image into another one. There are many possible divisions of these operations. In this short introduction we will divide them into two groups:

1. Point processing operations
2. Neighborhood processing operations

Point processing is an operation where the intensity value (in monochromatic image) or intensity values (color image) in the transformed image \( i_t \) depend only on the intensity value (values) of the corresponding pixel in the original image \( i_o \).

\[
    i_t(x, y) = f(i_o(x, y))
\]

Although, being a very simple operation, it has some applications. A typical one is full-scale histogram stretch which is easily the most common linear point operation [6]. Another important operation is for example the conversion of a color image to a grayscale (monochromatic) one using the following equation [7]
Neighborhood processing is an operation where the intensity of a specific pixel in the original image depends on the intensity of more than one pixel in the original image. Typically the corresponding pixel and some pixels in the neighborhood (that's where the operation gets its name from). A typical operation of this kind is filtering used to remove or at least decrease the noise in an image. One possible (very simple) formula for such an operation (using only four neighboring pixels) can be written as follows:

\[ i_t(x, y) = 0.299 \cdot i_{oR}(x, y) + 0.587 \cdot i_{oG}(x, y) + 0.114 \cdot i_{oB}(x, y) \quad (2) \]

It probably doesn't need to be stressed out that neighborhood processing is much more powerful. As a consequence almost all the applications need that kind of operations.

3. PYTHON PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE

3.1 Some Basic Information

Python is a high-level general-purpose programming language created by Guido van Rossum in 1991. It has a design philosophy that puts emphasis on code readability. It supports multiple programming paradigms including object-oriented, imperative, functional and procedural and has a large standard and comprehensive library. The first release was followed by Python 2.0 in 2000 and Python 3.0 in 2008. At the time of writing this paper the latest version is Python 3.7. Python is a good choice for all the researchers in the scientific community because it is:

- free and open source
- a scripting language, meaning that it is interpreted
- a modern language (object oriented, exception handling, dynamic typing etc.)
- concise, easy to read and quick to learn
- full of freely available libraries, in particular scientific ones (linear algebra, visualization tools, plotting, image analysis, differential equations solving, symbolic computations, statistics etc.)
- useful in a wider setting: scientific computing, scripting, web sites, text parsing, etc.
- widely used in industrial applications

In comparison with other programming languages such as C/C++, Java, and Fortran, Python is a higher-level language. The computation time is therefore typically a little longer, but it is much easier to program in. In the case of C and Fortran, wrappers are also available. PHP and Ruby on the other side are higher-level languages as well. Ruby can be compared to Python but lacks scientific libraries. PHP on the other hand is a more web-oriented language.

Python can also be compared to Matlab, which has a really extensive scientific library. It is however not open source and free. Scilab and Octave are open source environments similar to Matlab. Their language features are however inferior to the ones available in Python. People in general tend to think that complex problems demand complex processes in order to produce complex solutions. Python was developed with exactly the opposite philosophy. It has an extremely at learning curve and development process for software engineers [9]. It is used for
system administration tasks, by NASA both for development and as a scripting language in several of its systems. Industrial Light & Magic uses Python in its production of special effects for large-budget feature films, Yahoo! uses it (among other things) to manage its discussion groups and Google has used it to implement many components of its web crawler and search engine [10]. As Python is also a language that is easy to learn and both powerful and convenient from the start [11], we might soon be asking, who is not using it.

As already mentioned Python has an extensive set of libraries which can be imported into a project in order to perform specific tasks. The ones that really should be mentioned in any scientific paper dealing with mathematics are NumPy and SciPy. NumPy is a library which provides support for large, multi-dimensional arrays. As images are in fact large two (greyscale) or three (color) dimensional matrices, this library is essential in all image processing tasks. It should also be emphasized that many other libraries (not limited to image processing) use NumPy array representation. SciPy is a library build on the NumPy array object and contains modules for signal and image processing, linear algebra, fast Fourier transform, etc. The last library mentioned in this introductory section is Matplotlib. As the name suggests this library is a plotting library. Although it is used a lot in all areas of science, Image processing relies heavily on it.

### 3.2 Basic Image Processing Libraries

There are several Python libraries related to Image processing and Computer vision. The most important ones are however:

- **PIL/Pillow**
  This library is mainly appropriate for simple image manipulations (rotation, resizing, etc.) and very basic image analysis (histogram for example)

- **SimpleCV**
  It's a library intended (as the name suggests) to be a simplified version of OpenCV. It doesn't offer all the possibilities of OpenCV, but it is easier to learn and use.

- **OpenCV**
  It is by far the most capable and most commonly used computer vision library. It is written in C/C++, but Python bindings are added during the installation. It also gives emphasis on real time image processing.

Among the ones, which will not be presented it might be worth mentioning Ilastik. It is a simple, user-friendly tool for interactive image classification, segmentation and analysis. By far the most important library is however the OpenCV library. Some of its capabilities will be demonstrated.

### 3.3 OpenCV library

OpenCV is an open source computer vision library available written in C and C++ which runs under Linux, Windows, Mac OS X, iOS, and Android. Interfaces are available for Python, Java, Ruby, Matlab, and other languages. A very simple program used just to show an image (see Fig. 3) can be written as follows:
import numpy as np
import cv2
img = cv2.imread ('lena-color.jpg')
cv2.imshow('image', img)
cv2.waitKey(0)
cv2.destroyAllWindows()

It is also very easy to form a binary image with a certain predefined threshold. The following commands give a binary image (threshold is set to 127) for the image shown in Fig. 3.

![Fig. 3. Lena color image](image1.jpg) ![Fig. 4. Binary image](image2.jpg)

gray_image = cv2.cvtColor (img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY)
ret, binary_image = \
    cv2.threshold (gray_image, 127,255,cv2 .THRESH_BINARY)
cv2.imshow( 'image', binary_image)

One of the important image processing tasks is edge detection. In OpenCV this task can be performed using a simple command:

edges = cv2.Canny(gray_image, 100, 200)

If the source image is the one shown in Fig. 3, we get the resulting image as shown in Fig. 5. The parameters 100 and 200 define the limiting values of the intensity gradient. Pixels below the lower value are non-edge pixels. Pixels above the upper value are edge pixels. Pixels in between are edge pixels if they are connected to the pixels with the intensity gradient above the upper limiting value. Of course they can be set arbitrarily.

4. COMPUTER VISION TASKS RELATED TO EMOTION RECOGNITION

Emotion recognition is quite a complex task to achieve. Basically it is divided into two steps (face detection and emotion recognition).

4.1 Face Detection

The task of face detection is (as the words suggest) to find the face(s) (sometimes also eyes) in an image. The following sequence of commands does just that.
face_cascade = cv2.CascadeClassifier ( 'C: \ Users \ . . . \ haarcascade_frontalface_default . xml ' )
eye_cascade = cv2.CascadeClassifier ( 'C: \ Users \ . . . \ haarcascade_eye. xml ' )
img = cv2.imread ( 'lena - color.jpg' )
gray = cv2.cvtColor ( img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY )
faces = face_cascade. detectMultiScale ( gray, 1.3, 5)
for (x,y,w,h) in faces :
    cv2.rectangle ( img, ( x,y), ( x+w, y+h ), ( 255 , 0 , 0 ) , 2 )
    roi_gray = gray [ y : y+h , x : x+w]
    roi_color = img [ y : y+h , x : x+w]
    eyes = eye_cascade.detectMultiScale ( roi_gray )
    for ( ex, ey, ew, eh ) in eyes :
        cv2.rectangle ( roi_color, ( ex, ey ) , ( ex+ew, ey+eh ),
        ( 0, 255, 0 ), 2 )

cv2.imshow( ' img ' , img )
cv2.imwrite ( ' face_lena. jpg ', img )
cv2.waitKey ( 0 )
cv2.destroyAllWindows ( )

The result is shown in Fig. 6. For the image in Fig. 6 algorithm works perfectly.

![Image of face detection](image-url)

**Fig. 6.** An example of face detection

If however a more complex image is used, the result (especially for eyes) is not so good. See for example Fig. 7. The algorithm itself applies the so called Haar feature-based cascade classifiers. It was proposed as an effective object detection method by Paul Viola and Michael Jones [12]. The number of these features can be enormous. But most of them are irrelevant. A good feature is for example the fact that the region of the eyes is usually darker than the region of the nose and cheeks. A second good feature could for example be based upon the fact that the eyes are usually darker than the bridge of the nose. With the increasing number of such features, we can increase the reliability of the algorithm. Misclassifications are of course always a possibility. It should also be noted, that the reliability decreases with the decreasing amount of pixels in the face area.
5. EMOTION RECOGNITION

Emotion recognition is very difficult computer vision task. In essence, what we expect from this task is to group faces in an image into one of the following seven emotions: angry, disgust, fear, happy, sad, surprise, neutral. The principle behind the algorithm is the so called deep learning shown schematically in Fig. 8. The input signal are the faces detected. After they are detected (as described above), they are cropped out of the image and fed into a convolutional neural network. Convolutional networks are a neural network architecture particularly well suited to processing images. A "kernel" is slid over the image and multiplied with its pixel values. A kernel's weights are learned using backpropagation. In effect, kernels find patterns in the image regardless of their position in an image, which allows the convolutional neural network to be spatially invariant.

![Schematic representation of deep learning concept](image)

Fig. 8. Schematic representation of deep learning concept [13]
Our particular implementation of the CNN is shown schematically in Fig. 9. It consists of three convolutional layers, each followed by a Batch Normalization layer, Rectified Linear Unit (relu) activation layer and max pooling, to reduce the representation size. After this, a Spatial Pyramid Pooling layer enables us to input pictures of arbitrary input shape. Some regularization is applied to the convolutional kernels to reduce the possibility of over-fitting. The CNN layers extract features from the images, which are then fed into a multi layer perceptron neural network, with the layers containing 2048, 2048 and 7 neurons, respectively. Some Dropout (0.2) is applied after the first dense layer, to combat over-fitting. The output layer contains 7 neurons and a softmax activation function, since we classify faces into one of the above mentioned seven emotions. We use the Adam optimizer with the default learning rate of 0.01. In order to train the network, the Facial Emotion Recognition dataset from Kaggle has been used. It contains around 30000 grayscale pictures of 48x48 dimension, each containing a centered face. The faces emotions are labeled.
Some examples of images being fed to our program are shown in Fig. 10. Not all of the images are classified correctly. An example of such a case is shown in Fig. 11. The accuracy of the network on test set is around 50%, while the best result on Kaggle leaderboard achieved around 70% accuracy. We suspect a dataset of higher resolution face images would increase the recognition ability of the network.

![Fig. 10. Results of the program](image1.png)

![Fig. 11. An example of a wrong emotion recognition](image2.png)

6. CONCLUSION

The concept of deep learning has probably very bright future ahead. Some people even say that it might be the concept which will finally rival human intelligence in many areas. In this paper the deep learning concept has been used to assess the possibilities of emotion recognition in images.

At first some very basic information about image acquisition and its mathematical representation is given. This is followed by the introduction of python and its comparison with some other popular programming languages. As the topic of the paper is image processing, related libraries are given. OpenCV, being most popular is described in some detail. Face detection and emotion recognition are outlined as well. The results show that further research is needed in order to increase the accuracy of the approach.
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ABSTRACT

In recent years, Internet technologies are grown pervasively not only in information-based web pages but also in online social networking and online banking, which made people’s lives easier. As a result of this growth, computer networks encounter with lots of different security threats from all over the world. One of these serious threats is “phishing”, which aims to deceive their victims for getting their private information such as username, passwords, social security numbers, financial information, and credit card number by using fake e-mails, webpage’s or both. Detection of phishing attack is a challenging problem, because it is considered as a semantics-based attack, which focuses on users’ vulnerabilities, not networks’ vulnerabilities. Most of the anti-phishing tools mainly use the blacklist/white list methods; however, they fail to catch new phishing attacks and results a high false-positive rate. To overcome this deficiency, we aimed to use a machine learning based algorithms, Artificial Neural Networks(ANNs) and Deep Neural Networks(DNNs), for training the system and catch abnormal request by analysing the URL of web pages. We used a dataset which contains 37,175 phishing and 36,400 legitimate web pages to train the system. According to the experimental results, the proposed approaches has the accuracy in detection of phishing websites with the rate of 92 % and 96 % by the use of ANN and DNN approaches respectively.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Due to the extensive growth in the number of internet users, lots of our daily life operations are transferred from the real world to the cyber world such as communication, coordination, commerce, banking, registrations, applications, etc. Because of this, the malicious peoples and attackers also transferred to this world and make their threats and crimes easily anonymously. To ensure the security and privacy of cyber data, technology must be used and organized carefully by using “Cyber Security” concept [1].

According to ITU-T, cyber security is the accumulation of tools such as policies, security safeguards, training, risk management approaches guarantee and technologies that can be used to protect the cyber organization and environment. [2] Another source explains this concept as follows: Cyber security is the body of technologies about processes, networks, computers programs and data. Its aim is designed for protect these components of technologies from attack, damage and unauthorized access [3]. According to Craigen et.al. cyber security is the organization and collection of resources, processes and structures used to defend cyberspace and cyberspace enabled systems from events that misrelate by default ownership rights [4].
security applies precaution methods used to protect data from being stolen, concurred or attacked [5]. All the definitions of cyber security say about prevent and protect: Cyber security prevents from fraud or thief who wants to seize person/public/national information or connection.

“Identity theft” or specifically “phishing” is one of the most threatening security deficits of the users in the Internet. In this type of crimes, attackers use some malicious web pages which impersonate as legitimate web sites, to collect the victims’ critical information such as username, passwords, financial data, etc. Typically, a phishing attack starts with an electronic mail which seems to come from a reputable company as depicted in Figure 1. The content of the mail encourages the victim to click on the address, which can also be hidden as a hypertext. This address directs the victim to a fake web site, which is designed exactly similar with a valid website, such as an e-mail site social engineering site of generally financial institutions web sites.

As can be seen from this life cycle, even experienced computer user can fall into the phishing attack and be a victim. Therefore, for detection of phishing attacks, a dynamic support and security mechanism is needed. As a phishing detection algorithm, generally blacklists/whitelists are used. This is an effective prevention mechanism and it quickly classify an URL as a phishing or legitimate. However, as emphasized in [18] between 47% and 83% of phishing web pages are blacklisted in 12 hours, which is enough duration for deceiving most of the people. Additionally, within the first 2 hours, about 63% of phishing campaigns are finished. Therefore, blacklists/whitelists are not effective especially for zero-day attacks.

To overcome this type of attack there is need to construct a dynamic and efficient algorithm which can learn the structure of the legitimate web pages and classifies the abnormal ones. Therefore, in this project, we aimed to set up a classification system, which can identify whether an URL is either phishing or legitimate. To train the system we have used a dataset which contains about 74,000 items in both these types. To compare the efficiency of the different algorithms and select the best one, we used both Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and Deep Neural Network (DNN) approaches for training and testing the system with the help of Tensorflow framework. And experimental results showed that the proposed approaches produce very good accuracy rates for detecting phishing URLs. Within the proposed approaches, DNN gives better accuracy rate than ANN with the related values as depicted in the results section.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In the next section the background knowledge is given. Section 3 depicts the design details of the proposed system. Experimental Result are shown with comparative graphic in Section 4. Finally, Conclusion and future works are listed.
2. BACKGROUND

In Oxford dictionary, phishing means “an effort by hackers to destroy or damage a computer system or network”. It means breaking the “confidentiality, integrity, and availability”-CIA triad rules. In the real world there are many attack types for breaking this CIA such as Sniffing, Denial of Service (DoS), Sql Injection, Spyware, Viruses, Trojans, Social Engineering, Worm, Botnet and Phishing [8]. However, as can be seen from Figure 2.a. Phishing attacks are located at the first position.

Also, as can be seen from Figure 2.b. Phishing attack is a continuing process, in every part of the year this attack takes its place in the cyber world. Phishing is an attack type using both social engineering and technical hints to have users’ personal identity information and bank account details [9]. There are many phishing attack types in the literature. The most preferred one the use of emails. Attacker prepares an email which urges the user for entering his valuable information on a malicious webpage as depicted in Figure 3.a. In this e-mail there are some hyperlink which directed the user to this malicious webpage, which is exactly similar with the original one. After the user enters the information on the webpage, attacker can access the victim’s sensitive information.
2.2. TYPES OF PHISHING ATTACKS

Phishing attacks can be divided in 2 layers: social engineering and technical subterfuge. Social engineering layer includes attackers, victim, sending fake email, which contains spoofed webpages. This process starts by sending this email, which comes from a legal and famous organizations for gathering some sensitive information such as user name, id, password, credit card information etc. Second layer is about spoofed webpage. Fake e-mail directs the victim to the spoofed webpage which appears visually very similar to the original webpage. This layer also uses cross-site scripting, session hijacking, malware phishing, DNS poisoning and key/screen loggers’ techniques. These layers send the obtained information and get remote access by attackers to victim’s computer or original webpage [12, 13]. According to [14], mostly attacked websites are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: According to statistics of company phishing

2.2. DETECTION OF PHISHING ATTACKS

Phishing attacks can be applied by using a lot of methods. Detection ways have been found on the basis of this attack types. This section will explain the detection methods of phishing attacks. The main vulnerability of phishing is about the Human Factor. Therefore, the main prevention is about the education of the workers, how to avoid from this type of attacks. However, due to the type of new attacks, even experienced used can fall into this type of attack. Therefore, a cyber support will be helpful for the users.

The mostly preferred methods to prevent phishing is the use of Blacklists, which are periodically updated list which includes some keywords lists, URLs and IP addresses. The famous blacklist using methods are: Google Safe Browsing API, DNS-Based Blacklist, Phish Net: Predictive Blacklisting, Automated Individual White-List. However, due to its deficiency for detecting zero day attack, some security managers prefer the use of Heuristics approach, which analyses and investigates the feature of the web page and detect whether the page use this information or not [19]. The reputable heuristics anti-phishes are Spoof Guard, Collaborative Intrusion Detection, Phish Guard, Phish wish, CANTINA, and etc.

Visual Similarity method uses the visual similarity of the webpage like its source code, contained pictures, text and additionally some formatting, logo, CSS and HTML tags, etc. These features are compared with the previous form of the web page or its stored copy in the local server. However, this technique has an important deficiency that it cannot detect the phishing attacks of
the newly generated web pages. Besides, its image-based operation, comparison gets too much time for detection.

The dynamic approach can be seen as the use of data mining and/or machine learning techniques. If there are sufficient number of legitimate and non-legitimate web pages and their related features, it can be easy to train the system with this dataset by the use of some machine learning techniques. Support Vector Machines, Bayesian Classifier, KNN techniques, Ad boost, Random Forest, decision tree, neural networks, etc.

2.3. NEURAL NETWORKS

Machine learning is one of the very important field of computer science, which allows software to learn and adapt to inputs and improve performance on a specific task. Machine learning is highly used to follow human behaviours and to make some predictions by using either supervised or unsupervised algorithms. Neural networks are designed influenced from biological neural networks. In real neurons, the input data are processed and transmitted by use of electrical signals. In artificial neural networks, system works with input nodes –it is called as neuron-, edges as functions, layers, and output neurons. All these components related with nodes and edges. Input neurons connecting other neurons via functions. A simple diagram of a neuron is shown in Figure 5.

![Figure 5: A simple neuron structure.](image)

Even though given inputs are the same, weight and bias criteria can be changed to calculation. Almost all neurons calculate for the next neurons by that formula. And they are collecting activation functions such as RELU, TANH, etc. According to activation functions all these multiplication and addition process collecting fully connected layer. Than predicting output decreased by some loss functions. This output is gathering and comparing real value. At the end of the output, this result optimizing and so on. Figure 6 shows structure of neural networks. [15]

Neural networks are divided into two sub networks, which artificial neural networks and deep neural networks, which use multiple layer in its framework as depicted in Figure 6. According to the parameters and size of the problem the number of hidden layers and also the number of neurons in each layer can be changed. If you only use a single hidden layer, this is mainly called as ANN structure.
2.4. RELATED WORK

There are many works in the literature, which are focussed on phishing detection. According to study of James et. Al. attackers are swindled via e-mails to get individual information and bank account details like usernames, userid and passwords [16]. This paper contains information about machine learning methods, which is used for detecting phishing websites. In this paper two success rate are analysed which is WEKA and MATLAB. The J48 Decision Tree gave best result in WEKA. When dataset is splitted 60% for testing, detection accuracy was 93.2% in lexical features. Regression Tree was given best result with 91.08% accuracy in MATLAB when using 40% dataset for training however accuracy was decreased when using 10% of dataset for testing.

Buber et.al. suggest that, cyber-attacks affect to many people and foundation and this attack can cause financial damages in this work [17, 21, 22]. There are a lot of cyber-attack types. Purpose of phishing attack, which is one of them, is getting confidential information of users by using people’s weaknesses. In this paper, a machine learning based system was developed for detecting phishing attacks. Some features were generated by using taking advantages of Natural Language Processing (NLP) in this system. For detecting URL which is used in phishing attacks, a system was developed by using these features. According to tests Random Forest Algorithm showed the highest result success rate.

3. METHODOLOGY

In the implementation phase we developed two different classifiers with: Artificial Neural Networks and Deep Neural Networks. Due to their structure we need to use some numeric values as the input of our system. Therefore, we need to select some features from the URL and then train and execute our system based on these parameter values.

Figure 6: Two Hidden Layer Deep Neural Network

Figure 7. Execution Diagram of the Proposed System
To understand the meaning of each feature, firstly we need to identify the parts of URLs. In the next subsection, this concept is explained. After that, the selected features are detailed.

### 3.1. URLs

To understand the approach of phishers, firstly, the components of URLs and their aim should be understood. The basic components of a URL is depicted in Figure 8.

In the standard form, a URL starts with its protocol name, such as hypertext transfer protocols, file transfer protocols, etc., which are used to access the web page. Consequently, the subdomain and the Second Level Domain (SLD) names identify the server hosting the web site. SLD name is very important for us, because this part mainly contains the name of the firm, therefore, phishers focussed on this part and try to produce different forms of name which are like original ones. The Top-Level Domain (TLD) name shows the domains in the Domain Name System root zone of the Internet such as educational, commercial government, etc. Finally, Geographical Domain name shows the geographical location of the web site such as, Germany, Turkey, France, etc. The previous four parts compose the domain name (hostname) of the webpage; however, the inner address is represented by the path of the page in the server and with the name of the page in the html form. The ongoing part is like a folder a file name which shows the location of the file in the server.

### 3.2. SELECTED FEATURE

In this subsection, we detailed the selected features that are used in the implementation of the proposed system. There are total 27 features, and they are detailed as follows.

1. **Length of the URL:** Phishers generally hide the address of their spoofed web page by increasing the length of the address. In this long text they also add the name of the attacked web page, but this is not the domain name part of the URL. Additionally, if this length is increased too much, then it will not fit the address bar, and the victim cannot see the domain part. Some researchers focussed on this size and they grouped the URL according the following rule [20]:
   - If the length of the URL < 54, then it is classified as “legitimate”.
   - If the length of the URL is between 54 and 75, then it is classified as “suspicious”.
   - If the length of the URL > 75, then it is classified as “phishing”.

   However, in our study, we don’t make this type of classification. Classification is executed by the classifier, and this value is only a parameter for our classifier. Shorter URLs have the greater possibility for being “legitimate”.

2. **Punctuation character count:** Phishers use some meaningless characters for confusing the victim. Therefore, they can also use some punctuation characters, especially “.”, “;”, “!”,”&”, “%”, etc. Increased value has more tendency to be a phishing webpage as depicted in Figure 9.
3. Is it an IP address: This is a binary feature, if it is an IP address then its value is 1, else 0. For deceiving the users, phisher generally try to use some part of the original URL in the spoofed URL addresses. Therefore, they do not prefer the use of IP address in their attack.

4. Suspicious words count: Phisher prefers some specifics words such as 'confirm', 'account', 'secure', 'admin', 'login', 'submit', 'update', 'setup', 'secure', etc. These words helps for the victims to think the related web page is legitimate. Therefore, we get ?? suspicious words which are selected in the study of Buber et.al. The number of these words are used as a feature in our system.

5. Alexa ranking: There are more than 1.7 billion websites all around the world. Alexa holds popular websites and ranking them. Generally, the popular websites are not preferred for phishing attacks. Most of the phishing campaigns execute their attack in the first 2 hours and after 12 hours it can enter blacklists. Therefore, these sites cannot get upper location in this list. If a website has a higher location in the list, this increase the probability of being legitimate.

Apart from the others, this is a domain-based feature. This feature is not directly derived from the URL. We need to use a third-party service to calculate the Alexa ranking. Therefore, use of this feature slow down the execution of system.

6. Number of brands: Use of brand names is generally preferred by the phishes. We collected our brand name list from the first 500 firms in the Fortune, some brands from the Alexa ranking system, some banks (international), some social networking and micro blogging sites.

7. (3 Features) Average/Longest/Shortest Word lengths: For confusing the victims mind, Phishers use different length of works in their address. The length of the words in the URL is also an important feature for us. We get three different features as average, shortest and longest words in the URL.

8. Number of keywords: Use of some special keywords can also deceive the computer users. Therefore, we identify some keywords such as "login, secure, account, server" which are mostly preferred in the malicious URLs and then construct a keyword list. This list contains about 176 words and is constructed especially from the URLs in the Phish tank and this list only contains English words.

9. (8 features) Number of special characters and words (‘.’, ‘=’, ‘_', ‘-’, ‘\’, ‘@’, ‘com’, ‘cmd’). While investigating the phishing URLs which are get from the PhishTank, it is seen that some special characters and words are mostly preferred. Therefore, we get the number of all of these as different features in the proposed system. For example, if we look at "paypal.com-login.com", we
can see that “paypal” is only a subdomain and original host name is “com-login.com”. However, use of “paypal”, “.” and “com” together results the user to see the host name as “paypal.com”. A standard computer user is hardly seeing this fact, therefore a software based support is important for us. For example, the comparison of the “number of @ characters” between the legitimate and phishing URLs is depicted in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Number of @ Characters in the URLs

Additionally, the use of special characters can also be so deceptive. For example, “mail.google.com” is a legitimate webpage, however, phishers can change it as “mailgoogle.com” with different host name, which is hard to distinguish from the original one.

10. Subdomain number: Legitimate URLs generally have a smaller number of subdomains, however, as explained in the previous example phishers can use the subdomain names as if the domain names. Additionally, they can use several subdomains name the address similar to the original ones. Therefore, a smaller number of subdomains increase the probability of being legitimate web page.

11. Number of Digits: To pass some spamming filters, phishers use some numeric characters in their URLs. Generally, there is no occurrence of numeric characters in the domain name of the legitimate web site.

12. Standard deviation of the words’ length: In the URL (especially in long phishing URLs) there are a number of words. The standard deviation of them is get as a feature in the system.

13. Number of words: The number of words is also an important feature. This feature also contains the compound words, which are two or more words that are combined to form a new word with different/similar meaning. To deceive the users, phishers also use compound words in the URL. Therefore, there is need to find each word (and compounds words) in this address. The comparison of phishing dataset and legitimate dataset is shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Number of words in the URLs
14. Average length of the compound words: In the previous feature we get the number of compound words. However, the size, especially the average size, of these words is also important to detect the phishing attacks.

15. Character Repetition: To cheat the use phisher can repeat some characters in the domain name. For example, “apple.com” can be repeated by “applle.com” or “aplle.com”. This type of names can also be distinguished by the use of similarity index. Usage of some distance measures can ease the calculation of this value.

16. (2 Features) Use of “username” and “userid”: While analysing the phishing URLs from gathered from the Phishtank, it is seen that many of the URLs contains these specific words, “as “username” and “userid”, which are used for deceiving the user. Therefore, these features are defined as binary features and if these words exist then their values are 1, else 0.

3.3. TRAINING THE SYSTEM

The success of the system depends on the learning/training mechanisms used. In the proposed system we used two different learning mechanism: Artificial Neural Network and Deep Neural Network. In Artificial Neural Network(ANN) approach we used a one hidden layer framework, which contains 20 neurons in it. Due to its structure, we trained the system with only 100 epochs and we preferred the use of “adam” optimizer. As an activation function different functions can be selected: RELU, SIGMOID and TANH. Therefore, we tested all of them and found that SIGMOID function gives the best performance among them.

In the Deep Neural Networks design we increased the number hidden layers to two and at every layer, ‘RELU’ activation function is used. Each hidden layer contains 20/40 neurons is used. In the output layer, the activation function is preferred as sigmoid while the optimizer function is preferred as ‘adam’. Training is executed for 100 epochs and we can reach about 91% accuracy rate. To train and test the proposed system we used the Tensorflow, which is an open-source library for data science. It contains some learning algorithms that can be used in different application areas. As an important advantage, system can be run not only on multiple CPUs but also on Graphics Processing Units (GPUs).

3.4. CROSS VALIDATION

Cross-validation is a statistical method to evaluate a stability of the training models by splitting the original dataset into two parts: a training set and a test set. Due to its simplicity and understandability, it is a popular method, which results in a less biased or less optimistic experimental results. To reach a randomness free experimental result we used these set as 10-fold cross validation and divide original data to the ten parts and get one of them as test set while using the other nine as train set.

3.5. CLASSIFICATION

After training the system, we can easily classify any URL in the system. Before executing the classification, firstly related features must be extracted from the URL. After that according to used third party depended features, such as Alexa Ranking, there is a need to connect with this part. After collecting each features classification algorithm is executed.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this study, we compared deep neural network approach with the artificial neural network approach by using the defined features. To train the system we need to use a dataset. Therefore, we prefer the up to date dataset of Buber et. al., which contains 36400 legitimate and 37175 phishing URLs in it.

After, training and testing the data set, best result is reached in Deep Neural Network approach up to 96% accuracy rate with 100 epochs as depicted in Figure 13 with different number of neurons in the hidden layers. If we increase the epoch number, this rate is increasing a little bit more.

The execution time of the proposed system is also an important parameter for selection of the phishing detection system. This execution time can be divided into two parts: the feature extraction time and classification time. To measure the feature extraction time, we tried to classify 100 different URLs and measure the all required time needed for calculating the related features in the system, and also total time for all features. The average time in calculated as about 0.6 sec for feature extraction of a URL. We also investigate the Feature based time need and result is depicted in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>IP Address</th>
<th>Total Word</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
<th>Number of Brands</th>
<th>Longest Word</th>
<th>Shortest Word</th>
<th>Alexa Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.1263</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.0107</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.0036</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.0002</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.0105</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.0105</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.4080</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Max</strong></td>
<td>0.7416</td>
<td>0.1371</td>
<td>0.0159</td>
<td>0.0010</td>
<td>0.0338</td>
<td>0.0339</td>
<td>2.1824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Min</strong></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.2813</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As can be seen from this table the dominant factor of the feature is the Alexa Ranking part. Due to its need for connecting the third-party services it needs almost 2/3 of all calculation time. Therefore, if it is wanted to decrease the decision time this feature can be disabled. In the table some other time-consuming features are also shown. The other features are calculated less than 10-4 sec, therefore, they not listed.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

Due to the growing use of Internet in our daily life, cyber attackers aim their victim over this platform. One of the mostly encountered attack is named as "phishing" which creates a spoofed web page to obtain the users sensitive information such as userid and password in financial websites by using social networking facilities. The malicious web page is created as if a legitimate web page, especially copying the original web page one to one. Therefore, detection of these pages is a very trivial problem to overcome due to its semantic structure which takes the advantage of the humans' vulnerabilities.

Software tools can only be used as a support mechanism for detection and prevention this type attacks, and these tools especially use whitelist/blacklist approach to overcome this type of attacks. However, they are static algorithms and cannot identify the new type of attacks in the system. Therefore, as an efficient solution, we propose the use of Artifical Neural Network and Deep Neural Network based system for classifying the incoming URLs. The experimental results show that both these approaches result satisfactory accuracy rate and DNN with 40*20 hidden layer structure produce best solution with about 96% of accuracy.

The latency of the execution time of the algorithm is also an important metric for selection of the detection algorithms. As seen from the results use of Alexa Ranking results a great increase in the execution time, although it has a great importance for detection of phishing. Therefore, according to aim of the system this feature can be disabled for decreasing the execution time.

As the Future works, to decrease the execution time and increase the efficiency of the system, the power of the Graphics Programming Units can be used. Additionally, the other approaches of Deep Learning, such as recurrent neural networks, convolutional neural networks and LSTM can be tested for increasing the performance of the system.
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ABSTRACT

As modern applications and systems are growing fast and continuously changing, back-end services in general and database services in particular are being challenged with dynamic loads and differential query behaviour. The traditional best practice of designing database – creating fixed relational schemas prior to deployment - becomes irrelevant. While newer database technologies such as document based and columnar are more flexible, they perform better only under certain conditions that are hard to predict. Frequent manual modifications of database structures and technologies under production require expert skills, increase management costs and often ends up with sub-optimal performance. In this paper we propose AdaptaBase - a solution for performance optimization of database technologies in accordance with application query demands by using machine learning to model application query behavioural patterns and learning the optimal database technology per each behavioural pattern. Experiments present a reduction in query execution time of over 25% for the relational-columnar model selection, and over 30% for the relation-document based model selection.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Throughout the digital age, efficient mechanisms to store and organize data were always vital [1]. In 1970, Edgar Codd described a new method [19] for storing data, suggesting that records would be stored in tables with fixed length records and based the Relational database model. This initiated the development of new Relational model database management systems (RDBMS). RDBMSs were very efficient in storing and processing structured data and as a result became very popular. Along with the development of the internet, accompanied with demand for greater flexibility, a new type of data started to gain volume rapidly - unstructured data. This type of data is both non-relational and schema-less, which the traditional table-based RDBMS can’t manage efficiently. Consequently, alternatives - named as No-SQL databases began to emerge.

With the presentation of new types of databases [22,37], came the industry recognition that different database types are applicable for different conditions; Relational databases fit well for applications that involve many complex queries, transactions and data analysis [8], yet - they suffer from lack of ORM orientation, as they were not originally designed to support OOP principles. Moreover, with a dramatic increase in the size of data, query performance degrades accordingly, which may cause query failures and service crashes due to timeout. Yet, the
alternative of No-SQL databases also fails to serve as a one stop shop for database applications, as they come with major concerns [31] such as absence of complete ACID, limited query language, deficient support, and lack of standards. As such, modern application design accommodates multiple database model types [26,14].

Business requirements change frequently [28], hence bringing changes in organization’s data models and database schema respectively; Thus, database performance reduction is expected along time, since the original database models were designed in mind of different assumptions and data is not stored in its optimal structure any longer. For the time being, manual changes are required to overcome this problem, such as changing tables’ schema or optimizing indexes - this must be done by database experts and it’s a fragile, expensive [7] and complex task, thus commonly avoided. The operational cost of such database changes can be expressed with the following formula:

$$\left( \sum_{i}^{N} a_i \times b_i \right) \times x + C + D$$

Expression 1 – operational cost

Where: $N$ is the number of available DBAs to work on the current problem; $x$ is the problem complexity; $a_i$ is the experience of the DBA and $b_i$ is the estimated work time. $C$ is the estimated extra space to store duplicate data and $D$ is the data transfer factor.

Due to the above, it would be beneficial to have a system and methods capable of learning the application query behavior, and adaptively fit the optimal database type in accordance with query behavior evolutionary changes, while saving on operational costs. AdaptaBase - an adaptive database model optimizer is a solution for meeting the above challenge. In this paper we focus on typical query behavioral patterns that are dominated by read operations such as SELECT and SELECT JOIN queries as this is the most popular setting [5], and we examine the performance potential and feasibility of an adaptive selection of database model between relational, document-based and columnar models. AdaptaBase employs machine learning classification and clustering algorithms in order to map between the characteristic query behavioral patterns or query distributions to the optimal database technology or model type. First, queries are being extracted from the MySQL relational database, then clustered into query types, grouped into query distribution patterns, tested per each pattern and database model, and lastly fits given patterns to the optimal database model and technology taking assuming seasonality of query behavioral patterns.

We tested our proposed solution on a NodeCellar [4] application - built with modern technologies such as Backbone.js, Twitter Bootstrap, Node.js, Express, and MongoDB, and adapted another version of it with MySQL for comparisons. Experiments are twofold: first, we evaluate the performance of our solution on dynamic model selection of Relational and Document based models with MySQL and MongoDB accordingly; Next, we test our solution on dynamic selection of Relational and Columnar models; Our columnar model is represented by lean tables in MySQL rather than Cassandra - which is based on BigTable and Dynamo, enclosing additional technologies side by side with the columnar structure and effect on performance. Cost wise, referring Expression (1), in AdaptaBase, $a_i$, $b_i$ and $x$ are 0 since the solution is automatic - saving working hours and training leading to reduced OPEX.

The remainder of this paper examines these issues both analytically and empirically. In Section 2 we discuss related work in this field. Section 3 elaborates on the problem and present different scenarios where query behavior has an influence on performance. Section 4 presents AdaptaBase
design and algorithms, and discusses its implementation internals. Section 5 presents our experiments on a real application and last, Section 6 summarizes this work.

2. RELATED WORK

Integration of relational and NoSQL databases has been studied deeply. In [23] a load balancer is used to monitor the performance of a hybrid db detecting hot spots for data migration. [2] tested the ways of integration of relational and NoSQL databases. [29] presented a solution to query MongoDB by SQL language. [33] converted structural to non-structural db. [20] allows migration relational to Document-oriented database. [20] presented approaches to data integration between relational and NoSQL.

The challenge of converting data between SQL and NoSQL databases has been addressed in [24,34,30]. In [30] an autonomous SQL-to-NoSQL schema migration is proposed. [12] seek most suitable NoSQL structure to migrate from relational Database. [35] presented a SQL-to-HBASE data-schema migration. [27] presented RDBMS-to-NoSQL schema and query migration. Hybrid SQL and NoSQL databases are described in [17,32,39]. Performance comparisons for relational and NoSQL can be found in [36,38].

In contrast to the above, our approach adapts alternative columnar and document-based models to a given relational model and dynamically routes the queries to the model that provides the best performance for current query distribution behavioural patterns.

3. PROBLEM

Throughout the process of exploring the benefits and flaws of different database model types, we focused on three types of database models: Relational model driven databases are based on storing data in tables - sets of records, each having different attributes. Tables are durable, fast and well suited for transactional operations [25], and the popular SQL language allows a rich and diversified queries, supporting ACID. Yet, relational databases expect fixed predefined schema definition, not tolerant to model changes and are not suitable for dynamic environments with changing query distribution behavioral patterns. In addition, since each row attributes are stored in disk with a continuous form, querying specific attributes is inefficient. Columnar databases utilize column oriented model - data is stored and indexed in columns as oppose of rows in the relational model. This allows processing selected columns fast by skipping non relevant attributes that were not requested by the query. While the DBA can partition the relational data in lean tables having small amount of columns - supporting queries that require many columns will end up with subordinate performance due to the need to perform JOIN operations between the lean structured tables. The columnar model is ideal for data analysis applications - suitable for data mining and analytic applications. Columnar databases are not a good fit for transactional workload applications[16]. Document-based databases utilize a document model - data is stored in the format of XML or JSON that allows hierarchy and is best suited for schema less, non-structured and non-relational data. While this allows great flexibility, it may be unreliable and index management can be very expensive [31].

In order to get deeper insights into each database model performance, we executed a set of experiments with different query distributions for Relations vs Document-based and Relational vs Columnar models:
3.1. Relational vs Document-based models comparison

For the relational model we used MySQL and for the Document based model we used MongoDB. The experiments measure execution time of each application instance as a function of distribution of different queries by firing application events using Apache JMeter. All runs are separated by a pause of 10 seconds.

(a) Relational model faster than Document based model scenario

(b) Document-based model faster than Relational model scenario

Figure 1: Relational vs Document-based models performance per query type
In the case of a query asking for data of a single relational table, the relational model in MySQL will end up with faster execution time, whereas the hierarchical representation in MongoDB will be slower due to reading unnecessary data as in Figure 1(a). In contrast, querying data from multiple tables, the relational model requires a JOIN operation ending up with slower execution time compared to the document based model that reads the data that was asked in a single document, as in Figure 1(b).

The experiment depicted in Figure 2 consists of 200 splitted queries, ranging between 0 and 200 SELECT JOIN queries, complemented by INSERT queries. While MySQL performance is heavily dependent on the portion of SELECT JOIN queries, MongoDB in far less affected, presenting 10 times faster execution than MySQL.

![Figure 2: Execution time for distribution of SELECT-JOIN,INSERT](image)

![Figure 3: Execution time for distribution of SELECT,INSERT](image)
In the next experiment, depicted in Figure 3, we execute again splitted queries, ranging between 0 and 200 SELECT (no embedded Joins) queries, complemented by INSERTs this time.

While for small ratio of INSERT queries the difference between MongoDB and MySQL is insignificant, in the case of dominant INSERTs, MongoDB performance worsens substantially, with execution time more than double compared to MySQL.

As we focus in read-only queries, we compared simple SELECT with no JOIN and SELECT with JOIN on both databases, as can be seen in Figure 4. While for small proportion of JOINs, MySQL presents better performance than MongoDB, as the proportion increases MongoDB gains extremely better performance, due to JOIN queries being slower than SELECT. A zoom in for infrequent JOINs is in Figure 5, where the cross between the performance of models is visible.

3.2. Relational vs Columnar based models comparison

For the Relational vs Columnar based model comparison, first - we compared SELECT with JOIN and no JOIN queries on both model types in order to estimate the effect of breaking a relational table to lean columnar tables on the performance.
We used two types of tables - Fat table - that consists all the columns in a single table and Thin tables - breaking the fat table into sub-tables such that JOIN can reconstruct the original table.

As in Figure 6(a), Fat tables are common in relational databases due to representing an entity by a single table. In contrast, in Figure 6(b), thin tables are the best practice of the Columnar approach - where each column is stored separately in the disk. In our experiments, we executed identical queries into the two table types and compared the execution time. Queries that referred to a larger number of columns performed better running times in the fat table than the thin, because no JOIN action were required to join the split columns. In cases where the queries referred to a small number of columns, running times were better in the thin table, because in this case there was no unnecessary reading of information from the disk.
In Figure 7 we execute SELECT JOIN queries for several minutes. The columnar model represents a table of 20 columns and the relational model consists of two tables, each of 10 columns - when combined yield the original table. Both tables contain the same amount of rows - 131,072 in case (a) and 1,024,576 in case (b). The columnar model’s performance is much better than the relational model as it contains no JOIN. Relational model performance worsens from (a) to (b) up to being 9 times slower compared to the columnar model. The more rows the table consists, the slower query execution times we see.
In Figure 8 we executed JOIN queries against several tables - having 1,048,576 rows in (a) and 4,194,304 rows in (b). The relational model is represented by a single table; the low density columnar model is represented by 2 tables - that require JOIN in order to return the original table; The high density columnar model consists of 3 tables that require 2 JOIN operations in order to return the original full table. The SELECT queries we run in this case returns the full set of columns as in the original - relational table. We can clearly see in (a) that the more JOINS are apparent in the query, the slower execution time we observe - when querying for large no' of columns using different tables - this is caused due to the JOIN action. Yet, in (b) due to having small no' of columns in the query increases the inefficiency of the relational model.

4. **Solution**

AdaptaBase provides machine learning based prediction of the optimal database model for given query behavioural patterns - the distribution between query types.

In AdaptaBase, the data & analysis analysis follows the process depicted in Figure 9, and is composed of three phases: first, we learn the query behavioral patterns - the dominant
distributions of SQL queries of the application along time; then we test the performance of each query behavioral pattern with each database model type, and last, with the learned mapping of query distribution to database model, match the current query distribution in time, and switch to the optimal database model.

Figure 9: Adaptabase high level data flow

JMeter is used for sending scheduled HTTP requests to Node.JS based NodeCellar application server. The requests follow predefined seasonality patterns. Accordingly, the application server executes different queries against the database; query events are logged and AdaptaBase collects those logs automatically, and stores them for later use by the learning process.

Upon fixed time intervals, the query clustering module is executed, in order to learn about the different query types, and allow us to distinguish between different query distributions or query behavioural patterns in the next phase. SQL query clustering is a well studied issue, and has several solutions, ranging query clustering based on a comparison of query structures, the associated table schemes and statistics such as the sizes of tables that appear in the queries [3], performing query rewrites to standardize query structure [10], using sets of features for query clustering [18], clustering based on attributes for materialized views [13] and clustering based on similarity of the same work plan [21]. Our set of queries in the NodeCellar application was fairly simple and didn’t require a heavy query clustering mechanism; as such we performed the query clustering with the following: First, each query is converted to a vector. Each word in that query gets a certain index in that vector, and the value in that index is the number of occurrences of the word in that query. Afterwards, the vectors are being clustered using DB-SCAN algorithm. After query clustering is done, we compute the different query distributions (behavioural patterns) over time periods, forming a set of histograms of query types counts and write those distributions to a table. We experimented two separate techniques in order to create a model for predicting the optimal database model type for a given query behavioural pattern:

In the Relational-Columnar case, we performed clustering on the table of query distribution counts (histograms), by running random K-Means [9] algorithm to identify the bold behaviors given query distributions and time of day. The algorithm selects the number of clusters with
silhouette analysis in order to choose the optimal \( k \) parameter value with the highest silhouette score. This provides us \( k \) dominant query distributions. Each distribution is tested against the relational and the columnar models ending up with a mapping of each distribution and its optimal database model.

In the **Relational-Document based** case, first we choose a sample of rows from the table of query distribution counts; then per each sampled distribution, we test the performance of this query distribution on each database technology - MySQL and MongoDB and set the label of the technology that had the minimal execution time as the target for each row in that sample; then we run a classification algorithm (experimented different algorithms) with \( k=10 \) cross validation on the sampled rows of the table - allowing it to map the relation between each distribution and the optimal database model.

While the learning model has been achieved, upon each time window - a distribution of the actual current queries is computed - and then served for inference by the learning mode - yielding a decision of the predicted optimal database model for that current query distribution.

As for the transformation of queries between the different database models and technologies - In the Relational-Document based cases, for queries migrations there are industrial tools [6]. For data migration it would be possible to use [11,15].In the Relational-Columnar based experiment, queries transformation isn’t needed since we are simply dividing the table into multiple lean tables within MySQL in order to gain a columnar structure.

Since in this work we focus on read-only queries, the price of data transfer between the db technology/model types is not taken into consideration. In order to support cost-efficient transfers between the database types, one may either maintain dual copies of the data - which may be adequate in case where the query behaviour is mainly selection/read and insertions (which price is insignificant for the DB technologies reviewed in our solution) or when required to cover update/delete operations - the synchronization of data between models may become expensive - here, in addition to the current separation of relational schema into multiple tables, one may learn which of the separated (projected) tables may be efficiently managed with document-db only model.

### 5. Experiments

#### 5.1. Environment settings

For the Relational-Document based model we conducted out tests using VM (2X4, CentOS 3.10) for the server and a separate machine (HP 14bf1xx 16GB RAM, DDR4, 512 GB SSD, Intel Family 6, 2000Mhz) that served as a client. The VM contained a layer of docker (v17.03)-running the containerized application server of NodeCellar application and the databases - MongoDB and MySQL. The client machine contains Apache JMeter testing tool to send HTTP requests that emulate user activity on the NodeCellar application. For the Relational-Columnar based model we used a VM (1X8, Ubuntu 4.4.0) on a server with 4 cores, 23 Ghz, 6GB RAM, 128GB HDD. The document based environment setting is depicted in Figure 10.
5.2. NodeCellar application and queries

For testing we used NodeCellar - a wine collection managing application. For the document-rational experiment three major changes were added to the original application: Translating the original MongoDB based data access layer to MySQL for the columnar case; Adding additional entity of comments. The schemas appear in Figure 11.

![NodeCellar relations](image)

Each entity is created as a single table in MySQL. In MongoDB - both were combined into a single collection. In MongoDB this model was implemented using a single collection named Wines. The collection consists a complex document scheme which represents the wine and its comments. The app initializes the database with 1000 wine records and 2983 comment records. In figures 12 the queries used for the tests are described.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>App Route</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>MongoDB query</th>
<th>MySQL query</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GET /wines</td>
<td>Select no join</td>
<td><code>db.collection('wines').find({},{_id:0, serial:0, comments:0 })</code></td>
<td><code>SELECT name, year, grapes, region, description, picture, country FROM wine</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GET /wines/comments</td>
<td>Select with join</td>
<td><code>db.collection('wines').find([], {[ _id:0, name:1, comments:1 })</code></td>
<td><code>SELECT wine.name, comment.data FROM wine INNER JOIN comment ON comment.wineId=wine.Serial</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POST /wines</td>
<td>Insert</td>
<td><code>collection.insert(wine, {salafstake})</code></td>
<td><code>INSERT INTO wine set ?</code></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Relational to Document based test queries
5.3. Relational-Document based Experiments

In Figure 13, the accuracy of 5 different machine learning algorithms is depicted for the Relational-Document based case. All the algorithms performed well (accuracy of 0.8-0.95), and for each distribution predict which database would be best suited.

![Machine Learning algorithms for Relational-Document prediction](image)

In Figure 14 in (a) the query performance (execution time) was measured during a week of user work. The execution time was measured for each instance and in addition for each distribution the model predicted which database to use. The machine learning algorithm nicely adapts to the optimal database model that provides the minimal query execution times. (b) is the cumulative version - the algorithm performance gains an improvement factor of 1.2-2 compared to alternative predefined database model. Notice that the aggregated execution time of AdaptaBase is significantly shorter than the best aggregated one – which in this case is MongoDB. While
MongoDB performs better than MySQL in this specific scenario over time in general, occasionally MySQL performs better than MongoDB and for those occasions as well, AdaptaBase selects the optimal database.

5.4. Relational-Columnar based Experiments

In Figure 15(a), we compare the performance of the technologies we examined - Columnar and Relational over time - to our machine learning based algorithm. In these experiments, all of the three technologies are tested in parallel. Figure 15(b) presents this experiment in accumulated execution time. In total, our solution achieves improved performance of over 25% in the period of 21 days.
In this paper we have presented AdaptaBase - a solution that can reduce query execution times and eventually save on OPEX. Our solution is based on machine learning based prediction of the optimal db model for a given query behavioural patterns.

Our experiments based on actual query execution on real DB systems- i.e. MySql and MongoDB- presented a reduction in query execution time of 25% for the relational-columnar model selection, and up to 30% for the relation-document based model selection.

Next, we intend to evaluate modifying commands such as INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE and extend our experiments to other database types such as graph and key-value databases.

Figure 15: AdaptaBase performance vs alternatives (fixed Relational or Columnar)

6. **SUMMARY**

In this paper we have presented AdaptaBase - a solution that can reduce query execution times and eventually save on OPEX. Our solution is based on machine learning based prediction of the optimal db model for a given query behavioural patterns.

Our experiments based on actual query execution on real DB systems- i.e. MySql and MongoDB- presented a reduction in query execution time of 25% for the relational-columnar model selection, and up to 30% for the relation-document based model selection.

Next, we intend to evaluate modifying commands such as INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE and extend our experiments to other database types such as graph and key-value databases.
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ABSTRACT

Clustering is an useful tool in the data analysis to discover the natural structure in the data. The technique separates given smart meter data set into several representative clusters for the convenience of energy management. Each cluster may has its own attributes, such as energy usage time and magnitude. These attributes can help the electrical operators to manage their electrical grids with goals of energy and cost reduction. In this paper, we use principle component analysis and K-means as dimensional reduction and the reference clustering algorithm, respectively, and several choices must be considered: the number of cluster, the number of the leading principle components, and whether use normalized principle analysis schema or not. To answer these issues simultaneously, we use the stability scores as measured by dot similarity and confusion matrix as our evaluation decision. The advantage is that it is useful for comparing the performance under different decisions, and thus provides us to make these choices simultaneously.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The research of smart meter data has been stimulated by the need for electrical grid operators for energy management as the era of smart grid coming. Smart meter can send the fine grained energy consumption data back near real-time to the electrical operators or the electrical retailers. The amount of smart meter is massive and is accumulated at very faster speed, thus how to utilize and manage the smart meter efficiently has become an important topic worldwide. In Taiwan, Taiwan Power Company, the largest electrical utility in Taiwan, has been aware of the need of clustering of smart meter to better understand the energy usage patterns of low-voltage customers. The company have found that the patterns are so complex, diverse and dynamic that artificial-based methods are inefficient to deal with them. Taiwan now has been undergoing the green
Since few years ago, and hence Taiwan Power Company or the related bureaus need to know the end user’s usage behavior, especially during peak hours, to complete this transition aimed with energy reduction.

Clustering is an useful tool to separate the smart meter data set into several representative groups to reflect the attributes of energy usage time and magnitude for the convenience of energy management. Here we briefly introduce the recent research works of clustering of smart meter. These works can be mainly divided into two approaches. One is to identify the relationship between energy usage patterns and socio-demographics [7][8]. Another is to identify suitable and representative groups using smart meter data only [5][6][9]. Both two approaches are to find energy reduction solutions and hence optimize the electrical network and reduce the energy. Since the amount of smart meter is massive, it is necessary to reduce the dimensionality of the raw data to provide a more robust and efficient clustering. The methods of dimensional reduction among the recent works are principle component analysis (PCA)[9] and artificial-based variable selection [5][7][8]. PCA is an classical technique of dimensional reduction and has achieved a significant success in many field, including bio-statistics, signal process and image process. It reduces dimensionality or selects variables by using the leading high variance principle components to perform data analysis and filtering the rest components which act as noisy signal. Artificial-based variable selection in these research works is to artificially find the representative attributes. For example, Stephen et al. [5] chosen the four time period and other seven attributes by specific mathematical formulas. On the other hand, there have been a variety of clustering techniques, including K-means, finite mixture model (FMM) and Hidden Markov Model (HMM), and evaluation decisions, which have been applied in smart meter in accordance with the experimental data and main purpose. For example, Stephen et al.[5] used FMM and Bootstrap to estimate the validation scores, which is the relative entropy. Adrian Albert and Ram Rajagopal [8] used HMM and BIC score to perform spectral clustering. Charalampos et al.[9] used K-means, Hierarchical Clustering and Hausdorff-based K-medoids, and evaluated these performances by Dunn Index, Calinski Harabasz Index and Energy Variance Index.

In this paper, we use PCA and K-means as our dimensional reduction technique and reference clustering algorithm, respectively. For the optimal decision, we use ‘stability’ to select to number of clustering and the corresponding clustering and claim that the it is advantageous in reality. The advantages are ‘stability’ that is naturally led by the evaluation decision, which is convenience for energy management in reality. It provides the ‘trade-off’ between the number of clusters and the corresponding stability scores, avoiding leading to providing the simplest clustering result only. For example, if the optimal number of cluster is 2, the corresponding clustering is too simple for electrical operators or retailers.

2. DIMENSIONAL REEDUCATION

A. Principle Component Analysis

Principle component analysis is a classical technique of dimensional reduction by orthogonal transformation into a new set of coordinates which are linearly uncorrelated [1]. These new coordinates are called principle components and are arranged such that the kth principle component has the kth largest variance among all principle components. The larger variance implies that the corresponding variable has more information and have more relevant to clustering. In the paper, we denote the PCA relative to the covariance matrix and the correlation matrix.
matrix as center PCA and normalized PCA, respectively, and compare the performances between two schemes.

3. CLUSTERING

A. Clustering Algorithm

K-means is attempt to minimize the objective function:

\[
Q_K^{(n)}(c_1, ..., C_K) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \min_{k=1,...,K} \|X_i - c_k\|^2
\]

where \( K \) is the fixed number of clusters, \( X_1, ..., X_n \in \mathbb{R} \) are the data points and \( c_1, ..., c_k \) denote the centers of the \( K \) clusters.

Several research papers have tried to model energy usage pattern in parameter probabilistic model, including Gaussian, beta, gamma and log-normal distribution [10][11][12]. However, since the distribution of our experimental data are complex and diverse, and no other information is available about our data, we do not assume any parameter probabilistic model to our experimental data in the paper, which motivates us use clustering stability as the evaluation decision. In fact we do not know whether the given data set can be represented as any mathematical models, and the K-means algorithm is used anyway. However, what we concern is that the whole data set can be represented using K-means to split each true cluster in several smaller and representative groups, rather than select the ‘correct’ number of clusters. It is acceptable even with the fact that the true clusters are split in smaller groups, or to afterwards join these groups to form a bigger group.

![Figure 1](image.png)

Figure 1. The minimum of dot similarities are estimated for a varying number of principal components p for each number of cluster with center and normalized principle components.
B. Clustering Stability

In this work, several issues need to be considered:

- Whether the PCA should be normalized?
- How many leading principle components should be selected?
- How many clusters? or if the optimal decision is two clusters, is there any secondary decision at certain acceptable level?

Since there are more than one decisions that should be simultaneously determined and no mathematical model can be used to describe the complex relationship, using clustering stability may help us to make these decisions. Here is the algorithm to calculate stability score for a fixed number of clusters k [3]:

1) Perform K-means on the original data set (the referencing clustering).
2) Randomly sample a fraction f, larger than 0.5, of the original dataset for t times
3) Perform K-means on the each sub-sample subset (the resampling clusterings)
4) Calculate similarities between the referencing and the resampling clustering

The essential concept in the theory of clustering stability is resampling. It is reasonable to assume that if the decisions respect to the above questions are suitable, the results under the same framework are similar. More specifically, when the structure in the given data is represented well by k clusters, the reference clustering will be similar to the result obtained from the sub-sample data. The similarity measures considered in the papers are dot similarity and confusion matrix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>dot similarity</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 pc</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 pc</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 pc</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 pc</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 pc</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 pc</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 pc</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Evaluation

A. III Dataset

The dataset was collected by Institute For Information Industry which consists of 109 different households in Northern Taiwan between Aug 2017 and September 2018. We treat each record, one day, as an individual points in the process of clustering. Thus, the records in the same customers over periods of time could be belong to different clusters. Although our sample rate is 1 minute, we perform our experiment at sample rate 15 minute to simulate the real condition in Taiwan. The sample rate of smart meter in Taiwan is 15 minute.

B. Experimental result

The stability of the clustering as measured by the minimum among similarity measures for these two measures are plotted for a varying number of principal components in Figure 1-2. These two have similar tendency. The values are briefly presented in table 1. Partitions into 2 and 3 clusters were stable regardless of the number of principal components and normalization, as evidenced by similarity scores being close to 1. Partitions into 4, 6 clusters were most stable for 2, 3 PCs, respectively, with similarity scores above 0.8 with center pca.

Fig 3-6 respectively show the average of each group obtained from the partitions into 2, 3, 4, 6 by K-means with 3 leading principle components. Using center principle components provides more clear separation based on energy usage time and magnitude. On the other hand, although the six clustering is not the optimal decision, it reveals more structures inside the whole data. Intuitively, the six-clustering may be interpreted as the result by splitting the groups obtained from the partitions into 2, 3 or 4, but it need more research work to verify the point.
Figure 2. The minimum of confusion matrices are estimated for a varying number of principal components $p$ for each number of cluster with center and normalized principle components.

Figure 3. The average energy patterns as the number of cluster is two.
Figure 4. The average energy patterns as the number of cluster is three

Figure 5. The average energy patterns as the number of cluster is four
5. CONCLUSION

It is the first try to cluster smart meter data with the evaluation by stability, and this paper shows the empirical results. We think that there has space either to develop theory of clustering stability or to use the evaluation in more smart meter data set.

Back to our problems as mentioned in section II, clustering stability indeed help us to make these decisions at the same time. There are no big different performance between center and normalized pca in term of stability, but the center one can provide more clear separation clustering based on energy usage time and magnitude. According to our empirical results, 2 or 3 cluster are the optimal decisions. The transition from average 0.9 level to average 0.7 level occurs between $k=3$ and $k=4$. However, the secondary decisions may consider 4, 6 with 2, 3 pcs, respectively, with the stability scores above 0.8. As mentioned in the section I, partitions into 2 or 3 are too simple for electrical operators or retailers to make any management decision, and thus we must to find the secondary solutions with certain reliability.

The clustering of smart meter is a nonparameter or unsupervised learning problem. There are no suitable mathematical model describing the complex relationship mentioned in section II up to now. Hence, we think that clustering stability is a nice try for clustering of smart meter.
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A B S T R A C T

With the exponential growth in the digitalization of critical infrastructures such as nuclear plants and transmission and distribution grids, these systems have become more prone to coordinated cyber-physical attacks. One of the ways used to harden the security of these infrastructures is by utilizing UAVs for monitoring, surveillance and data collection. UAVs use data communication links to send the data collected to ground control stations (GCSs). The literature [1] suggests that there is a lack of research in the area of the cybersecurity of data communication from drones to GCSs. Therefore, this paper addresses this research gap and analyzes the vulnerabilities and attacks on the collected sensor data, mainly on: data availability, data integrity and data confidentiality, and will propose solutions for securing the drone’s data communication systems.

K E Y W O R D S


1. I N T R O D U C T I O N

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), also known as drones, have seen an increase in use in the last few years [2]. UAV functions range from entertainment for hobbyists to critical mission for the military. In recent years, UAVs have seen technical development that made them eligible to be used in many fields to help in reducing risk and cost, accomplishing dangerous and expensive missions by replacing human operators.

For example, UAVs are used as first responders after disasters like earthquakes, floods or fires for survivor location and rescue missions [3]. [4] reports that UAV aided sensing was also used to log telemetry data of the levels of toxic gases to determine gas leakages. More recently and in line with the big data movement, the data collected from UAV sensors has been used to perform analyses for predicative development and preventative maintenance [5]. Another important field that UAVs are entering is the field of surveillance and monitoring. This only became possible with the advancements in battery life (trip length), autonomous charging methods and fast communication mediums. These advanced UAVs are suitable for monitoring critical infrastructure, such as the power grid, water management systems and transportation systems. Industrial systems are all moving towards digitalizing their processes to offer the prospect of smoother operations, improved efficiency, and better economics. However, this growth in connectivity within industrial operations has opened a door to cyber threats. Cyber-attacks can
damage hardware and lead to downtime both causing economic losses, and in more serious cases can lead to human fatality.

While industrial control systems, such as the ones used to control the smart grid, are becoming more connected, they are still dispersed and located in remote areas. In recent decades, vital components of critical infrastructure such as power generation plants and substations have been heavily protected with physical barriers: gates, CCTV, two-factor authentication entry access, and guards. These solutions are less effective in ensuring the physical security dispersed and remote areas, making critical infrastructure ICSs more prone to coordinated cyber-physical attacks. The low cost and technological advances in UAVs made them strong contenders to be used to augment security in these systems by monitoring and providing real-time data to operators. However, surveillance UAVs like other connected devices are themselves prone to cyber-attacks. This paper will analyze the attacks that target the data communication link in surveillance UAVs and propose solutions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews previous research and related work in the area of UAV cybersecurity. Section III gives an overview of the Unmanned aerial system (UAS) architecture. Section IV presents the types of UAV reconnaissance. Section V analyzes the security threats on data communication between UAVs and the GCS. In section VI, we propose solutions that address the identified vulnerabilities and provide insights on how to secure UAV data communications. Finally, section VII concludes this paper and suggests future work.

2. RELATED WORK

Since the area we are looking into is novel, we looked into adjacent security issues in UAVs and papers that review the communication mediums from UAVs to GCSs. Rudinskas et al performed a security analysis of UAV radio communication systems. The research paper studies the security of transferred information between the SAMONIT (Polish UAV project “Aircraft for monitoring”) and other entities. One of the key conclusions that the researchers highlight, is the importance of ciphering transferred information to ensure security [6]. [7], [8] both model the threats in UAVs, and AVs respectively and propose solutions. They both aim at giving a better understanding of the security vulnerabilities, attack types and the counter solutions that mitigate them. The aim of both papers is to help technologists make informed design and deployment decisions.

The most researched areas in UAV cybersecurity are GPS jamming and spoofing [1]. [9] demonstrates that UAVs that rely primarily on commercial GPS systems for positioning are vulnerable to jamming attacks. [10] exhibits the viability of spoofing commercial GPS due to the lack of encryption. Both these attack can lead to the crash or capture of critical UAVs by malicious users.

A lot of researchers have explored security vulnerabilities related to UAVs, [1] surveys all research that has been done in the area of UAV security and concludes that there is a scarcity of research about security threats related to UAV data communication. To this end, this paper analyzes these security threats.

3. UAS ARCHITECTURE

In this paper, the term UAS is used to refer to the system that is comprised of: an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), a ground control station (GCS) and communication links for the UAV-GCS interactions. UAVs have infiltrated many fields and this has made UAVs very diverse in their components each to suit its functionality. But most UAVs share some main components.
3.1. Unmanned aerial vehicles entities:

The basic UAV model can be defined as a combination of four separate, but dependent systems, figure 1 gives an overview of the interactions between UAV entities [7]:

Data acquisition: The system responsible for gathering data from the environment of the UAV. This is usually from sensors that the UAV is equipped with.

Navigation system: The system used to help in piloting the UAV. This is typically done by providing the UAV’s orientation (roll, the pitch and the yaw positions). The accuracy of the navigation system is further improved by using a GPS system.

Control module: This module uses the data from the navigation system to pilot the UAV either manually through an operator or autonomously through a program.

Data logging module: This module is used for temporarily saving data before sending it to the GCS.

3.2. Ground control station entities:

Operator: This can be either a person or a program that is used to control and/or monitor UAVs during their operations.

Data storage module: This module stores data that can be used for inspection and monitoring or analysis.

Data analysis module: This module is compromised of workstations that use the data received from the UAV and the data storage module for analytics.

3.3. UAV communication networks

There are two different directions of communication between UAVs and GCS (either GCS or HQ GCS) as can be seen from figure 2. The first type is control signal communication; this is usually sent from the GCS to the UAV and is used to control the UAV’s motion. The other type, the category that this paper focuses on, which is data communication. This type usually refers to data sent from the UAV to the GCS. The data that is sent is mostly composed from sensor data that either aids in UAV control or telemetry data that is collected for monitoring or mission aiding purposes.

The data is communicated in phases. The sensor first collects the data. Next, it is delivered to the UAV, which either communicates it to GSC or HQ GCS. At each stage the communication
methods will vary based on the sensor’s functionality, size of the data packets to be sent and the distance that the data packet has to travel. Below are the most common data communication methods.

**Wired communication:** This method is a physical connection and is more effective for short and immobile connections. This method is used to connect sensors to the UAV.

**Wireless communication:** This form of communication is commonly used to communicate data between UAVs and GCSs. Different wireless communication technologies are used. For example Bluetooth, Zigbee and WiFi are used for short ranges. WiMAX and Cellular, on the other hand, are used for longer distances and can accommodate higher data rates. Satellite communications are mostly used to communicate GPS coordinates to the UAVs and in areas where WiMAX and cellular networks are not available. Furthermore UAV manufacturers have developed proprietary transmitters and receivers used to accommodate for UAV environments such as Ocusync and Lightbridge by DJI.[11]

### 4. Types of Reconnaissance

To have a better understating of the security requirements and possible cyber-attacks the use cases of data communication links are described in this section. The UAVs that send data signals to the GCS can be categorized into three types monitoring, surveillance and data acquisition UAVs.

![An overview of UAS](https://example.com/uas_overview.png)

**Figure 2:** An overview of UAS

#### 4.1 Monitoring

These UAVs are used to monitor the state of a target area. Monitoring UAVs are equipped with sensors; these sensors differ based on the mission of the UAV. For example, a UAV that is equipped with a temperature sensor (thermometer) can measure temperature and send it to the GCS. The operator will receive an alarm in case the readings exceed the normal range. The success of any monitoring mission depends on the correctness and availability of the sensor data. Any attacks that compromise these aspects will cause a failure of the mission.
4.2 Surveillance

Surveillance drones are used to keep a target area under observation using live stream video data that is sent to the GCS. Drones used for surveillance have become more common and they are used in many fields. For example, they are used by law enforcement agencies as part of their investigations, stakeouts and criminal pursuits. These UAVs are also used in securing critical infrastructure in remote areas like wind farms or PV plants. These critical infrastructures need continuous observation because they have become more susceptible to coordinated cyber-physical attacks [12]. In many cases surveillance data is time sensitive and needs to be sent to the operators instantaneously, this makes any attacks that result in delays can cause mission failure. Additionally, the video data is confidential and contains sensitive data, attacks that compromise the confidentiality of the video data can result in sharing the data with threat actors.

4.3 Data acquisition:

UAVs can be used for data acquisition and logging where the data is saved in the memory. In the age of big data, data is collected for many reasons such as aligning with compliance and analysis. UAVs can be particularly suitable for data collection in dangerous areas such as disaster sites, war zones or hazardous power plants. The success of any monitoring mission depends on the correctness and availability of the sensor data. Any attacks that compromise these aspects will cause a failure of the mission.

5. Threat Analysis

In this section, the vulnerabilities of UAV data communication are explored. These vulnerabilities can lead to cyber-attacks that can be classified into three categories attacks that compromise data 1) confidentiality, 2) integrity or 3) availability. Figure 3 depicts the taxonomy of the attack types in order to effectively map our proposed mitigations scheme.

5.1. Availability attacks

Attacks that compromise the availability of sensor data in UAVs can be achieved in two ways; namely through controlling the UAV or communication interruption.

In the first method of attack, the attacker compromises the UAV or the GCS. The attacker is able to gain control of the UAV and modify the functionality of its components. In the case of a camera sensor, after gaining control of the system, the attacker is able to turn-off the camera. This attack can be part of a robbery attack where the building being robbed is monitored by surveillance drones. When the attackers gain control of the UAV-GCS system they can turn off the camera during their robbery and the video becomes unavailable to the security team.

In another scenario the attacker, after taking control of the UAV, can relocate the UAV to a different geographical location. In this scenario, the data collected by a temperature sensor, for example, is not representative of the actual intended parameter. The data collected can give the operator a false sense of a safe operation environment or cause the operator to send a repair team all in vain.

In the second method of attack that compromises the availability of the system, the attackers interrupt the communication link between the UAV and the GCS. This can be done in different ways, most prominently through jamming and GPS spoofing.

Jamming aims at disrupting communication through interference or collision before reception. During a jamming attack the adversary can, for example, block or delay critical fault detection
from propagating towards the ground station. Jamming attacks can be launched without extensive knowledge or information about the attack target, this makes this attack easy to perform successfully.

DoS/DDoS are types of jamming attacks, their realization happens by flooding the network with bogus requests to make the system appear unavailable and disallow other legitimate packets from being sent. There are three ways that a DoS attack can be launched: flooding, spoofing and buffer overflow.

GPS is among the most ubiquitous technologies used for path finding in transportation. Most devices, including commercial UAVs, use civilian GPS that is unencrypted and this makes them prone to attacks.

Based on [1], GPS spoofing is among the most researched attacks. But in this case, GPS spoofing is used to alter the geo-location of the UAV to contaminate the data collected by sensors.

5.2. Integrity attacks:

This type of attack is achieved by either modifying the data being sent or by fabricating malicious data to replace the legitimate data. There are 2 prominent ways to compromise the integrity of the data communication of a UAV; Sensor replay attack and replacing authentic sensory data with bogus data (spoofing).

In one scenario, attackers target a camera that is used for the surveillance of critical infrastructure; the camera sends a live stream video feed to a security team that ensures that no intruders can launch a coordinated cyber-physical attack. One way around this security safeguard is by recording the monitored area aforetime and then executing a video replay attack.

![Figure 3: Taxonomy of attacks on the UAV-to-GCS communication links and data.](image-url)
where the pre-recorded video is played instead. Without additional cyber-security safeguards, the security/inspecting team will not be able to detect that the video is replayed and the attackers are successful.

In another scenario, the attackers fabricate sensor data and send it to the inspector/security team. In this attack the adversary performs an active man-in-the-middle attack where they intercept the information sent from the sensor, block or redirect that data and send fabricated data instead. This can cause the inspectors/security team to take misinformed decisions that may lead to expensive or harmful actions.

5.3. Confidentiality attacks:

In this attack, the adversary gets unauthorized access to confidential information by intercepting the sensor data. Attacks under this category can be either passive or active. In a passive attack, the malicious actor can eavesdrop on communication links between the UAV and GCS. In the case of a camera sensor the attacker will have live video feed of critical infrastructure. An attacker can use this as part of intelligence gathering in the reconnaissance phase of an attack targeting a critical infrastructure such as a nuclear power plant. In an active attack the adversary intercepts the signal and forwards the data to another unauthorized entity. This can be done for monetary gain; the data can be sold on the black market for example.

6. PROPOSED SOLUTIONS FOR SECURE DATA COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

This section describes safeguards that ensure data communication security. The proposed solution is depicted in figure 4. The attacks that the solution addresses are those mentioned in the previous section and they fall into three categories: availability, integrity and confidentiality.

6.1. Safeguards ensuring availability:

In real-time systems such as UAVs, the availability of data becomes of critical importance. Therefore, protecting the UAV and ensuring its resiliency against availability attacks is vital for the success of UAV missions. There are different attacks that target the availability of sensor data; likewise, there are different safeguards that help in preventing these attacks.

Hijacking attacks, either to manipulate sensors or to execute relocation attacks can be prevented by ensuring that only authorized users can modify UAV operation. A step that has to precede authorization is user authentication, to confirm that the users are valid users.

Jamming attacks, including DoS and DDoS attacks, can be prevented in several ways. One solution is by placing a firewall in the network. A firewall is a network security safeguards that filters and controls ingress and egress network traffic based on a set of rules. For example, if many packets are sent from the same address (DoS), the firewall can block incoming traffic from that source. Another way to detect that a jamming attack is happening is by setting a window and checking the rate of collision; if the rate becomes higher than normal, this would indicate that the system is under a jamming attack. The operator can then block the source of jamming attack [13]. Or adjust the transmission rate in order to contain jamming interference (Li et al. 2007).

6.2. Safeguards ensuring integrity:

UAV data communication links are being used to deliver important data that drives the decisions for missions in the army and in the industry. The integrity of data that is sent by the UAV is vital to mission success. As section V discusses, there are 2 types of attacks on data integrity: modification and fabrication attacks. Modification attacks, like replaying the same data packet or altering the contents of the data packet, can be prevented by adding a nonce/timestamp and a hash
(irreversible mathematical function/ one-way function) to each packet. The timestamp makes sure that the data packet can only be used once while the hash ensures the integrity of the message.

Another way to reinforce security is by increasing fault tolerance by introducing hardware redundancy [14]. This solution is successful in some cases, while in other cases when the size, weight, and battery constraints of UAVs are exceeded they become infeasible. Alternatively, [15] proposes that an analytical redundancy is introduced instead, that would compensate for the failures by reconfiguring the control scheme of the UAV. A hybrid of these two solutions can be used.

To prevent fabrication attacks, the sender has to be authenticated. Authentication can be achieved by using public key infrastructure, certificates and certificate authorities. Or through hard coding pre-approved MAC addresses in both the UAVs and the GCS since the numbers of UAVs and GCSs are limited.

6.3. Safeguards ensuring confidentiality:

UAV data is not of itself confidential therefore in many cases; efficiency and speed of communication are favored over confidentiality in commercial UAVs. Nowadays, commercial UAVs are part of critical missions like critical infrastructure and police surveillance. To ensure confidentiality the UAV data has to be encrypted (encoding data so that only authorized users can access it) before being sent and then authenticated and decrypted at the receiver’s end. It is important to note that many encryption algorithms are computation and communication intensive and can throttle the bandwidth of a network and cause delays. It is therefore advisable for symmetric encryption to be primarily used while reserving the use of asymmetric encryption only for sensitive operations like digital signatures. In applications where live steam video is being transferred encryption can cause delays that make data to be unusable. Therefore, the encryption algorithm has to be chosen accordingly. Selective encryption is one way to reduce delays caused by encryption. This is achieved by minimizing the data that needs to be encrypted while still achieving sufficient security. This encryption algorithm works by applying encryption to a subset of the live data [16].
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ABSTRACT

This paper is focused on the issue of malware detection for Android mobile system by Reverse Engineering of Java code. The characteristics of malicious software were identified based on a collected set of applications. Total number of 1958 applications where tested (including 996 malware apps). A unique set of features was chosen. Five classification algorithms (Random Forest, SVM, K-NN, Naive Bayes, Logistic Regression) and three attribute selection algorithms were examined in order to choose those that would provide the most effective malware detection.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The basis for the effective detection of malware is the analysis of malware on a given platform. The main malware detection techniques consist of static and dynamic analysis [16]. Dynamic analysis techniques rely on monitoring the application in real time, working in an isolated environment [1]. Static analysis works on decompiled source code, without launching applications [2] analyzing the case of reporting rights, components, API calls. In this paper we are focused on static approach case based on the automatic analysis of decompiled mobile application code. Based on reference items [3], [4] and [5], a unique feature vector derived from the application Java code was constructed. The total number of features is 696. We divided them into three categories: First one is model implementation of onReceive() methods for BroadcastReceiver components. As demonstrated in [3], in malware applications, calls to certain methods more often occur in the overridden onReceive() method than in secure applications. The full list of wanted calls in the onReceive() method of components extending the BroadcastReceiver class can be found in first part of Table 1. Second one is Linux system commands - as the Android system uses the Linux kernel, there is an API available to execute Linux-specific commands on the Android mobile device. Some of the commands under examination relate to operations on the file system. There is also a group of commands that are used to obtain administrative access to the device (rooting), then to increase the possibilities of attack, and to hide the operation of malware on the device. The full list of searched Commands is available in second part of table 1. Selected on the basis of [6]. Third one is API Calls - the largest group of features (616). Includes methods from classes, some of which have been

indicated in [5]. Third part of Table 1 contains a list of classes, whose selected methods were included in the extraction of features. These were classes characteristic of the context of the mobile application, for objects of type Intention, for HTTP protocol operations, for telephone operations (SMS, connection, MMS), for device network settings, for data encryption or for dynamic code loading [19].

2. Preparing Testing Environment

Based on the literature on the subject, especially on [4], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [5], [12], [18], five classification algorithms were selected for testing under this work. These algorithms were among the most popular in the field of malware detection on the Android system. A collection of tested data consist of secure and malicious applications. Safe applications have been downloaded from two sources. First one is APKPure - an alternative Android application store. Second one is F-Droid - the directory of the FOSS Android application (Free and Open Source Software), which includes free and open software [17]. To increase the likelihood that applications are considered safe indeed they are not malicious, each of the downloaded files has been uploaded to the web application VirusTotal. Its task consists of analyzing the file using over 70 antivirus scanners, indicating whether the file is malicious, additionally revealing a label, indicating the species of malware to which the given scanner has classified a dangerous file. Secondly, VirusTotal provides additional information about the file, such as: the date of the first and last file upload operation to VirusTotal, the number of these operations, the results of static analysis (eg internal structure of the file), the results of dynamic analysis (behavioral characteristics of the application). The condition for joining the application to the test set of this work was not to detect malicious activity by any of the more than 70 scanners. Malicious applications also came from two sources: VirusShare - malware repository, currently containing over 24 million and Contagio Mobile - a blog that is part of the Contagio Dump project, which is a collection of malware samples. Contagio Mobile focuses on mobile malware, especially on Android and iOS. Applications downloaded from the above two sources have also been analyzed in VirusTotal. They were added to the test database if at least one of the scanners classified them as malware.

2.1. Java Code Features Extraction

To be able to extract the features, the files should be prepared properly. To this end, BASH shell scripts have been developed and auxiliary scripts that organize files. Scripts gets the .apk file to the input, returning the corresponding .jar file. For this purpose, the dex2jar tool is used. It’s used for work with .dex and .class files. It enables: reading and writing to a .dex file (Dalvik Executable format, executable format for Dalvik), conversion from a .dex file to .class files (compressed as a .jar file), disassembling the .dex file to a smali format, as well as the decryption of code strings present in the code, which have been obfuscated through encryption and whose decryption was to take place only after execution.

Table 1. Methods, commands and classes from which methods where extracted belonging to the feature vector from java code.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BroadcastReceiver</th>
<th>psneuter</th>
<th>StringBuilder</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>startService</td>
<td>wpthis</td>
<td>Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bindService</td>
<td>exploid</td>
<td>Context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>schedule</td>
<td>rageagainstthecage</td>
<td>Intent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>startForegroundService</td>
<td>motofail</td>
<td>ActivityManager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>registerReceiver</td>
<td>GingerBreak</td>
<td>PackageManager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>goAsync</td>
<td>Classes</td>
<td>SmsManager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>startActivity</td>
<td>ContentResolver</td>
<td>TelephonyManager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>startActivities</td>
<td>Cipher</td>
<td>DexClassLoader</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A Java program was prepared for the extraction of the tests. The external library used for the extraction of features is JD-core-java - a package decompiling Java decompiler called Java Decompiler (Java Decompiler authors did not provide a tool in the form of a library that can be used inside the code, only a decompiler as a plug-in for selected programming environments or graphics tool). Necessary to obtain the application code from the .jar file, on which the analysis of malware in the second research case is based. To focus on the analysis of features selected by all three selection methods, in Table 2 there are features present in the top characteristics for each selection method and their participation in malware applications and secure applications. All features from Table 2 are much more common in malware than in secure applications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Percentage in malware</th>
<th>Percentage in safe apps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>startService</td>
<td>0.34809</td>
<td>0.00118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getString</td>
<td>0.35412</td>
<td>0.04471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setPackage</td>
<td>0.25553</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>putExtra</td>
<td>0.27767</td>
<td>0.01059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>startActivity</td>
<td>0.19215</td>
<td>0.01882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getSystemService</td>
<td>0.17907</td>
<td>0.02000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>append</td>
<td>0.20121</td>
<td>0.04588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>indexOf</td>
<td>0.11268</td>
<td>0.00941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getInputStream</td>
<td>0.09558</td>
<td>0.00235</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Methods from the String class, such as append or indexOf, which are much more prevalent in malicious applications than in safe ones, show a legal manipulation on the string of characters to obfuscate the code. Operations on strings are used to avoid detection by dynamically creating URLs, providing parameters to the reflection mechanism API, or to hide Linux commands. The proof of probable manipulations with Linux commands is that the method for calling them appeared in 1% of malicious applications, while the extractor detected ten times less true Linux commands (at the level of 0.1%) - thus the vast majority of applications that calls the method to Linux commands do not contain these explicit commands (or they are very unpopular and unusual commands - but this alternative is less likely). In addition, the Context.getString method allows to extract a string from application resources that are outside the Java code. Therefore, this is a great opportunity to save a dangerous string of characters, e.g. the URL of a malicious server, in the application resources, so that it will not be detected during Java code analysis, and this method allows you to download this string to the code.

The Context.startService method, the frequency of which in malware applications was mentioned in [5], is used to start the service. In the dataset of this work, it occurred about 350 times more often in malware. Knowing that the service is a component running in the background, possibly
without the user’s knowledge, it seems clear that malicious applications will want to reach for the described method in order not to alert the user about malicious activity by using a component that will work in hiding.

The `getSystem` method. The `Context` class service, appearing in malicious applications 9 times more often than in safe applications, allows access to given system services. Without examining the parameters of this method, it is difficult to conclude what specifically access was requested for. However, among the system services that this method gives access to, there are those that can be potentially dangerous: window visibility management, network connections, Wi-Fi connectivity, HTTP download process, location data.

The `getInputStream` method from the `HttpURLConnection` class, occurring in almost 10% of malicious applications, and only in 0.2% of secure applications, is important in the process of data transfer (both sending and receiving) via the HTTP protocol. Thanks to this method, on the one hand, the application can receive harmful packages (payload), on the other hand, send sensitive data about the user to the external server.

Intent: `setPackage` and `putExtra` methods, used mostly in malware in comparison with secure applications, may have their justification in intentional intentions. Intentional intentions are those that do not indicate a specific component that the intention can pick up. Therefore, it is possible that the intention will be received by another application. The threat occurs when a secure application uses implicit intent, does not specify which component can perform the action, and then such an intention intercepts the malware. Then he will be able to send the application in response to inaccurate data or send information about the success of the operation at the moment when the operation did not take place. The result of intention can be saved using the `putExtra` function. The `setPackage` function is used to determine which components can receive the intention. Perhaps such a large presence in the malware serves to specify exactly which component should be responsible for the actions in order to have full control over the course of malicious activity, so that no other application could accidentally intercept the expected event.

It is noted that only two patterns listed at all appear in the code of the tested applications - and these are the `startService` and `schedule` methods. Appear on the level of 3% and 1% respectively in the malware code. They are used to activate the service accordingly and scheduling the service. Statistical tests were performed on the characteristics of Table 2 using the Mann-Whitney U-test. The confidence level at 0.05 was assumed. For each of the features in Table 2, the null hypothesis of median equality was rejected and an alternative hypothesis with a larger median in the malware population was adopted than in the population of safe applications.

2. **Practical Malware Detection**

The research will cover features obtained from the application code. Three methods of feature selection where be tested. Then, for each classifier, its selected parameters will be tested, and with the adopted determined parameters, the classification will be determined depending on the number of features taken into account. Next, the most common features in malware will be listed. The best results in terms of the number of correctly classified instances will be compiled for the 5 tested classifiers, along with the time of the algorithm’s operation and the time of the pre-processing process and the extraction of features. For testing each classifier, 10-fold cross validation will be used, repeated 10 times. The stages are as follows: First is selection of features, second is characteristics of malware, third is classifiers and their parameters (see Table 3), fourth is summary of the best results and time data for classifiers and last each of the 5 classifiers will be tested for selected parameters (see second column of Table 3).
Table 3. Parameters tested for classifiers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest</td>
<td>Iterations / max depth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naive Bayes</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>logistic regression</td>
<td>Iterations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-NN</td>
<td>number of neighbors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>Kernel function</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1. Random Forest

First test case included changing of the maximum depth of the tree with assumptions: number of iterations: 100, number of features: 696. Table 4 shows that after reaching the maximum depth of 50, the percentage of correctly classified instances was stable - and in the range of maximum depth from 80 to 200 and equal to infinity even identical. Some of the other indicators also remained at the same level from a depth greater than or equal to 80: TP, FN and F-measure. Interestingly, among these research cases, the lowest time was recorded for a maximum depth of 100. Measures TN and FP had the best result for a depth of 20.

Table 4. Results of the examination of the influence of the maximum depth for a random forest on the percentage of correctly classified instances, the root of mean square error and the time of learning and testing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Max Depth</th>
<th>Correctly classified</th>
<th>mean square error</th>
<th>Learning and testing time [ms]</th>
<th>TP</th>
<th>TN</th>
<th>FP</th>
<th>FN</th>
<th>F-measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>78.1598</td>
<td>0.4268</td>
<td>15227.6102</td>
<td>0.6305</td>
<td>0.9582</td>
<td>0.0418</td>
<td>0.3695</td>
<td>0.7555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>80.1345</td>
<td>0.3917</td>
<td>31206.3691</td>
<td>0.6564</td>
<td>0.9708</td>
<td>0.0292</td>
<td>0.3436</td>
<td>0.7797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>80.2212</td>
<td>0.3731</td>
<td>46360.0157</td>
<td>0.667</td>
<td>0.9604</td>
<td>0.0396</td>
<td>0.333</td>
<td>0.7833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>80.5359</td>
<td>0.3656</td>
<td>62293.7623</td>
<td>0.677</td>
<td>0.9554</td>
<td>0.0446</td>
<td>0.323</td>
<td>0.7885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>80.6118</td>
<td>0.3636</td>
<td>93321.374</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.9536</td>
<td>0.0464</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.7899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>80.6444</td>
<td>0.3637</td>
<td>104305.4938</td>
<td>0.6808</td>
<td>0.9534</td>
<td>0.0466</td>
<td>0.3192</td>
<td>0.7904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>80.6444</td>
<td>0.3637</td>
<td>122231.6517</td>
<td>0.6808</td>
<td>0.9534</td>
<td>0.0466</td>
<td>0.3192</td>
<td>0.7904</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, it is worth noticing a very large difference between the matrices of the confusion matrix. The average value of TP was 68%, while TN - 96%. Similarly, the average FP value was 4%, and FN - 32%. The high FN value, i.e. the second type error, seems to be more dangerous in the field of malware detection - not detecting software malware and using it may result in the unconscious infection of the system or even the network of systems, while the error of the first type, i.e. the recognition of a safe application as dangerous is a false alarm, which can be further examined and reversed the diagnosis, and then use the application securely.
Second test case included changing of the number of iterations with assumptions: maximum depth: 80, number of features: 696. The percentage of correctly classified instances, varying with the number of iterations. The highest percentage of correctly classified instances was recorded for 55 iterations and it was 80.6662%. 55 iterations are also the case of the highest TN index value (0.9542) and the lowest FP index value (0.0458). For the 80 iterations, the best results were obtained for FN (0.319) and F (0.7906). Again, the second type of error is much greater than the error of the first type, and the percentage of correctly classified instances never exceeded 81%, which proves the poor quality of the classification.

Third test case included changing of the number of features with assumptions: maximum depth: 80, number of iterations: 55. Fig. 2 presents the summary results from the research on the change in the number of features (and the algorithm of feature selection) and its impact on the percentage of correctly classified instances. 5 to 80 best traits with step 5 were examined. Only at 80 guilds
selected using the ReliefF algorithm, this index was achieved at over 80%. It is not possible to
distinguish a strong favorite among the algorithms of feature selection - they came out on the lead
at different times all the algorithms studied.

2.2 Naive Bayian Classifier

This test case included changing of the number of features. Figure 3 shows how the percentage of
correctly classified instances has changed depending on the number of features selected by each
selection method. The highest score achieved over 80 attributes is 76.12% for 10 features selected
by the ReliefF algorithm. In two cases - 10 and 35 attributes - it dominated competitors. Despite
that, from 45 to 80 features, there was no significant improvement in the quality of the
classification.

![Figure 3: Percentage of correctly classified instances with varying number of attributes and attribute selection method (Naive Bayesian classifier, features from Java code)](image)

2.2 Logistic Regression

First test case included changing of the number of iterations with assumptions: Number of
features: 696. The quality of classification for logistic regression with the increase in the number
of iterations decreased slightly. This is best seen in Fig. 4, where for the initial 10 and 20
iterations, more than 79.1% of correctly classified instances were achieved, and for each of the
subsequent cases it was about 78.9%. With such small differences it can be said that changes in
the records were negligible.
Second test case included changing of the number of features with assumptions: Number of iterations: 20. Figure 5 shows a deterioration in the quality of the classification with a number of features less than 35. For 35 and more features, the metric value was reached between 77% and 79%.

Figure 5. Percentage of correctly classified instances from the number of iterations (logistic regression)

2.5. K Nearest Neighbors

First test case included changing of the number of neighbors with assumptions: Number of features: 696. Euclidean distance function Fig. 6 show that the best results in percent of correctly classified instances, TP, FN and F, were achieved for k = 1, and these statistics deteriorated with increasing parameter k. When the number of neighbors is equal unity, there is a risk of overfitting, which is too much a fit of the model to the learning data.
Second test case included changing of the number of features with assumptions: Number of neighbors: 1. Research on the number of features selected by 3 selection methods for K = 1 in the k nearest neighbors algorithm. With 50 features, the highest result was obtained in terms of properly classified instances - 80.1995% for information profit. Then, up to 80 traits, the value of this metric ranged from 78.3% to just over 80%. None of the selection methods was not the absolute best in this case.

2.6. SVM

First test case included Kernel Function with assumptions: Number of features: 696. Figure 7. shows that the best result by percentage of correctly classified instances was achieved for the Puk function (79.8579%), however, it is only slightly better than the Polykernel function (79.7879%), but the difference in time is large - for the Puk function this is over 60 seconds, and for Polykernel, 23 seconds. The Puk function also proved to be the best according to TP, FN, F-measure and error indicators. According to TN, at the high level of 98%, the function Normalized Polykernel won, but this should be combined with an extremely low TP rate - 55%.
Second test case included changing of the number of features. No clear favorite among the algorithms of feature selection is noticed. By reducing the number of features, a better result was not obtained according to the percentage of correctly classified instances than in sub-point a, where all 696 features were used. The highest result in this case is 79.8091% for 75 features selected by the ReliefF algorithm - it is worth noting that it is only 0.05 percentage point worse than the best result using 696 features, and the time decreased from 60 seconds to 23 seconds.

2.7. Summary of the Best Results

As part of this paper, selected aspects of the test outputs were verified by statistical tests. The tests carried out belong to the two groups: comparison of the medians of the occurrence of features in safe applications and malware and comparison of the accuracy of classifiers. Statistical methods (Shapiro-Wilk test and Lilliefors test) were checked for distribution normality for features whose size was to be compared in populations. After receiving a negative answer to the question about the normality of the distribution, the Mann-Whitney U-test was used to compare the population. It is used to answer the question whether observations in one population are greater than in the second population, which is interpreted as a comparison of medians in populations [13]. Based on [14] and [15], the McNemar test was selected to compare the accuracy of classifiers. Most of the features were dichotomous and did not have a normal distribution, which spoke for the use of the test.

Table 5. Accuracy of the classifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Options</th>
<th>Correctness</th>
<th>Learning and testing time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random Forest</td>
<td>max depth = 80 iterations = 55 features = 696</td>
<td>80.6662</td>
<td>74552.3246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naive Bayes</td>
<td>Features = 10 (ReliefF)</td>
<td>76.1217</td>
<td>9.5848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistic Regression</td>
<td>Iterations = 20 Features = 696</td>
<td>79.1152</td>
<td>2441.0845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-NN</td>
<td>neighbors = 1 features = 696</td>
<td>80.3301</td>
<td>20979.0845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>Kernel Function = PUK features = 696</td>
<td>79.8579</td>
<td>60714.3058</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All statistical tests were carried out in the MATLAB environment. The best result in terms of percentage of correctly classified instances, equal to 80.6662% was obtained by random forest, with an iteration number equal to 55, maximum depth equal to 80 and 696 features. At the same time, the learning and testing time was the highest, at 75 seconds. It is worth comparing this result with the algorithm k nearest neighbors, which acted three times shorter, and correctly classified instances are lower by only 0.4 percentage points. Unfortunately, none of the algorithms exceeded 81 according to the discussed indicator. A comparison of the classification results times is shown in Table 5.

Table 6. Results of statistical surveys

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RF</th>
<th>NBC</th>
<th>KNN</th>
<th>LR</th>
<th>SVM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>←</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBC</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td>↑</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNN</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>←</td>
<td>←</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR</td>
<td></td>
<td>↑</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Then the classifiers were statistically compared to the accuracy of the classifiers with the McNemar test. Table 6 shows the results of statistical surveys. The equality sign says that there were no grounds for rejecting the null hypothesis about the equality of the classifiers accuracy. The arrow indicates the classifier for which an alternative hypothesis has been adopted with greater accuracy than for the second classifier. According to statistical surveys, there are the following relationships between the accuracy of classifiers: Random forest algorithm and k nearest neighbors have the same accuracy, and both are more accurate than logistic regression, SVM and the naive Bayesian classifier. The naive Bayesian classifier has an accuracy lower than all other algorithms.

3. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Paper is focused on the issue of malware detection for currently the most popular mobile system Android, using static analysis. In this thesis, an overview of Android malware analysis was presented, and a unique set of features was chosen that was later used in the study of malware classification. Five classification algorithms (Random Forest, SVM, K-NN, Nave Bayes, Logistic Regression) and three attribute selection algorithms were examined in order to choose those that would provide the most effective malware detection. The characteristics of malicious software were identified based on a collected set of applications. This analysis was conducted for features extracted from Java class code. It was determined which source of features provides higher quality of classification.

Research has been carried out to select the best classification algorithms for application, which is detection of malware on the Android platform, indication of the applications features of the highest usefulness in the classification of malware. Among the classification algorithms, the best proved to be: random forest and k nearest neighbors. They obtained the highest scores on the percentage of correctly classified instances (at the level of 80.3% - 80.7% for Java code). The accuracy of these classifiers was examined statistically and turned out to be the same. With the use of the naïve Bayesian classifier and logistic regression, the classification accuracy was lower. It was noticed, to a small extent, the advantage of the existence of patterns of implementation of the onReceive method in malware, namely calling the function of starting or scheduling a new service.

The research on Java code has shown a strong presence of methods for manipulation on strings, as well as for downloading them outside of Java code. Such actions are manifestations of attempts to hide the real purpose of the application, i.e. obfuscation of the code. In addition, there has been a high use of methods that give access to and launch services (including system services). There is an increased presence of the method for data transfer over the HTTP protocol compared to secure applications, as well as methods for handling intentions, especially secret ones [20-23]. However, the quality of malware detection based on Java code proved to be low. None of the algorithms did exceed 81% of correctly classified instances. There are many reasons for this: the transformation and obfuscation of the code, the mechanism of reflection, manipulation on the chains of characters make the extraction of features a difficult task. Calling the API method can be implemented in several ways, and code transformation additionally increases the difficulty.
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ABSTRACT

The use of mobile technologies in the educational process has been generating positive results. In this context, institutions that work with Distance Education (DE) need to update and adapt their processes to these innovations. Considering this trend, UNA-SUS/UFMA has built, in partnership with the Saite Group, a virtual library that enables fast and free access to its contents using mobile devices. With the expansion of the tool’s use, the institution invested in a new version to provide a better experience to its users. This paper aims to perform a detailing of the Saite Store new version, showing its operation and the technological implementations carried out. Finally, the importance of performing updates in the application is highlighted, considering its great potential for use by more than twenty thousand users.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Currently, the ease of access to these devices has caused a growing number of people to have one or more devices and know how to handle them [1]. Therefore, mobile learning becomes a reality, allowing access to educational content and knowledge sharing with autonomy, regardless of economic, social and geographical factors, through mobile interaction platforms.

Distance Education (DE), already widespread in adult education, especially in higher education, has excelled in health continued education [2]. In Brazil this trend is confirmed and because of that the regulatory institutions such as the Ministry of Education, have become aware to the creation and imposition of rules to regularize the practices on Health Distance Education, in order to ensure quality in this mode, aligning to the presential initiatives. Regulation is essential to ensure that the economic appeal offered by DE do not encourage the multiplication of courses without enough theoretical and scientific basis to form good professionals [3].
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The modality has expanded in various ways, following the major advances both with regard to the evolution of technologies, and in relation to the renewed conceptions in the area of education. In this sense, one of the branches of DE that has gained more and more space is the m-Learning (Mobile Learning). The term refers to the use of mobile devices (such as cell phones, smartphones, PDAs, handheld computers, tablet PCs, laptops, and personal media players) to mediate the learning process. The m-Learning expands as mobile devices become indispensable in the routine of individuals. The need to update and sync with the virtual world experienced in the contemporary world makes people rarely distance themselves from their mobile devices. The m-Learning initiatives are based on the observance of the ubiquitous character of these devices, taking advantage of the fact that their presence is so latent in the lives of individuals, using that to bring them closer to educational practice [4].

The possibility to facilitate the access of the student to course content through mobile applications known as m-Learning presents itself as an important and powerful tool for Distance Education. M-Learning is defined as the ability to learn anywhere at anytime without the need for a physical connection to network cables [5].

Recent studies suggest that medical science students have positive perceptions regarding mobile learning [6][7]. In addition, students report that m-Learning tools have been as effective as traditional teaching in clinical environments and formal learning environments [8][9].

The Saite Store is one of the tools that enable the dissemination of knowledge with quality. This virtual library makes e-books available for free. Its content is mostly aimed at health professionals, since the training of workers in this area imposes the need for permanent qualification and innovation of educational practices, in a dynamic and systematized way [10]. The objective of this work is to describe the experience of developing a new version of the Saite Store, as well as describing the virtual library.

2. MOBILELEARNING

Mobile learning or m-learning, is the learning through the use of mobile devices as a platform for studies [11], through the integration of several processing and data communication technologies. With this, it allows students and teachers a greater possibility of interaction, providing education at a more comprehensive level. It enables learning to no longer be limited by location, time, and a physical connection line, with more expensive equipment such as a desktop computer or a laptop [12][13].

M-learning is an even more flexible form of education, which creates new spaces and ways of interaction, not just an extension of formal education. Among the advantages of using m-learning as a teaching-learning strategy, it is worth to mention: acquiring knowledge anywhere, requiring only that the users have their device at hand, even in movement; being able to access the learning system you want, when and where you need it; expanding the learning resources, each student can choose the material and method he/she finds most convenient; enabling learning in real context, since it is possible to exchange experiences with other users at different levels [14].

From these considerations, it is possible to see the relevance of m-learning implementation in the model of distance education.

3. SAITE STORE 1.0

The Open University of Brazilian National Health System of the Federal University of Maranhão (UNA-SUS/UFMA), attentive to the expansion of smartphones market and following an
increasingly current tendency of mobile devices use in education, developed the Saite Store: an application that offers content mostly in health area, which can be downloaded through the Play Store and Apple Store. The platform was developed in partnership with the Saite Group - research group focused on health, innovation, technology and education. In this application, users can download free e-books and manage them according to their interest by creating their own virtual library.

A multidisciplinary team formed by professionals from the areas of Instructional Design (ID), Graphic Design (GD) and Information and Technology (IT) participated in the development of Saite Store. The application was built using HTML5, CSS3 and JavaScript technologies in view of the strong application of these technologies in the market and their compatibility with major browsers such as Chrome, Firefox, Safari and Internet Explorer.

UNA-SUS/UFMA develops applications for mobile devices addressing mostly health care subjects since 2013. One of the main purposes to develop these learning tools is to provide material elaborated by experts in health care, primary care and public health, for free, and to be accessed through any type of mobile devices online and offline. In this way, it became possible to reach even those who live or work in remote regions, where Internet access is limited.

Nevertheless, despite of being innovative learning objects, which have become popular in a short period, there were some limitations to be overcome. Before SAITE Store creation, it was noted that as each application had to be searched and downloaded individually and it became uncomfortable for users to have an application for each book in their mobiles. Another limitation was the search in Google and Apple stores, which could direct users to various applications, not necessarily those produced by UNA-SUS/UFMA.

SAITE Store has emerged as a solution to these problems. It collects all the applications developed by UNA-SUS/UFMA, making easier for users to find and download the e-books they are interested in.

SAITE Store is, therefore, an application that works as a virtual store, providing access to e-books (interactive classic books) categorized by subject areas. The books address health issues and also cover topics from other areas such as Portuguese.

The production of first grade, free of access, free and unrestricted, educational materials prepared for professionals applied in the topics addressed; secondly, a web of international teaching dynamics, transforming learning into a routine, through the insertion of educational elements in the day-to-day of music lessons, with the use of mobile devices.

Currently, Saite Store already has more than 200 e-books distributed in 12 thematic areas. It is used by more than 22,000 users, proving to be useful in the democratization of the knowledge offered by UNA-SUS/UFMA. In this platform, users have the possibility to access free, interactive and updated content at any time, as well as it allows students of the institution to continue their studies even through other platforms.

4. SAITE STORE 2.0

4.1 Features

In its first release, Saite was already a virtual library that featured easy-to-use e-books - with engaging design and interactive graphical animations - that used the least scrollbars in the text. This allowed the user to access all content on a single screen. Through the methodology of exploratory and stress tests with the application, the inability to implement new functionalities and to update the application with new e-books was detected. It has led to the decision to develop a more potent version of the application that would allow compatibility with a wider range of devices.
A traceability process of version 1.0 weaknesses was then performed, listing requirements for the new version to be developed.

In this updated version, the application gives the user a more flexible and completely offline browsing experience, increasingly providing the user with autonomy to access intended content whenever and wherever they want.

In the previous version of Saite, it was only possible to navigate through the store with internet connection. When there was no connection, the user had access only to downloaded books.

With this upgrade, navigating through the application has become easier and totally off-line. This means a lot more independence: the user can perform any activities that the application makes available even without internet access; the connection is needed only for downloading e-books.

A new database architecture has been implemented for the server environment and the user's mobile device. With the operation of this data structure, the use of the offline application was allowed, since a mirror of the service is provisioned at the client.

In addition to the change in navigability, the new Saite Store also has a greater capacity of books storage than the previous version, mainly because of the improvement in the application's speed.

The new version has optimization algorithm for data provision and only once a day a mirror of the data that the application needs is generated. Two algorithms are used on the server: one to create a file with all available information and another only for new information.

Another interesting change is that the new Saite Store brings a more flexible design than the previous one and now the student has a tool more compatible and adaptable to different devices. It was sought to understand how the user uses his device and then a version that is better suited to reading was built - be it horizontal for tablets or vertical for smart phones. Specific versions were also developed for smart phones, adapted to the guidelines of each of the operating systems (iOS, Android, and Windows). According to the Google publisher (Play Store), the application's acceptance in approved devices has reached 100%. In this paper, we dealt with the details of the version for Android devices.

4.2 SaiteStore 2.0Detailing

When the users open the app, they come across the home screen, which contains a preview of the thematic areas in the app that are displayed in rotating banner format. Below are e-books divided by some thematic areas, with an initial highlight for the recent e-books category, which presents the novelties of the store. This way, the user keeps informed about new content options.
The navigation through these lists occurs in the horizontal direction. So that the user can intuitively understand the navigation direction, the last e-book card in the line appears partially on the screen, encouraging him/her to scroll to get the rest of the information. Above these, the button with the plus symbol is included, to present the other e-books that compose the list.

The application's main functions are presented in the top menu for easy navigation. In this menu, the user will find: "Search bar", which works with data entry through typing or voice search, saving recent searches performed by the user; the "Themes" option that lists all the subject areas in which e-books are currently categorized in the store; and the "My e-books" option, which organizes all books that the user has already downloaded.

Together with the search button, there is a menu, indicated by an icon adapted to the language and layout on each device that presents a description of the application on the "About" button, a "tutorial", and the "exit" option.

The transition between these screens (main, thematic and my e-books) is evident: each one has a distinct appearance, to emphasize that they have different purposes, allowing a quick identification of the section where the user is.
In the thematic areas screen, a list is presented containing the topics in which e-books are classified. Currently, the store presents 200 e-books divided into 12 thematic areas related to health, distance education, Portuguese language and scientific methodology. By clicking on the intended subject area, the user will find descriptive information about the content and all the e-books that are part of the area.

When choosing an e-book, the user is redirected to the screen with information about its content, size, a button with installation action and a list of other e-books related to the chosen material.

By clicking on install, the user follows the installation of the material and is notified as soon as this process ends. With the e-book installed, the users can read or uninstall it. If they choose to read, they are directed to the e-book, where the content can be accessed. If they choose to uninstall the book, a warning screen pops up to confirm the action.

The e-books have a dynamic and interactive format and are updated constantly, according to the need for content renewal. Before starting to read the material, the user is informed when the last update occurred.

While reading the e-book, the application allows, by means of fixed buttons, the user to return to the homepage or return to the book description area.

The e-books have a dynamic and interactive format and are updated constantly, according to the need for content renewal. Before starting to read the material, the user is informed when the last update occurred.

While reading the e-book, the application allows, by means of fixed buttons, the user to return to the homepage or return to the book description area.
By clicking on install, the user follows the installation of the material and is notified as soon as this process ends. With the e-book installed, the users can read or uninstall it. If they choose to read, they are directed to the e-book, where the content can be accessed. If they choose to uninstall the book, a warning screen pops up to confirm the action.

All downloaded eBooks are flagged with a green indicator and listed in the "My eBooks" area, which allows the creation of a custom library. These books can be arranged alphabetically or by theme, according to user's viewing needs.

![Image of eBook store interface]

Figure 5: “My e-books” area arranged alphabetically, “My e-books” area organized by themes and Screens in tablet version.

For the tablet version, we worked on landscape orientation by re-adapting the elements to fit this guideline while retaining the application's functions and principles.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The use of applications that assist in students' studies routine has become a reality in education. In this context, Saite Store presents itself as a tool that allows access to quality free content, in an easy way. Currently, the store already has more than 21,860 downloads and presents great potential for new implementations.

For a version 3.0 of the store, some features have already been listed: the possibility of user sharing of information with other people; greater interaction with the users with dialog boxes that stimulate the permanence and facilitate even more their navigation in the platform; a module to collect data about the users' behavior in relation to the application (number of pages read, most downloaded and most uninstalled e-books, time of navigation in the application, etc.); internationalization of the store for English and Spanish versions; insertion of functionality that allows the users to reopen the book on the page where they stopped, if they close the application and open it again.

For version 2.0, it is planned to carry out surveys with users to collect information and feedback about their experiences and perceptions regarding the application and to validate the implementation of the new features listed for a new version.

SAITE Store figures as tool to promote continuing education in health, since it provides various e-books which address many topics in health field, and by no cost. The e-Books offered in the virtual store are powerful tools for health professionals learning, using any type of mobile device, with or without access to Internet, which results in more possibilities to improve knowledge, hence, resulting in better assistance to the population assisted.
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ABSTRACT

In a QoS-intensive multimedia application, Media-on-Demand (MoD) streaming can be delivered to asynchronous users with asynchronous requirement of MoD and VCR-like operation support. It is a critical challenge to propose a segment scheduling algorithm for real-time Peer-to-Peer (P2P) streaming services in mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs). However, it is a big challenge to provide MOD multimedia streaming to a large population of clients due to the asynchronous users. In this paper, we propose a real-time P2P scheduling algorithm by scheduling the segments evenly transmitted into the network according to the playback-rate of the real-time streaming service. The proposed algorithm schedules the segments from the peer with less bandwidth consumption to the network for further saving the limited bandwidth. On the other hand, it is adaptive to host mobility. Extensive simulations illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In a QoS-intensive multimedia application, Media-on-Demand (MoD) streaming on Internet can be delivered to asynchronous users with asynchronous requirement of MoD and VCR-like operation support. However, it is a big challenge to provide MOD multimedia streaming to a large population of clients due to the asynchronous users and the limited provider capacity. To tackle the issue, peer-to-peer (P2P) networks has emerged as a powerful and popular paradigm for many scalable problems over Internet. The basic design philosophy of P2P networks is to encourage users to act as both clients and servers, namely as peers. In a P2P network, the peers collaborate for the purpose of providing streaming service to each other in the sense that they can all behave as clients and servers. Since a peer downloads some segments for its own playing and then caches them to serve future requests from the other peers, the segments (which constitute the multimedia file) can be spread out quickly among the peers. A mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) is a kind of networks, and it is composed of mobile devices that can arrange themselves in various ways and operate without strict top-down network administration. Nearly, P2P streaming applied in MANETs has become a new focus in the P2P research field [1-4]. Real-time streaming is a necessary requirement for viewing multimedia files, in which each segment should be received.
before its playback deadline. Today, several works [5-14] have been proposed for P2P applications in MANETs. However, these works do not focus mainly on the scheduling scheme, and they cannot achieve a timely delivery. In this paper, we focus on segment scheduling and aim to propose a delay-sensitive segment scheduling algorithm for real-time P2P streaming applications in MANETs. In the proposed algorithm, we adopt a distinct strategy of using the limited bandwidth in MANETs more efficiently by a rate control mechanism, which determines the number of segments transmitted into the network according to the playback-rate of the requested media file. By the aid of the rate control mechanism, the bandwidth consumption and large buffer size problems can be alleviated significantly. On the other hand in order to satisfy the real-time requirement of the MoD multimedia file, the segments with approaching play-deadlines are scheduled with high priorities. Since a segment may be cached at multiple peers in a P2P system, it will schedule the segment to be transmitted from the peer with less bandwidth consumption to the network. In the next section, the previous P2P scheduling algorithms in MANETs are first reviewed. The detailed design of proposed scheduling algorithms is given in Section 3. In Section 4, the performance evaluation is carried out. Finally, this paper concludes with some remarks in Section 5.

2. RELATED WORKS

Recently, several P2P scheduling algorithms have been proposed in MANETs [5-14]. Reference [5] achieves this goal by a layered coding method for streaming a multimedia object between two mobile peers. The method divides a video segment into a base layer and several enhancement layers. The base layer has a lower bit rate compared to the original stream. It can be decoded independently to reconstruct the original video stream with a lower resolution or frame rate. However, main challenge brought on by adopting layered coding method in P2P streaming is a need for more complex scheduling algorithms. Whereas a scheduling algorithm for non-layered streaming only is concerned with throughput maximization, scheduling layered streaming has to take other constraints into account. For example, scheduling a higher layer to be delivered in addition to a lower layer may render a vain transmission if packet loss occurs in the lower layer.

In [6], the V3 architecture for live video streaming is a cooperative streaming architecture among moving vehicles. It incorporates a signaling mechanism to continuously trigger video sources to send video data back to receivers. Broadcasting and multicasting have also been used for streaming media services to mobile users [7, 8]. They are bandwidth efficient transmission mechanisms for applications where there are multiple participants. With the services, applications send one copy of the information from the provider to the receivers. However, the receivers are required to be connected and tuned at the right channel of broadcasting or multicasting. Repeated broadcasting or multicasting is hard to solve the issue of asynchronous users due to asynchronous requirement of the same media at different times and locations.

In [9], the paper proposes a middleware that is adapted to the characteristics of the wireless medium and resource restrictions of mobile nodes. It provides secure access to the stored information for the operations of demanding applications such as multimedia and cooperative services. In [10], the paper studies the performance effects of caching derived from the of different wireless MAC layers, such as 802.11-based ad hoc networks and multi-interface-multichannel-based mesh networks. Then based on the results, it proposes an asymmetric approach to identify the best nodes to cache the data. In [11], the authors propose a protocol for wireless P2P resource sharing. The idea is to make use of locality by assigning peers, which are close in the physical network.

In [12], the authors propose a distributed algorithm for scheduling the multiple senders for multi-source transmission in mobile P2P networks. The proposed algorithm aims to maximize the data
rate and minimize the power consumption. In [13], the system takes advantage of node mobility by designating stable nodes as community coordinators for file searching. In [14], the authors propose a new concept of data file replication, which considers both node storage and meeting frequency. Then, a distributed data file replication protocol is proposed to implement the concept. However, these works [13-20] do not focus mainly on the data scheduling scheme, and they cannot achieve a timely delivery.

3. DELAY-SENSITIVE SEGMENT SCHEDULING ALGORITHM

In this section, we propose a delay-sensitive segment scheduling algorithm for real-time P2P streaming applications in MANETs. The lookup function is provided by P2P lookup protocols to collect the information of the segments cached on potential peers. Some P2P lookup protocols, such as Chord [15] and Pastry [16], should be extended for the proposed algorithm to enable the lookup result to cover multiple potential peers.

The proposed algorithm adopts a distinct transmission rate control strategy, in which the number of segments transmitted into the network is decided by the playback-rate of the requested streaming service. The rate control strategy aims to efficiently use the MANET limited bandwidth by scheduling only an enough amount of segments for satisfying the playback-rate of the requested streaming service.

It schedules the segments with approaching play-deadlines first in order to satisfying the real-time requirement of the MoD multimedia file. Based on this consideration, the priority of a segment is computed as the inverse of the period from the current time to the playback deadline of this segment. DSSSA schedules the segments in the following sequence. First, it schedules the segments whose play-deadlines are approaching. These segments are called as urgent segments. Second, it schedules more segments by selecting those with higher priorities for satisfying the playback-rate of the requested streaming service. Third, it schedules the segments, which are only available at few peers, in order to disseminate segments quickly. These segments are defined as scare segments, if they are available only at not more than $\gamma$ peers, where $\gamma > 1$ is a predefined integer.

Since a segment may be cached at multiple peers in a P2P system, the proposed algorithm will schedule the segment to be transmitted from the peer with less bandwidth consumption to the network. In order to achieve the purpose, it selects the route with minimal total medium time to the network. The total medium time of a route is to sum the end-to-end delay of the route and the blocking time on all the neighbors of the forwarders along the route. In MANETs, when a host is transmitting packets, its neighbors are blocked since it shares the radio channel with its neighbors. A route with minimal total medium time can reduce the bandwidth consumption to the network.

When a new coming peer intends to request P2P streaming service, it first invokes a P2P lookup protocol for obtaining the values of the playback-rate of the requesting streaming service, the playback-rates of the segments, the playback deadlines of the segments, the information of the segments stored in the peers. Further, the delay-sensitive routing protocol of our previous work [17] for obtaining the values of the end-to-end delays and total medium time of the routes from the peers to the new coming peer.

The outlines of the proposed algorithm are as follows:
Input: (1) the playback-rate of the requesting streaming service, 
(2) the playback-rates of the segments, 
(3) the playback deadlines of the segments, 
(4) the information of the segments stored in the peers, 
(5) the end-to-end delays and total medium time of the routes from the peers to the new coming peer.

Output: the schedule of the un-scheduled segments.

Begin
Step 1. Set the priorities of the un-scheduled segments. The priority of a segment is computed as the inverse of the period from the current time to the playback deadline of the segment.
Step2. Determine an unscheduled segment $s$ with the highest priority.
Step3. Determine a peer $p$ with the minimal total medium time among the peers keeping segment $s$.
Step4. Schedule the segment $s$ from the peer $p$.
Step 5. If there are the un-scheduled segments and the rate of transmitting the scheduled segments is smaller than the playback-rate, go to Step 2.
Step 6. If there is the un-scheduled segment $s$ who is available only at not more than $\gamma$ peers, determine a peer $p$ with the minimal total medium time among the peers keeping segment $s$ and schedule the segment $s$ from the peer $p$.
Step 7. If there is the un-scheduled segment $s$ who is available only at not more than $\gamma$ peers, go to Step 6.

end

If a potential provider peers provides a timely segment transmission from, i.e., the time of receiving the requesting segment exceeds the playback deadline, it stops the segment requesting from the requesting peer. Once a schedule for satisfying the playback-rate of the requested streaming service cannot be made from the rest potential provider peers, peers execute the P2P lookup protocol and the delay-sensitive routing protocol again.

4. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we illustrate the performance of our proposed algorithm by simulation examples. Simulations are implemented using the Network Simulator 2 package (ns-2, version 2.29) [18]. In the simulations, our proposed algorithm uses Chord [15] as the P2P lookup protocol, and use the delay-sensitive routing protocol of our previous work [17] as the routing protocol. In the simulation environment, 50 hosts are randomly distributed over a 1000 m×1000 m area. The IEEE 802.11b is used as our MAC/PHY protocol, i.e., there are four available data rates 1, 2, 5.5, and 11 Mbps. Packets are sent using the un-slotted Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA). Each host has a First-In-First-Out transmission queue of no more than 64 packets at the MAC layer.

The simulations are performed by measuring the following three indices: admission rate, successful receiving rate, and buffer size. Successful receiving rate is the ratio of the number of the segments that are received before their playback deadlines to the number of the requesting segments. Admission rate is the ratio of the number of requested peers admitted to the number of peer requested. When the admission rate goes up, the network capacity increases. In the simulations of Figures 1-3, 50 peers are generated as a Poisson process with an arrival rate of 5 requests per minute. Each peer is hosted on each of the 50 hosts. A special video stream is constructed and re-used for all simulation runs. Its stream content is 30 minutes of a movie with an accurate rate-control package to generate a stream with a constant bit-rate of 200 Kbps. Each peer is operated according to an On-Off model that simulates peer departing and joining. During
each 6 minutes time-slot, a peer is on or off with probabilities 0.9 and 0.1 respectively. Also, it could switch off at the beginning of a time-slot for the rest of the run at any time slot with probability 0.05. In order to simulate the end-game characteristics when peers rapidly depart the P2P overlay at the end of the video stream’s transmission, each peer could switch-off with a probability of 0.5 in the last 5 minutes of the run.

Figure 1 demonstrates the admission rates of our proposed algorithm. The results show that our proposed algorithm is effective in using the limited bandwidth of MANETs. The result is derived from its rate control mechanism by only scheduling the enough number of segments to be transmitted into the network for satisfying the playback-rate of the requested media file. In the results of Figure 2, our proposed algorithm obtains small buffer size. Figure 3 demonstrates that DSSSA is sensitive in providing timely segment transmission by the aid of our previous work [17] that can estimate the end-to-end delays and determine delay-sensitive routes.

![Figure 1. Admission rate.](image1)

![Figure 2. Buffer size.](image2)

The simulation environment in Figure 4 is the same as that adopted in Figure 1. But the difference is that the mobility of the 50 hosts is based on the random waypoint model [19], in which a host’s
movement consists of a sequence of random length intervals, called mobility epochs. During each epoch, a host moves in a constant direction and at a constant speed. Their speed varies from 5 to 20 meters per second.

Figure 4 compares the successful receiving rates of our proposed algorithm under the assumption of mobile hosts. Compared with the simulation results of Figure 1, our proposed algorithm is adaptive on relieving the mobility problem since it has slightly decreasing of successful receiving rate.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In order to exploit wireless resource efficiently and provide timely P2P streaming services in MANETs, we proposed a delay-sensitive segment scheduling algorithm. Taking the playback-rate of the real-time streaming service into consideration, the proposed algorithm schedules the segments of the service evenly transmitted into a MANET. As a consequence of the consideration, the limited bandwidth in the network can be used efficiently.
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Abstract

Medical image fusion plays an important role in clinical application such as image-guided radiotherapy and surgery, and treatment planning. The main purpose of the medical image fusion is to fuse different multi-modal images, such as MRI and CT, into a single image. In this paper, a novel fusion method is proposed based on a fast structure-preserving filter for medical image MRI and CT of a brain. The fast structure preserving filter is a novel double weighted average image filter (SGF) which enables to smooth out high-contrast detail and textures while preserving major image structures very well. The workflow of the proposed method is as follows: first, the detail layers of two source images are obtained by using the structure-preserving filter. Second, compute the weights of each source image by calculating from the detail layer with the help of image statistics. Finally, fuse source images by weighted average using the computed weights. Experimental results show that the proposed method is superior to the existing medical image fusion method in terms of subjective evaluation and objective evaluation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

With the development of the computer science, there are many modalities of medical images to support more accurate clinical information to physicians for better medical analysis and diagnosis. Today many kinds of modalities of medical images are existing, such as computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance angiography (MRA), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), positron emission tomography (PET) and single photon emission tomography (SPECT) \cite{1-3}. Different modality medical images can provide different perspectives on the human body, such as CT image can provide sense structures like bones and implants with less distortion, while the MRI image can provide normal and pathological soft tissue information \cite{1-5}. Therefore, in order to fully diagnose the condition of patients, it is desired to fusing different modality medical images into a single image, called image fusion, such that all the information is available.

Image fusion can be divided into three levels: pixel levels, feature levels and decision levels \cite{5-6}. Due to the advantage of pixel level method, such as containing the original measured quantities, easy implementation and computationally efficient, we focus the pixel level method in this paper.
Pixel-level image fusion method can be divided into two categories: spatial domain algorithms and transform domain algorithms [8]. In the spatial domain, Calhoun et.al use the technology of independent component analysis (ICA) for their fusion method [9]. Patil et.al introduce the principal component analysis (PCA) technology in their fusion method [10]. Recently, structure-preserving smoothing filter technology is applied in the fusion method. For example, Zhan et.al [11] apply a fast filter to accelerate their fusion method. In transform domain method, Alfano et.al [12] and Vekkot [13] propose the fusion method based on wavelet and Das et.al use nonsubsampled contourlet transform (NSCT) in their fusion method [14] and so on. In addition to the fusion methods used wavelet and contourlet transform, many researches also have introduced the structure-preserving smoothing filter into their fusion methods. Such as, Li et.al [15], Bavirisetti et.al [3] and Zhan et.al [16] use the guide filter (GF) to obtain the fusion image, Kumar et.al [6] introduce the cross bilateral filter (CBF) into their fusion scheme.

Considering the edge preserving filter can extract effectively salient information from the source images, a new fast structure-preserving filter [17], a novel double weighted average image filter (SGF) based on the segment graph which is introduced into the modalities medical image fusion in this paper. In [17], Zhang et.al have proved that SGF can keep the major edges better than the GF and CBF. In this paper, a new method is proposed. First, use the SGF smooth the source image. Second, subtract the smooth image from the source image to obtain the detailed information. Third, use a weighted average method to fuse the source image. The weighted average based fusion method has been employed in [36] and the fusion results have shown good performance.

2. ALGORITHM

2.1 DOUBLE WEIGHTED AVERAGE IMAGE FILTER (SGF)

Zhang et.al proposed a novel double weighted average image filter used the segment graph [17]. Because super pixel decomposition of a given image has been studied and the superpixel can run very fast in linear, they use the super pixel decomposition to construct the segment graph. A detailed introduction of the segment graph can be seen from Zhang et.al’s literature.

Because the novel structure preserving structure based on the double weight, i.e. internal weight and external weight, we will introduce them in the next. Considering the tree distance which has the edge-aware property, the internal weight function $w_i$ can be defined by

$$w_i(m,n) = \exp(-\frac{D(m,n)}{\sigma}) ,$$

(1.1)
where \( D(m,n) \) represents the tree distance between pixels \( m \) and \( n \). As \( \sigma \) controls the attenuation speed of \( D(m,n) \), the \( w_i \) is inversely proportional to the tree distance \( D(m,n) \).

In order to describe external weight, a smoothing window \( w_n \) is introduced which is shown in Fig. 2 (purple square). As shown in Fig.2, several super pixel regions are denoted as \( \{S_0,S_1,L,S_1\} \) and the overlapped regions are represented by \( \{S_0',S_1',L',S_1'\} \), namely \( S_1' = w_n \cap S_1 \), the external weight function \( w_2 \) can be defined by the area size ration \( S_1' \) and \( S_1 \):

\[
w_2(m,n) = \frac{|S_1'|}{|S_1|}.
\]

Once the double weights are obtained, the filter output of an input image \( I \) at pixel \( n \) can be given by

\[
J_n = \frac{1}{K_n} \sum_{0 \leq i \leq k} w_2(n,S_i) \sum_{m \in S_i} w_1(n,m)I_m,
\]

where \( K_n, S_i \) and \( J_n \) represent a normalizing term, super pixel region and filter output. \( w_i \) and \( w_2 \) are the internal weight function and external weight function, respectively. The output \( J_n \) at the pixel \( n \) is the double weighted average of the intensity value \( I_m \) in a specific neighbour region \( \Omega = U_{0 \leq i \leq k} S_i (m \in S_0) \).

**2.2. FOCUS RULE**

In this paper, we adopt a weighted average method to fuse the images. The weighted average fusion rule is proposed by Shah et.al [18] and Kumar has used this fusion rule for their method [6].

Shah et.al compute the weight of wavelet coefficient [18], instead of it we compute the weight of the detail coefficient. The weight is computed in a window of size \( w \times w \) around a detail coefficient \( A_d(i,j) \) or \( B_d(i,j) \) which is denoted as a matrix \( R \). Let us treat each row of \( R \) as an observation and column as a variable, and then unbiased estimate \( C_{x,y} \) of its covariance matrix [19] can be computed by

\[
covariance(X) = E((R - E(R))(R - E(R))^T) \]

\[
C_{x,y} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (r_i - \bar{r})(r_i - \bar{r})^T}{n-1}
\]

where \( r_i \) is the \( i \)-th observation of the \( n \)-dimensional variables and \( \bar{r} \) is the mean of observations. It can be observed that diagonal of \( C_{x,y} \) is a variance vector of each column of the matrix \( R \). Then compute eigenvalues of \( C_{x,y} \), denoted by \( \lambda_{ij} \), and the number of eigenvalues depend on the size of it. Since the size of \( C_{x,y} \) is \( w \times w \), the number of Eigen values is \( w \). The sum of these eigenvalues is directly proportional to the strength of horizontal edges and the sum can be named by \( \text{edgestrength}_h \).
\[ \text{edgestrength}_h(x, y) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} \lambda_{ij}^j. \] (1.6)

Take consideration of the vertical edges, an unbiased covariance estimate \( C_{x,y}^{+} \) is computed under the condition of treating each column \( R \) as an observation and row as a variable, and then vertical edge strength can also obtained by summing the eigenvalues \( \lambda_{ij}^j \) of it

\[ \text{edgestrength}_v(x; y) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} \lambda_{ij}^j \] (1.7)

For a particular detail coefficient at the location \( (x, y) \), the weight is obtained by adding the horizontal edge strength and vertical edge strength

\[ wd(x, y) = \text{edgestrength}_h(x, y) + \text{edgestrength}_v(x, y). \] (1.8)

Considering the Eq.2.6 and Eq.2.7, the weight can be rewritten by

\[ wd(x, y) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} \lambda_{ij}^h + \sum_{j=1}^{n} \lambda_{ij}^v. \] (1.9)

Then, the fused image can be obtained by

\[ F(x, y) = \frac{I_1(x, y) \ast wd_1(x, y) + I_2(x, y) \ast wd_2(x, y)}{wd_1(x, y) + wd_2(x, y)}. \] (1.10)

3. PROPOSED MULTI-FOCUS FUSION SCHEME

![System diagram of the proposed fusion framework.](image)

Figure 2. System diagram of the proposed fusion framework.

In this section, the proposed fusion method will be introduced in detail. Figure 2 shows the framework of the proposed fusion method. For two perfectly registered source images denoted by \( I_1 \) and \( I_2 \), the proposed algorithm consists of three main steps as shown in Figure 2.

Step 1: The two source images are first decomposed into approximation images \( (A_1 \text{ and } A_2) \) and detail images \( (D_1 \text{ and } D_2) \) by structure-preserving filter
And then, the detail images are computed by subtracting the approximation images from source images
\[ D_k = I_k - A_k, \quad k = 1, 2. \] (1.12)

Step 2: Use the detail images to computed the weight map of each image at the location \((x, y)\)
\[ W_k(x, y) = \sum \sum l_{ij}^k, \quad k = 1, 2. \] (1.13)

Step 3: Once the weight map is obtained, the fusion image can be computed as followings
\[ F(x,y) = \frac{I_1(x,y) \cdot W_1(x,y) + I_2(x,y) \cdot W_2(x,y)}{W_1(x,y) + W_2(x,y)} \] (1.14)

4. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

4.1. FUSION EVALUATION METRICS

In order to evaluate the fusion result performance of the proposed method, two objective image fusion performance metrics are adopted to evaluate performances of different fusion, i.e. structure-based metric \(Q_{w}^{\text{off}}\) [20] and normalized mutual information \(Q_{MI}\) [21].

4.1.1 STRUCTURAL SIMILARITY-BASED METRIC (\(Q_{w}^{\text{off}}\))

The structural similarity (SSIM) metric measures the corresponding regions in a reference source image \(A\) or \(B\) and the fusion image \(F\) with a sliding window \(w\) which can be defined by
\[ SSIM(A, F|w) = \frac{(2\bar{w}_A \bar{w}_F + C_j)(2\delta_{\bar{w}_A\bar{w}_F} + C_j)}{(\bar{w}^2_A + \bar{w}^2_F + C_j)(2\delta_{\bar{w}_A\bar{w}_F} + C_j)}, \] (1.15)

the detailed parameter settings of it can be seen from [22] [23]. Yang et.al [20] proposed a new metric based on SSIM which can be written by
\[ Q_{w}^{\text{off}} = \begin{cases} \hat{\lambda}_w SSIM(A, F|w) + (1 - \hat{\lambda}_w) SSIM(B, F|w), & SSIM(A, B|w) \geq 0.75 \\ \max(SSIM(A, F|w), SSIM(B, F|w)), & SSIM(A, B|w) < 0.75 \end{cases} \] (4.2)

where the weight \(\hat{\lambda}_w\) is defined by
\[ \hat{\lambda}_w = \frac{s(A|w)}{s(A|w) + s(B|w)} \] (4.3)

In implementation, \(s(A|w)\) and \(s(B|w)\) are the variance of images \(A\) and \(B\) with the window \(w\).
4.1.2 NORMALIZED MUTUAL INFORMATION ($Q_{MI}$)

Mutual information (MI) is a quantitative measure of the mutual dependence of two variables. And the mutual information for two discrete random variables $U$ and $V$ is defined by

$$MI(U,V) = \sum_{u \in U} \sum_{v \in V} p(u,v) \log \frac{p(u,v)}{p(u)p(v)},$$

(4.4)

where $p(u,v)$ is the joint probability distribution function of $U$ and $V$, and $p(u)$ and $p(v)$ represent the marginal probability distribution function of $U$ and $V$, respectively. Based on the above definition, the normalized mutual information of the fusion image regarding to the source image $A$ and $B$ is computed as

$$Q_{MI} = 2\left[ \frac{MI(A,F)}{H(A)+H(F)} + \frac{MI(B,F)}{H(B)+H(F)} \right],$$

where the $H(A)$, $H(B)$ and $H(F)$ are the marginal entropy of images $A$, $B$ and fusion image $F$.

4.2 EXPERIMENT RESULT

Experiments are carried out on two pairs of CT and MRI modality medical images as shown in Figure 3 (a), (b) and Figure 4 (a), (b). The fusion image obtained by the proposed method is compared with the method proposed by Bacirisetti et.al [3]. Bacirisetti et.al use the guide filter to get the detail images and then compute the weight of them using the image statistics (GFS). The experiment results are shown in Figure 3 (c) and Figure 4 (c).
Figure 3 shows the fusion results of the test modalities images A. Figure 3 (c) shows the fusion result of GFS. Some “halo” artifacts arise the bright region of the left edge of the fusion result.

Figure 3 (d) shows the fusion result of the proposed method. It can be seen that the proposed method can obtain satisfactory result with keeping more details, such as the fusion result is no “halo” artifacts.

Figure 4 shows the fusion results of the test modality images B. The fusion result of method GFS and the proposed method are shown in Figure 4 (c) and (d), respectively. It can be seen from the Figure 4 (d) that the proposed method's fusion result is not as well as the GFS’s method in visual quality, but it is not bad.

The objective evaluation of the fused result for the test two pairs images are shown in Table 1. From the Table 1, the fusion result of the proposed method achieves the highest values almost all of the evaluation metrics. Considering the analysis of subjective evaluation and objective evaluation, the proposed algorithm obtains the better fusion result than the GFS method.

Table 1. Objective Performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>GFS</th>
<th>Proposed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Image A</td>
<td>$Q_{w}^{w}$</td>
<td>0.8516</td>
<td>0.9170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$Q_{MI}$</td>
<td>0.7047</td>
<td>0.8660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image B</td>
<td>$Q_{w}^{w}$</td>
<td>0.8689</td>
<td>0.8868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$Q_{MI}$</td>
<td>0.9277</td>
<td>0.9754</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a new fusion method based on structure-preserving filter (SGF). A weighted average method is used as the fusion rule in the proposed method. The weights of the source images are computed from the detail images of them.

In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, two pairs of MRI and CT images have been considered. As shown in the experimental results, the proposed method has obtained better performance than the method in terms of the both visual performance and objective metrics.
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ABSTRACT

Knowledge about the strength of the anti-virus engines (i.e. tools) to detect malware files on the Deep web is important for people and companies to devise proper security polices and to choose the proper tool in order to be more secure. In this study, using malware file set crawled from the Deep web we detect similarities and possible groupings between plethora of anti-virus tools (AVTs) that exist on the market. Moreover, using graph theory, data science and visualization we find which of the existing AVTs has greater advantage in detecting malware over the other AVTs, in a sense that the AVT detects many unique. Finally, we propose a solution, for the given malware set, what is the best strategy for a company to defend against malwares if it uses a multi-scanning approach.
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1. INTRODUCTION

AntiVirus products are essential in every business deployment connected to the Internet. Nowadays, with the increase in the number and diversity of malware on the Web [1], there are more AntiVirus Tools (AVT) becoming available to protect users and/or companies from malware. However, the quarterly growth at around 12% for known unique malware samples, according the Intel Security Group's McAfee Labs Threat Report: August 2015, and the fact that some AntiVirus companies use the same or significantly similar AntiVirus engines leave us in some way vulnerable to the existing security threats.

Another factor that exposes even more users and companies to security threats is the Deep Web. The size of the indexed (surface) Web is currently estimated to 4.59 billion pages. At the same time, it is estimated that the non-indexed, Deep Web, is 400 or even 550 times larger [2] and rapidly expanding at a rate that cannot be quantified. The Deep Web besides offering to cyber-crime great business opportunity, hacking services, stolen credit cards and weapons, it also represents nest for malware. The hidden nature of Tor and other services means it is easy to host and hide malware controlling servers on the Deep Web. The malware from the Deep Web is not widely accessible and thus, these kind of files, coming from the Deep Web, are still not fully scanned for detection.

Thus, it is of crucial importance to everyone exposed on the Internet to know more details about the available AntiVirus Tools (AVT) on the market, their business and technical relations in terms...
of similarity and possible groupings. In addition to this, for a better protection companies could use a multi-scanning approach, for instance use multiple antivirus engines on email gateways in order to enable a faster reaction to the most recent security threats by drastically shortening the time required to obtain the latest virus definitions and wider detection scope. Since many of the engines have their own heuristics and detection methods, in this way companies can gain maximum protection for their email environment.

In this work, using graph analysis and visualization methods, on one hand we empirically infer detection engine similarity and the existing groupings and/or overlapping between them, while on the other hand we infer which AVTs differentiate from the other AVTs and have greater advantage in detecting malware compared to others. Moreover, using the AVT responses to our malware file set we optimize the combination of AVTs in order to obtain maximum detection rate (i.e. coverage). We strongly believe that this approach can be used by companies who want to implement a multi-scanning approach on their email gateways. The analysis is done on a malware file set provided by F-Secure and the AVTs responses on this file set obtained using the Virus Total API.

Researchers have undertaken evaluating and/or comparing the existing AVTs, some of them using malware samples and the VirusTotal service [3, 4]. We stress that in this work we are not trying to evaluate or compare the existing AVTs. Instead, we present results that undoubtedly show how our analysis can identify if some AVTs either use the same detection engine or quite similar engines between themselves and/or grouping between them. With simple graph analysis we can easily identify which AVT have a greater advantage, i.e. are unique compared to the others. Both results, with similarity and advantage, contribute to the multi-scanning approach in choosing the appropriate AVTs for a given price. We present this problem as a Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) optimization problem and give an empirical solution. The solution shows that if a multi-scanning approach is to be implemented by a company, then the grouping according to the similarity and the advantage matters, besides the detection rate.

The work is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present some related work and then in Section 3 we present what are the novelties and the main contribution of our study. The dataset used for the study is described in Section 4. The results concerning similarity and communities between different AVTs are shown in Section 5, whereas Section 6 is dedicated for the uniqueness and coverage (multi-scanning approach). Section 7 concludes this work.

2. RELATED WORK

The analysis of decision from several Anti-Virus Tools has been addressed for several purposes over the last decade and mainly since the apparition of the VirusTotal service [4]. Submitting a set of known malicious files and performing quantitative comparison to deduce the best/worst AVT was the first purpose. Malware samples collected from Honeypot were submitted to VirusTotal to infer good and bad detection performance in [5]. The authors also explore if the combination of several AVT can improve protection and showed that AVT diversity and a combination of AVTs indeed improve detection without being able to reach 100% though. Similar empirical analysis using honeypot data [6] brought the same conclusions that diversity improves protection.

Our analysis brought similar conclusions while in contrast to previous work, the scale of the data analysed was orders of magnitude larger and considered files coming from the Deep Web, showing likely more diversity than honeypot data.
Previous work showed that detection performance comparison from different AVTs using VirusTotal is irrelevant due to the fast evolution of malware and AVT decision over time [7]. When it comes to the approaches taken to evaluate and compare the AVTs based on published malware samples, it is shown that creating a representative sample is a difficult task, especially nowadays since new malware samples are created on a daily basis [7]. In addition to that, malware creators are also finding ways to obfuscate existing malware with different type of techniques (such as bytecode conversion) to avoid signature-based detection. Hence, AVTs need to adapt to this type of malware detection (research suggests, for instance, using Opcode-sequences to detect malware [8]). In [9], findings on the stress test of AVTs with respect to such slight malware modifications is discussed.

Different AVT present inconsistency in labelling a given file as malicious or not and this label evolves over time. There is even more inconsistency between vendors in the correct identification of a malware family for a file while using different naming [10]. Mohaisen et al. [3] investigated inconsistency in malware family labelling of malicious files from different AVT and questioned the relevancy of using AV labels to build malware ground truth unless several tools are combined.

Typical method to build malware ground truth is to submit several unlabelled files to a set of antivirus tools and consider the files malicious if at least “k out of n” AVTs detect it as a malware [1, 9]. Other approaches [11] have proposed to use anti-virus label decision over a set of files in a generative Bayesian model to improve ground truth composition.

In recent studies [6, 7, 13, 14] it is shown that the results have also temporal scale, i.e. AV regression exists, in a way that a given AVT can declare one file as a malware in a given instance of time, but later fail to recognize the file as a malware.

3. ANTI-VIRUS TOOLS STUDY

This paper presents a comparative analysis of several Anti-Virus Tools (AVT) based on a set of files coming from the Deep Web. In this study, we use a large dataset produced by crawling Web hosts through DNS brute force, hence containing potential malware files both from the Surface and the Deep Web. The resulting dataset consists of 1.64 Million files which were subjected to the VirusTotal API in order to get the decision from the plethora of AVTs on the maliciousness of these files. This work does not present a comparative performance analysis. It has been shown that the labelling of a given file can evolve overtime and performances per AVT for a given set of files are only valid at a given time [12]. Moreover, VirusTotal implements the command line interface of AVTs which is different from the desktop version that can implement more detection capabilities such as signature matching that could be bypassed in VirusTotal [7]. This could lead to an apparent performance degradation for a given AVT that is not actually true. Hence, the comparison of the detection rate against a given set of files cannot be performed using the VirusTotal interface and is out of the scope of this paper, which focuses on inferring AVT detection engine similarities and complementarity.

Given a set of files we seek to reveal several characteristics of AVT detection engine including:

- **Similarity**: The common detection capabilities two different AVTs present. Analysing the set of files detected by different AVTs we seek to infer the similarity in their detection engines operation. This analysis can infer as well communities of AVT having similar detection capabilities with community leaders presenting common characteristics from many community members. This can highlight the use of several third party engines in a single product.
• **Coverage**: Given a set of pieces of malware, infer which combination of AVTs can be used to optimize the protection against the largest number of malicious programs in a multi-scanning approach. This involves analyzing the complementarity of different AVTs regarding a given set of files in order to combine AVTs presenting different capabilities.

• **Advantage**: Present the capability for one AVT to detect malicious files that other AVTs are not able to detect, presenting its advantage over other tools.

This analysis displays the collaboration that different Anti-Virus companies have in developing their products through showing similarities in their detection capabilities. It denotes as well the use of a given AV engine in different tools. The competitive advantage that some products may have, by developing their own techniques, differentiates them for the competitors and underlines their usefulness in a multi-scanning approach. According to a recent survey [13], three main defense mechanisms against Web malware are presented: signature-based detection, code analysis of both client and server-side Web applications, and reputation-based URL blacklists. These defense mechanisms are differently used by different AVTs and thus, big corporations sometimes use a multi-scanning approach in order to protect their assets.

### 4. Dataset Description

The file set we use for the *similarity, coverage* and *advantage* study of existing Anti-Virus Tools (AVT) is crawled from the Deep and Surface Web from the company F-Secure, and consists of \( L = 1.64 \text{M} \) files for each of which we have the file itself, its URI, its SHA1 hash value as a unique identifier. In this set, which we will refer as F-Secure set, there are \( L = 990 \) files, that were examined by F-Secure in details and were labelled as malicious files. We call this subset a *ground-truth set*. The complete F-Secure set is collected from 19 June 2015 till 12 October 2015.

In order to tackle the challenges described in details in Section 3, we have used the VirusTotal API [14], which is currently the largest freely available AVT service aimed to provide the users with results from different engines. The service enables the users to upload a file (or its unique hash) for a scan with a number of engines/tools supported by the service. As a final result, the user receives classification of the file as a malware or not by each of the AVTs, together with their own malware type label if the file is marked to be malicious. Thus, we have scanned both file sets (*F-secure* and *ground-truth*) using the Virus Total API where as an input we used the file's SHA1 value. We then, processed the JSON output from the Virus Total API obtaining the following additional information for each SHA1 value (i.e. file); \([AVT_1, Descr_1], [AVT_2, Descr_2], ..., [AVT_k, Descr_k]\), where \( AVT_i \) is the name of the AVT that labelled the file as malware, \( Descr_i \) is the description of the type of the malware as reported by \( AVT_i \) (one example is *Win32: Trojan.Badur*), though there is not standardization between big anti-virus companies), and \( k \) is the number of AVTs that reported the file as a malware (some of which are: McAfee, Sophos, GData, VIPRE, Fortinet, Avast, Comodo, Symantec, ESET-NOD32, F-Secure, etc.). From the 1.64M files in the F-Secure set only 24.176 files were declared as a potential malware by at least two of the AVTs \((k \geq 2)\). We call this set the *similarity set*. The similarity set is later used in Section 5 for the similarity and community analysis of the AVTs. The labelling using the VirusTotal API is done only once in May 2016.

However, in the similarity set there might be lot of files, which were erroneously declared as malware. The labelling of a file by an AVT as malign or benign evolves overtime. Benign files can further be declared as malicious because they belong to an unknown emerging malware family for which AVTs do not have any signature yet [7]. In contrast, benign files can be wrongly classified as malware (false positives) due to an overly broad detection signature or algorithm used in an anti-virus product. After a short period of time, vendors can be notified of the
mislabelling to correct the error or add an exception. This is likely to happen for newly developed program for instance. On the other hand, the ground-truth set contains only small fraction of the existing malware and thus, might impose the problem of under-sampling, leading to higher number of false negative errors. Thus, in order to tackle better the false positives and false negative errors we have chosen the threshold for the detection rate to be \( k \geq 5 \) as in [1], i.e., 5 or more AVTs must label a file as a potential malware. By thresholding the F-secure set we obtain new malware set, having \( L = 10.745 \) potential malware files, which will be used in the later analysis for AVT coverage and advantage over other AVTs, see Section 6. The cumulative distribution function CDF for the AVT detection rate on the malware set is shown in Fig. 1. We see that each file is detected by an average of 15.3 AVTs, with a median of 14 AVTs and standard deviation of 9.43 AVTs.

![Figure 1. AVT detection CDF for the malware set.](image)

5. AVTs Similarity and Communities

Based on the similarity set described in Section 4 we measure the similarity between different AVTs and find existing grouping or communities that share similar decision regarding a given piece of malware. Thus, we first construct the similarity network \( G^S = (V, E, W^S) \) in order to characterize the similarity between different AVTs based on the shared files they label as malware. In order to get relevant results, we discarded from the analysis AVTs that detected less than 0.5% of the files from the similarity set i.e. less than 120 files. The node set \( V \) consists of the 61 AVTs that meet this condition, whereas the undirected edges set \( E \) contains the links between the AVTs that have labelled at least one common malicious file, with an edge weight \( w_{ij}^S \in W^S \) being defined as the Jaccard index between the sets of malware files detected by the two AVTs \( i \) and \( j \). Next, we define the similarity between \( V_i \) and \( V_j \) as the co-occurrence strength. Let us assume that \( F_i \) and \( F_j \) denote two sets of files, labelled as malware by \( V_i \) and \( V_j \), then we can define the Jaccard similarity measure (index) as a co-occurrence strength as follows.

\[
\text{sim}(V_i, V_j) = \frac{|F_i \cap F_j|}{|F_i \cup F_j|} = w_{ij} = w_{ji}^S, \tag{1}
\]

where \(|F|\) indicates the size of the set F. The value of \( w_{ij} \) is between 0 and 1 (where "0" indicates no co-occurrence relationship between two AVTs and "1" indicates a full co-occurrence).
5.1. AVTS SIMILARITY RESULTS

The visualization plot of the adjacency matrix of the similarity network for the malware set is shown in Fig. 2. The similarity between each AVT is depicted as a square with darker colour. The results show high malware detection similarity between certain AVTs.

Some noticeable similarities are observed for McAfee and McAfee-GW-Edition with a similarity \( w_{ij} = 0.78 \). The same observation holds for K7AntiVirus and K7GW with \( w_{ij} = 0.87 \). This high similarity is to be expected between different tools coming from same vendors i.e. McAfee and K7 Computing. Yet, we see that different versions of tools i.e. standard and gateway editions, have different capabilities and that AV vendors do not use the same technologies in different products to maximize their detection capabilities, but rather propose tailored solutions for different applications. Gateway edition of these products are company solutions while other are basic customer version. Company solutions my implement more refined and customizable engine that explain this small dissimilarity.

While having comparatively high similarity score \( w_{ij} = 0.71 \), VIPRE and BluePex AvWare are developed by different vendors. After making searchs we found out that BluePex AvWare actually uses VIPRE engine for malware detection explaining the high similarity in detected files.

The conclusion is that detection engines integrated in third party solutions seem to be different than the one integrated in homemade product explaining a still significant dissimilarity (0.28) between these two tools. Observing the VIPRE line in Fig. 2 we see that it has quite high similarity with many AV tools e.g. Sophos, McAfee and Comodo, suggesting that this engine may be used in many other tools.

One AVT group showing high similarity is BitDefender, F-Secure, Emsisoft, MicroWorld-eScan and Ad-Aware with a similarity \( w_{ij} > 0.6 \) between these AVTs. Ad-Aware, F-Secure, Emsisoft and MicroWorld-eScan actually use BitDefender's detection engine along with other in-house detection solution, which explains the high similarity and small differences between all these tools. Globally BitDefender engine is largely used in several AVTs. G-data while embedding as well BitDefender engines shows less similarity than previously cited tools (\( w_{ij} = 0.53 \)) suggesting that their in-house detection solution is more prominent than in other tools.

![Figure 2. AVT's similarity for the malware set.](image)
On the other hand, it is visible that some AVTs must have quite unique detection engine showing low similarity with any other tool with very light colour line in Fig. 2. Some examples are ByteHero with 1.611 files detected and $w_{ij} < 0.07$ with any other tool, CMC with 1.439 detected files and $w_{ij} < 0.08$, or Yandex with 639 files and $w_{ij} < 0.19$. ByteHero is a self-developed unknown virus detection software that does not include virus database explaining their uniqueness in detection. Similarly, CMC anti-virus uses its own detection engine. Yandex anti-virus relies partly on Sophos for signature based detection ($w_{ij} = 0.07$). However, our results seem to show that their proprietary anti-virus technology based on behavioural approach is prominent in their product.

5.2. AVTS COMMUNITIES

In this Subsection we detect structural communities, groups and/or modules in the AVT set using modularity-based community-detection algorithm [15]. The structural communities translate into groups of AVTs, which react in a similar manner to a certain malware. However, for a complete functional definition of the detected structural communities [19, 20] we have to know more details about the AVTs, including having an expert knowledge, and the AVTs response to different type of malware for different type of platforms. We underline, that this type of analysis is not part of this work, due to the restricted dataset and the fact that there is no existing effort between the AV companies to have a standardized malware labelling [3], thus, this approach may be used for future analysis.

The modularity-based community-detection algorithm is a simple heuristic method, which extracts community structures in networks, based on modularity optimization. The modularity $Q$ is actually a scalar value (between -1 and 1), which measures the links density inside communities as compared to links between communities and is calculated as:

$$Q = \frac{1}{2m} \sum_{i,j} \left[ W^{ij} - \frac{k_i k_j}{2m} \delta(c_i, c_j) \right],$$

where $k_i = \sum_{j} W^{ij}$ is the sum of the weighted degree of node $i$, $c_i$ is the community to which the node $i$ is assigned, the $\delta$-function $\delta(u,v)$ is 1 if $u = v$, and 0 otherwise, and $m = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{j} W^{jj}$. In this work in order to find the optimal partitioning, i.e. optimize $Q$, we use the algorithm presented in [15].

In Fig. 3 we show that the algorithm partition the similarity network in 3 communities, with a highest modularity score of $Q = 0.12$, where each community is represented by a different colour, the size of the node (the AVT) is inversely proportional to its weighted degree ($k_i = \sum_{j} W^{ij}$), and the width of the edge is proportional to the value $w_{ij}$ (see Eq. 1).

The biggest community, the one with the largest number of AVTs is the violet community, where some of the AVT with a biggest detection rate are Ikarus, ESET-NOD32, K7AntiVirus, K7GW, The Hacker and Baidu. Strong similarity in this community exists between K7GW and K7AntiVirus. The AVTs with the lowest similarity scores (i.e. lowest values for $k_i$) are ByteHero, CMC, Yandex and TheHacker.

In the orange community some of the AVTs with a highest detection rate are GData, F-Prot, Fortinet, Panda, Agnitium and F-Secure. Strong similarity ties exist between F-Secure, BitDefender, Emsisoft, MicroWorld-eScan and Ad-Aware as previously seen in Fig. 2 as well. BitDefender is used in several AVTs, thus its detected files are a subset of many AVT detected files presenting a smaller node with strong links to many other nodes. The AVTs with the lowest similarity scores are PCTools, eSafe, Commtouch and ALYac. Another remark is that in this
community there are old AVTs that are not maintained anymore. Symantec PCTools line was retired in 2013, VirusBuster was similarly closed in 2012. CommTouch anti-virus company became Cyren in 2014 and eSafe is not a product of Gemalto (previously SafeNet) anymore.

The rest of the AVTs are in the community with the highest detection rate, i.e. the green one. Here the leaders are Symantec, TrendMicro-HouseCall, McAfee, McAfee-GW-Edition, Rising and DrWeb. Strong similarity ties exist between McAfee and McAfee-GW-Edition ($w_{ij} = 0.78$), AVware and VIPRE ($w_{ij} = 0.71$), McAfee and VIPRE ($w_{ij} = 0.60$), Sophos and VIPRE ($w_{ij} = 0.54$). The AVTs with the lowest similarity scores are SUPERAntiSpyware, Malwarebytes, TrendMicro-HouseCall and Symantec.

![AVTs communities on the similarity network](image)

6. **AVTs Coverage and Advantage**

In order to analyse the AVTs coverage and the advantage of a given AVT compared to the others we define another measure as follows

$$c(V_i, V_j) = w_{ij}^2 = \begin{cases} |F_j|, & \text{if } i = j \\ |F_j \setminus F_i|, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

when $i \neq j$, higher value of $w_{ij}^2$ means that AVT $j$ did found many diverse files as malware, compared to AVT $i$, i.e. this value defines the AVT advantage, whereas the self-loop weight $w_{ii}^2$ shows how many files were found in the file set $F_i$, i.e. it defines the detection rate.

Now, let us construct a second network, which we call coverage network $G^2 = (V, E, W^2)$ in order to characterize the coverage and advantage of different AVTs based on the shared malware. Again, the node set $V$ consists of AVTs that were reported by Virus Total and labelled at least 0.5% from the files in the malware set as malicious ($N = 61$), whereas the directed edges set $E$ contains the links between the AVTs that have labelled at least one common malicious file with an edge weight $w_{ij}^2 \in W^2$, and self-loops with a weight $w_{ii}^2 \in W^2$. 
In Fig. 4 we visualize the coverage network for the malware set, where the size of the nodes is the in-degree and the colour represents the out-degree. The bigger the node the more unique is its detected malware file set. In a similar way the red colour means lower out-degree, whereas blue means high value for the out-degree. Thus, the AVTs core is actually consisted of big red nodes represented in Fig. 4. Moreover, the colour of the edge represents the direction, i.e. the source AVT, and the width is the value of $w_{ij}$ (for a clearer visualization only the weights above 5.000 are shown). For instance, one can notice that McAfee has a lot of thick blue edges, i.e. incoming edges, which means that it has a great advantage over many AVTs.

![Figure 4. Coverage network for the malware set.](image)

6.1. AVTS COVERAGE RESULTS

Without going in too much details, we observe the detection rate ($w_{ii}$) for the malware set and we find out that the AVTs showing "best" detection rate across all 10,745 files is McAfee, followed by McAfee-GW-Edition, VIPRE, Symantec, TrendMicro-HouseCall, DrWeb, Rising, Comodo, Sophos, etc. (see Fig. 5).

However, these results should not be taken too strict because if we increase the threshold from $k \geq 5$ to $k \geq 30$ then the "best" AVTs are GData and VIPRE, followed by McAfee, Sophos, Avast, Comodo, etc. (the plot is not shown). When the majority of the AVTs "votes" ($k \geq 30$) that a given file is a malware, there is no obvious winner among AVTs, though best results show GData, VIPRE and McAfee. The discrepancies in the results for different thresholds, bring us to one possible conclusion that some of the AVTs might report too many "false positives", i.e. they have a high malware detection rate when the rest of the AVTs disagree, or maybe they have a unique AV engine compared to the other AVTs.
The disagreement between AVTs comes from not having a common definition of what constitutes a malware [16]. For instance, adware can be considered as unwanted software or not by different AV products. As described in Section 4 as well, the labelling of a given file can evolve overtime and performances per AV for a given set of files are only valid at a given time. Finally, Virus Total implements the command line interface of AVTs, which is different from the desktop version that can implement more detection capabilities such as signature matching that could be bypassed in Virus Total [7]. This could lead to apparent performance degradation for a given AV program. Hence, a comparison of AVT detection rate against a given set of files cannot be performed using the VirusTotal interface and is out of the scope of this paper.

Instead, in the following using the malware set we focus more on optimizing the protection against malwares in a multi-scanning approach, i.e. find an optimal AVT set $M$, which will have the best malware detection coverage for a given price $P$.

This problem can be represented as a Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) optimization problem, as following.

$$\max \bigcup_{i=1}^{\vert M \vert} |F_i|$$

$$s.t. \sum_{i=1}^{\vert M \vert} cost_i \leq P$$

where $\vert M \vert$ is the number of AVTs in the optimal set $M$, $cost_i$ is the cost needed to buy AVT $i$ and $P$ are the available resources.

Using Eq.4 we show which AVTs to choose in order to have the highest coverage of the detected malware under given price constraint $P$. Due to the unknown price of the AV software we set $cost = 1^T$ in Eq. 4. The best malware coverage, both for the malware set and the ground-truth set, as a function of the number of AVTs is shown in Fig. 6. The coverage follows logarithmic increase as a function of the number of AVTs. For instance, if a company would like to cover 95% of the labelled malware from the ground-truth set it would need four AVTs, and six for the malware set.

In Tables 1 and 2 we give the names of the AVTs and the exact coverage obtained with them. In Table 1 we show the best coverage for the malware set for a given resource constraint $P$, where $P \in [1, 10]$. The best coverage when choosing 3 (three) AVTs is obtained by McAfee, ESET-NOD32 and Trend Micro-House Call with a total coverage of 87.6%.
If we map the AVTs that provide best coverage to the community they belong, it is obvious that the best choice is to mix the AVT to be either from the orange or violet community shown in Fig. 3 and the last column in Table 1.

Table 1. Best coverage for a malware set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P</th>
<th>AVT</th>
<th>Coverage (%)</th>
<th>Community (Color)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>McAfee</td>
<td>66.5</td>
<td>green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>+ ESET-NOD32</td>
<td>80.2</td>
<td>violet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>+ TrendMicro-HouseCall</td>
<td>87.6</td>
<td>green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>+ Ikarus</td>
<td>91.9</td>
<td>violet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>+ NANO-Antivirus</td>
<td>94.4</td>
<td>green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>+ TheHacker</td>
<td>96.1</td>
<td>violet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>+ Symantec</td>
<td>97.1</td>
<td>green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>+ BKAV</td>
<td>97.9</td>
<td>violet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>+ Antiy-AVL</td>
<td>98.4</td>
<td>violet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>+ VIPRE</td>
<td>98.9</td>
<td>green</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, in Table 2 we show the best coverage for the ground-truth set for a given resource constraint \( P \). The best coverage when choosing 3 (three) AVTs is obtained by McAfee, F-Secure and Ikarus with a total coverage of 93.9%. However, we must mention that these results are biased towards F-Secure because they have evaluated the ground-truth set of malwares.

Table 2. Best coverage for the ground-truth set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P</th>
<th>AVT</th>
<th>Coverage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>McAfee</td>
<td>79.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>F-Secure + Ikarus</td>
<td>91.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>McAfee + F-Secure + Ikarus</td>
<td>93.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>+ Cyren</td>
<td>95.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>+ Symantec</td>
<td>96.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>+ Zillya</td>
<td>96.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>+ SUPERAntiSpyware</td>
<td>97.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>+ AegisLab</td>
<td>97.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>+ CAT-QuickHeal</td>
<td>98.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>+ Rising</td>
<td>98.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.2. AVTS ADVANTAGE RESULTS

Using the coverage network we can define the advantage of a given AVT by implementing a random walk on $G^2$. The directed network with self-loops $G^2$ consists of information about the coverage of AVT $i$, represented by the weight $w_{1i}$ showing how large is the covered file set $F_i$, and on the other hand we have the uniqueness of AVT $i$, compared to the other AVTs, represented by the weight $w_{ji}$. Thus, by running random walk on $G^2$ we should obtain information about the advantage of the AVT $i$ which depends i) on its coverage ($w_{1i}$), i.e., how many files were detected by the AVT as a malware and ii) recursively on the weights of the incoming links from other AVTs $j \neq i$, i.e. how much unique is the AVT $i$.

Before presenting the results for the malware set and some results for the ground-truth set, let us show a simple scenario for the coverage network. Let us assume that there are 4 AVTs ($x, y, w, z$), i.e. $N = 4$, and there are $L = 13$ malware files, named {1, 2, ... , 13}, and the following possible scenario. AVT $x$ has detected $F_x = \{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10\}$ as malware, AVT $y$ has detected $F_y = \{1, 3, 11\}$ as malware, AVT $z$ has detected $F_z = \{1, 3, 7, 9, 12, 13\}$ as malware, and AVT $w$ has detected $F_w = \{11, 12, 13\}$ as malware then using Eq. 3 we obtain

$$W^2 = \begin{pmatrix} 10 & 1 & 2 & 3 \\ 8 & 3 & 4 & 2 \\ 6 & 1 & 6 & 1 \\ 10 & 2 & 4 & 3 \end{pmatrix}$$

In the case shown in Eq. 5 the stationary distribution vector equals to $\pi = [0.56, 0.08, 0.21, 0.15]$, showing that the AVT with the biggest advantage is $x$, whereas the least advantageous is $y$, even though it has the same weight self-loop as $w$, which is due to the fact that $w$ has detected 3 new files that were not in $F_y$.

Using the weighted adjacency matrix $W^2$ of the coverage network, and the random walk process we obtain different results for the AVT’s advantage for the malware set and the ground-truth set. For instance, for the malware set the most advantageous AVT is McAfee, followed by McAfee-GW-Edition, Symantec, TrendMicro-HouseCall, Rising and DrWeb (see Fig. 7). For the ground-truth set the most advantageous AVT is again McAfee, this time followed by GData, Ikarus, F-Secure, VIPRE and Avast (see Fig. 8).

Figure 7. AVT advantage for the malware set.
7. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we presented an anti-virus tools analysis using Deep Web malware dataset. The analysis was done on large malware dataset that was crawled by the F-Secure company, using state-of-the-art data analysis techniques, visualizations and graph theory tools, such as community detection algorithm. The analysis was done in order to i) detect common detection capabilities between different anti-virus tools (AVTs), ii) optimize the protection against the largest number of malicious program in a multi-scanning approach and iii) find which AVTs present capability to detect malicious files that other AVTs were not able to detect. The results showed that a lot of the AVTs share similar detection capabilities, due to the fact that they use same detection engine. However, there are some discrepancies between them, such as between gateway and standard AVTs edition, or two AVTs that use same detection engine (due to some in-house solutions). On the other hand, the AVTs that use behavioural approach in detecting malware showed quite unique detection capabilities. The similarity/dissimilarity between AVTs was also shown using community detection algorithm, where three larger AVTs communities were found.

When using a multi-scanning approach, the best solution for the company is to use the most advantageous AVTs, in combination with AVTs from different communities. The MILP approach proposed in the paper, can be used in the future by any company that uses a multi-scanning approach in detecting malware on their mail gateways.

As future work, it remains to analyse the capabilities of different AVT to detect files coming from different sources i.e. downloaded from different domain names. This study could show that some AVTs are more amenable than others to detect several files coming from a given source. The results can denote detection ability for a given malware family (distributed with a domain name specialized for it), which may be due to the crawling of suspicious domain by AV companies to analyse suspicious files in a proactive manner and improve the detection capabilities against new malware distributed by known malicious domains.
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ENHANCING COMPUTER NETWORK SECURITY ENVIRONMENT BY IMPLEMENTING THE SIX-WARE NETWORK SECURITY FRAMEWORK (SWNSF)
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ABSTRACT

This paper proposes a network security framework concept, so called the Six-Ware Network Security Framework (SWNSF). The SWNSF aim is to increase a Local Area Network (LAN) security readiness or awareness in a network security environment. This SWNSF proposal is proposed in order to enhance an organization’s network security environment based on cyber protect simulation experiences. Strategic thoughts can be implemented during cyber protect simulation exercise. Brilliant ideas in simulating an network security network environment become good lesson learned. The implementation for proper security strategy could secure an organization LAN from various threats, attack and vulnerabilities in concrete and abstract levels. Countermeasure strategy, which is implemented in this simulation exercise is presented as well. At the end of this paper, an initial network security framework proposal, so called the Six-Ware Network Security Framework has been introduced.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In terms of network security environment it cannot be denied that as the cost of information processing and internet accessibility falls, civilian, military and government organizations security environments are becoming increasingly vulnerable from cyber threats or attack, e.g., network intrusions, DoS, phishing, spoofing, viruses, flooding, etc. At this point, a LAN security manager might allocate budget, spreading it for network security tools, e.g., anti-virus software, firewalls, intelligent routers or expensive modeling and simulation (M&S) tools. M&S is an effective technique to support better understanding for LAN security managers in concrete and abstract levels [1]. M&S can be used to identify weaknesses proactively and it can also provide education and training using “what if” scenarios reactively. Ultimately when new threats appear the ability of an organization to respond is significantly enhanced. One good lesson learned in the context of network security environment issue today is the phenomenon of Panama papers where over 11.5 million files have been leaked including 2.6 terabytes of data. In the case of Panama papers leak, E-mail is the most of affected records (4,804,618 files), followed by database format (3,047,306 files), PDF document (2,154,264 files), image file (1,117,026 files), text documents...
(320,166) and others file (2,242 files) (see Fig. 1). At this point it is still unclear whether the 11.5 million files were obtained through hacking (data breach) or leaked from someone inside of the Panamanian law firm (insider leak). But from a cyber protect perspective, the lessons are nearly identical either way [2],[3],[4],[5].

![Chart showing number of files revealed in Panama Papers data leak in April 2016 by type.](chart)

Figure 1. Number of files revealed in Panama Papers data leak in April 2016 by type, Source: Statista.com. [5]

Another good lesson learned in the context of network security environment issue today is the phenomenon of WannaCry Ransomware attack which affected companies and individuals in more than 150 countries, including government agencies and multiple large organizations globally. It was a cyber attack outbreak that started on 12 May 2017 that targeting machines running the Microsoft Windows operating systems. In Indonesia, two major hospitals were affected by this type of computer virus, they are the Harapan Kita Hospital and the Dharmais Cancer Hospital, which halted health information systems services in both hospitals as a result [6]. The affected systems had all data encrypted and a message from the attacker demanding payment of a ransom within 3 days using bitcoins or else the cost would increase. Anyone who refused to pay would eventually lose access to their files and information stored in them. WannaCry Ransomware attack is often delivered via emails which trick the recipient into opening attachments and releasing malware onto their system in a technique known as phishing.

![Screenshot of ransom note left on an infected system.](screenshot)

Figure 2. Screenshot of the ransom note left on an infected system, Source: Wikipedia.com. [7]
Based on above two good lessons learned in the context of computer security, the purpose of this paper is to enhance computer network security awareness environment within an organization in order to overcome the various security threats, attack and vulnerabilities through empowering modeling and simulation strategy based on network security framework models. It also meets the demands of the countermeasures strategy and policy of an organization. This paper was inspired by the NIST network security platform version 1.0, 12 February 2014.

The rest of the paper is structures as follows. Section 2 presents the cyber protect simulation tool. Section 3 presents simulation lesson learned. Section 4 explains countermeasures strategy. Section 5 discusses why an organization needs to adopt an appropriate network security framework model to enhance its network security environment. Section 6 describes contribution of this paper by proposing an initial proposal, called The Six-Ware Network Security Framework (The SWNSF), this contribution is an early concept inspired by cyber protect simulation experiences. Section 7 contains concluding remarks and future work for the SWNSF development.

2. CYBER PROTECT SIMULATION TOOL

The Cyber Protect is a software for network security simulation tool designed by the DISA [8]. It is a dynamic learning model environment for information security countermeasures in a Local Area Network (LAN) environment. Cyber Protect has four quarters simulation steps. The user is challenged to make crucial security decision steps about what resources/countermeasures to purchase and then try to run it [9]. Then, the simulation steps is set in motion and repeated four times where the user faces a various network attack:

- **First step**, choose computer network security resources, e.g., user training, redundant systems, access control, virus protection, backup, disconnection, encryption, firewalls, and intrusion detection.

- **Second step**, applies/install resources by drag and drop to a specific location on the cyber protect simulation dashboard.

- **Third step**, experiencing a variety of attack. There are nine possible forms of attack, e.g., packet sniffers, viruses, jamming, flooding, imitation (spoofing) and social engineering attack. The attack might come from outside and inside a company.

- **Fourth step**, receiving report indicating performance level. The user receives a final score report based on how well he did in purchasing also applying simulation resources to tackle the variety of attack.

In cyber protect simulation exercise, the user acts as an information leader within an organization. The user has full responsibility to protect or to defend his LAN department. Moreover, by utilizing cyber protect simulation dashboard, the user can freely setup the best and appropriate strategies of a LAN configurations which are expected to be immune from various types of threat, attack or data breach [10]. In order to successfully complete the simulation, meeting a "commanders" goal, the user needs to score 90 or above. But in the real world situation, the information security officers (CISO, etc.) also need a good fortune as well in order to tackle various attacks. Even with perfect "known" security, the enemy may still find a security hole (see Figure 3).
3. SIMULATION LESSON LEARNED

During the process of cyber protect simulation exercise, the user will experience several types of threats, attack and vulnerabilities, i.e.:

- **Flooding**, from Internet (external), where the symptom on incident report stating “Network server and/or Router function seriously impaired, degraded or crashed”.

- **Viruses**, from internal network stating “Network users report odd characters, noises, tunes, and/or messages appearing on workstation screens. Network operations are unusual, degraded or crashed”.

- **Packet Sniffer**, from Headquarters (HQ) stating “Slight degradation in time required for network information transference”.

- **Jamming**, from HQ stating “Network Transmissions become unreliable or unreadable due to interfering signals”.

- **Social engineering attack**, from internal network stating “Report of suspicious attempts by outside individuals to gain access to information”.

To deal with those threats, attack and vulnerabilities cyber protect simulation exercise was divided into four quarter tasks, each quarter consist of at least two threat types, attack and vulnerabilities. Every result obtained in each quarter task is displayed into a form of quarter summary reports. Useful experiences during cyber protect simulation process whereby the user can investigate any failures in his network security at the previous quarter. The user determines why controls in place did not prevent threats, attack & vulnerabilities, while making attempts to improve the network security system at the subsequent quarter.

4. COUNTERMEASURES STRATEGY

Countermeasure strategy and methodology were needed during cyber protect simulation exercise. The user was asked to design a secure process, technology and personnel of the computer network systems, effectively and efficiently. The user can also identify residual risks of the modelled LAN. At this point, it was found that most of threats and attack came from internal network; these are more difficult to tackle than the external ones (outsiders). From the threat-driven approach perspective, most threats that came from insiders and outsiders (internet) can be
handled effectively through a proper methodology e.g., placing proper security and adequate peripherals, such as, firewalls, IDS and encryption, etc. The threat-driven approach is a methodology, a set of practices and a mindset. In Wikipedia, threat modeling is a process by which potential threats can be identified, enumerated, and prioritized – all from a hypothetical attacker’s point of view. Therefore, based on the behavior network model of intended functions, the user identifies and build formal models of security threats, which are potential misuses and anomalies of the intended functions that violate network security aims. [11],[12],[13].

Figure 4. Design of secured LAN

Figure 4 shows a success countermeasure strategy for a LAN modeled configuration by developing appropriate security strategy, effectively and efficiently. It was found that the proper security strategy worked very well in the proposed modeled network security system; the strategy works as follows:

- **First**, configure one medium firewall and one low encryption system at the main router that is connected directly to the internet. The aim is to anticipate threats or attack from outside the network. A good firewall system configuration can anticipate a variety attack from the Internet.

- **Second**, configure three low level of access control units at the entrance and exit of data communication lanes in the network to make it sure that there is no communication path that is not observed in the network. These access control units work as an early warning control system for the network administrator and it has the capability of monitoring all data transmission in the network.

- **Third**, complete system security in every servers with proper security equipments, e.g., high antivirus system, low level backup system, one medium Intruder Detection System (IDS) and one medium redundant system. This strategy can be applied to secure server from various attack.

- **Fourth**, configure two low level backup systems on a particular client who has a high risk job in order to avoid from internal threats or breaches, especially via social engineering attack.

It was found that the proper implementation of countermeasure strategy is a crucial point in cyber protect simulation exercise. The countermeasure strategy might be implemented in various LAN departments, but it depends on its information security and risk management policies. On the
other hand, several countermeasure strategies, e.g., Security-In-Depth Strategy by the US Homeland security or Pro Curve-Pro Active Security Strategy by the Hewlett-Packard innovation centre can be found on internet.

4.1. SECURITY-IN-DEPTH STRATEGY

In October 2009, the US Homeland security developed a security-in-depth strategy as a recommended practice in order to improve Industrial Control Systems (ICS) network security [14]. This strategy is not just about deploying specific technologies to counter certain risks, but it depends on how effective security program for an organization in terms of accepting network security as a constant constraint on all cyber activities in the organization. Figure 5 shows an overview on the key elements of a security-in-depth strategic framework. The basic principles of this framework are as follows:

- First, to know the security risks that an organization faces.
- Second, to quantify and qualify those risks.
- Third, to use key resources to mitigate security risks.
- Fourth, to define each resource’s core competency and identify any overlapping areas.
- Fifth, to abide by existing or emerging security standards for specific controls.
- Sixth, to create and customize specific controls that are unique to an organization.

![Figure 5. The strategic framework for network security-in-depth](image)

An organization needs to understand its information security risks. It is necessary to understand and improve organizational security awareness as an integral part in implementing the strategy security protection against its sensitive information. Understanding potential threats and vulnerabilities risks is the basic security policy of an organization. The organization should undergo a rigorous risk assessment that covers all aspects to understand risk. Risk assessments are very crucial steps in defining, understanding, and planning remedial efforts against specific threats and vulnerabilities. All level areas and levels in the organization, including executives, must support the valuable risk assessments which are constantly updated at timely intervals.

4.2. PROCURVE-PROACTIVE SECURITY STRATEGY

In February 2007, the Hewlett-Packard (HP) innovation proposed a new comprehensive network security strategy based upon the revolutionary Pro Curve Adaptive EDGE Architecture™ (AEA) [15]. This security strategy embraces distributed intelligence at the network edge and takes a holistic approach to an organization’s or company’s networking. The HP innovation declared a new security vision, called Pro Curve-Pro Active Security strategy, which is expected to change...
dramatically how network security is deployed from now on. Pro Curve-Pro Active security strategy delivers a trusted network infrastructure that is immune to a variety of threats/attack. It has three main pillars:

- **Access Control**, ProCurve ProActive Security strategy proactively prevent network security breaches by controlling which users have appropriate access to network systems.

- **Network Immunity**, ProCurve ProActive Security strategy is able to detect and respond to internal network threats, i.e. viruses, worms, etc., as well as to monitor the behavior and applies security information intelligence in order to assist network security officers in maintaining a high level of network availability.

- **Secure Infrastructure**, ProCurve ProActive Security strategy secures the network for policy automation from unauthorized extension or attack to the control plane; includes protection of network components and prevention of unauthorized managers from overriding mandated security provisions. It ensures the integrity and confidentiality of sensitive data, also to protect valuable data from data manipulation or eavesdropping, end-to-end VPN support for remote access or site-to-site privacy, and wireless data privacy (see Figure 6).

One of unique aspects of the ProCurve-ProActive security vision and strategy is that it combines both the security offense and security at the same time and, most importantly, at the network edge. This combined offense and security is possible only because ProActive security is based on AEA principles, which drive intelligence to the network edge while retaining centralized control and management. ProActive security has specific strategy such as identity driven manager, network immunity manager with Network Behavior Anomaly Detection (NBAD) capabilities, policy control at the edge (clientless endpoint integrity web authentication), trusted agent access for LANs, WANs and WLANs as a Standards-based endpoint integrity.

### 5. NETWORK SECURITY FRAMEWORK COMPARATIVE MODEL

Based on cyber protect simulation experience, organizations need to adopt an appropriate security policy as well as planning and deployment in order to enhance its network security. Every personnel within the organization, from senior level management down to the staff level, must be fully aware of the importance of enterprise information security. All employees should understand the underlying significance of security policy, planning and deployment of the organization. There are several models providing security framework or security reference model,
available in the market, namely the US National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) or the Control Objectives for Information and related Technology (CobiT) security framework, etc.

5.1. THE NIST NETWORK SECURITY FRAMEWORK

In February 2013, the US President issued an Executive Order (EO) 13636, in order to improving national critical infrastructure cybersecurity. The EO states: "It is the policy of the United States to enhance the security and resilience of the Nation's critical infrastructure and to maintain a cybersecurity environment that encourages efficiency, innovation and economic prosperity while promoting safety, security, business confidence, privacy and civil liberties". [16]. The US President EO 13636 ordered NIST to work with stakeholders to develop a voluntary framework based upon existing standards, guidelines, and practices in order to reduce cyber risks to national critical infrastructure. The NIST 2014 framework consists of standards, guidelines, and practices to promote the protection of critical infrastructure [17]. It is composed into five basic cybersecurity activities:

- **Identify**, to develop the organization's understanding to manage cybersecurity risk to systems, assets, data and capabilities.
- **Protect**, to develop and implement the appropriate safeguards to ensure delivery of critical infrastructure services.
- **Detect**, to develop and implement the appropriate activities to identify the occurrence of cybersecurity events.
- **Respond** (to develop and implement the appropriate activities to take action regarding a detected cybersecurity event).
- **Recover** (to develop and implement the appropriate activities to maintain the integrity of the security plan and maintain network resilience while restoring impaired ability or services because of cybersecurity attack.

The five activities above are then divided into categories in order to determine a more specific security practices and capabilities, i.e. asset management, access control, etc. Categories are further divided into sub-categories to explain in more detail or technical controls needed to meet the goals of each category (see Table I).

![Table 1. The NIST Network Security Framework](image-url)
6. THE SIX-WARE NETWORK SECURITY FRAMEWORK PROPOSAL

This paper contributes an initial security framework concept, so called, The Six-Ware Network Security Framework (The SWNSF). The SWNSF concept is a comprehensive network security solution to enhance an organization’s network security resilience from various threats, attack and vulnerabilities. This is an operational-level security strategy that enables to figure out the most efficient and effective actions that may lead to the success of network security operation [18]. The idea behind this new concept was inspired by NIST network security platform version 1.0., dated 12 February 2014. The SWNSF concept tries to elaborate NIST network security framework to be more practical for the operational level. The security framework discussion can be found also in mashup web data extraction system [19]. The SWNSF concept contributes a common thought to understanding, managing, and expressing network security risks, both internally and externally.

The SWNSF concept contributes increased security awareness environment within an organization where it requires internal/external risk assessment and also threat analysis policies. All levels employees in the organization, ranging from highest level to lowest level must be actively involved in the SWF concept implementation. Otherwise, they cannot obtain better understanding of how threats or attack can be carried out successfully across the entire organization.

6.1. THE SWNSF ENABLERS

The SWNSF enablers provide a set of activities, which consists of six main variables, sub-variables, indicators and information references (e.g., reference guidance). The SWNSF enablers are not only a set of checklist of actions to perform, but it presents key network security solutions to manage security risk and analysis in an organization computer network [20]. The SWNSF enablers comprises six main aspects, e.g., Brain ware, Hardware, Software, Infrastructure ware, Firmware, Budget ware (see Table 2).

- **Brainware or human factor**, is the main aspect in network security environment. This variable becomes top list variable within the SWF concept. From network security perspective, it commonly known that human is the weakest link in information security environment. Human factor plays dominant role to enhance or on the contrary, to disrupt all efforts of existing information security within an organization. Therefore, organizations must have function or position related to information security, e.g., Chief Information Security Officer (CISO). The CISO is a company’s top executive who is responsible for security of personnel, physical assets, data and information in both physical and digital form. The CISO position has increased in the era of cyberspace where it becomes easier to steal sensitive company information. One of CISO’s responsibilities is to conduct
information security certification programs to all level employees. The intention is to produce "information security awareness employees" related to their position and function.

- **Hardware**, plays dominant role in handling threats, attack and vulnerabilities. CISO has to teach all level employees how to use and treat organization’s hardware devices safely and wisely. It is because a high-level hacker is not just relying on a specific technique, but still combined with the conventional attack, e.g., social engineering attack. Combination of internal risk assessment and threat analysis are extremely needed, e.g., controlling individual access into the organization’s premises or facilities, locking systems and removing unnecessary CD-ROM or USB thumb drives, or monitoring and protecting the security perimeter of organization’s facilities, etc.

- **Software**, relates to utilization of software applications security which are used daily in the office, e.g., email, website, social media and other applications. High security awareness is really required because a high profile attacker will always kept on trying to infect or inject malicious emails and its attachments or invite to visit malware-infected websites. The attackers are also constantly introducing new threats although various network security application tools are available in the market.

- **Infrastructure ware**, has an important role in facilitating secure organization network infrastructure, e.g., monitoring network from various threats, attack and vulnerabilities. Nowadays, most of organizations have been highly dependent on Internet access. On the other hand, not all of employees have a good level understanding about security risks they might face in the office, where this condition is making the organization’s network infrastructure more vulnerable.

- **Firmware**, includes documentation of an organization security strategy and policy, standard operating procedures (SOPs), business continuity plans (BCPs), network security frameworks or International Organization for Standardization (ISO), i.e. ISO 27001:2013, etc. [21], NIST network security framework version 1.0, government security policy and strategy [22], etc.

- **Budget ware**, plays important and strategic role in facilitating implementation of the five-ware variables above. It is because an organization is urged to provide big enough money or sufficient budget to purchase e.g., network security application tools, patching systems, software licenses, training and education, certification programs, etc. It is highly recommended top level management must put this matter as a high level priority in order to build information security awareness. Allocating sufficient information security budget could protect the entire network system. Otherwise, they will face organization’s significant financial losses, etc.
Table 2. The SWNSF Enablers (Enablers and Components)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspects</th>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Sub-variables</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Infosec References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brainware</td>
<td>CISO, etc.</td>
<td>Security training, etc.</td>
<td>Security Awareness</td>
<td>CISSP, CISA, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware</td>
<td>Server Farms</td>
<td>USB, etc.</td>
<td>No compromises</td>
<td>Bench marking, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software</td>
<td>Application</td>
<td>MS Office, etc.</td>
<td>No pirated Appl. etc.</td>
<td>Regular updates, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructureware</td>
<td>Network Infrastructure</td>
<td>Firewalls, IDS, DMZ, etc.</td>
<td>No network security breaches, etc.</td>
<td>Self penetration testing, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firmware</td>
<td>Security hand book</td>
<td>Bussiness Continuity Plan</td>
<td>Good Bussiness processes</td>
<td>NIST, ISO 27001, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budgetware</td>
<td>Sufficient budget</td>
<td>Buy software licenses, etc.</td>
<td>Licences always updated, etc.</td>
<td>Allocated budget policy, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2. THE SWNSF COMPONENTS

The SWNSF components proposed, that will be further developed as a theoretical research framework, work together as follows:

- **Variables**, organize network security fundamental aspects as enablers, e.g., brainware, hardware, software, infrastructureware, firmware and budgetware) at highest level. These variables help an organization in managing its security risk and analysis by organizing or clustering data or information, threats and attack activity. Variables align with security and policy framework to reduced impact to organization quality of services (QoS) e.g., investments in human resources, planning and budgeting exercise or recovery actions, etc.

- **Sub-variables**, are sub-divisions of a variable closely tied to a particular (for example, brainware variable) security awareness activities e.g., “security awareness”, “socialization and training”, “network security certification program”, etc.

- **Indicators**, are sub-divisions of a sub-variable, divided into technical outcomes. Indicators provide a set of results to achieve outcomes for each sub-variable. Indicators example (like security awareness sub-variable) e.g., “conducting security awareness training program”; “socializing and implementing security awareness culture in the company”; or “notifications from any social engineering attack or security breaches that are being investigated”, etc.

- **Information References (IR)**, consists of network security standards, guidelines, methods and practices to achieve solutions or outcomes associated with each indicator. IR which presented in the SWF concept are illustrative and not complete. Examples of IR (like conducting security awareness training program indicator) e.g., “certified ethical hacking (CEH) course from EC-council”; “DoD information assurance awareness training”; and “Achieving ISO 27001 Certification”; etc.

The SWNSF component provides a set of activities to achieve specific network security outcomes, and references examples of guidance to achieve those outcomes. The SWNSF
component is not a checklist of actions to perform. It presents key cybersecurity outcomes identified by organization as helpful in managing the risk within organization network security environment.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In terms of network security exercises, the cyber protect simulation is a very good simulation tool. Positively, the cyber protect simulation provides users with useful experiences of tactical and strategical security situation awareness. The users are given the freedom to model and simulate the best strategy to security his secured LAN configurations efficiently and effectively. The cyber protect simulation needs to be developed to face the growth of new variants of security threats, attack and vulnerabilities. The cyber protect needs to comply with sophisticated security frameworks available. In this paper, the authors propose a new security framework, called the SWNSF concept. At this moment, the SWNSF concept cannot be compared, yet, with the NIST or other security frameworks available on the market. It is because, the SWNSF security concept is just an initial proposal to enhance an organization’s network security environment.

In the future, the SWNSF concept needs to be implemented and developed more in-depth through further research on specific areas, e.g., determining more technically and specifically security framework variables, sub-variables, indicators, information references, security index scores, etc. Next step, The SWNSF concept will be implemented into a user friendly GUI (Graphics User Interface) or dashboard which acts as an early warning network security system measurement within organizations, institutions or companies. The SWNSF dashboard will work in multi-tasking environments, i.e. portraying the existing LAN security environment while finding the root cause of network security loopholes and suggest some actions to be taken to manage the security aspects. Nevertheless, at the end of the day, it can be concluded that to achieve a perfect or totally a secure network environment is a very difficult task.
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SCALABLE DYNAMIC LOCALITY-SENSITIVE HASHING FOR STRUCTURED DATASET ON MAIN MEMORY AND GPGPU MEMORY
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ABSTRACT

Locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) is a significant algorithm for big-data hashing. The original LSH uses a static hash-table as a reduce mapping for the data. Which make LSH challenging to apply on real-time information retrieval system. The database of a realtime system needs to be scalably updated over time. In this research, we concentrate on increasing the accuracy, searching speed and throughput of the nearest neighbor searching problem on big dynamic database. The dynamic Locality-sensitive hashing (DLSH) is proposed for facing the static problem of original LSH. DLSH is targeted for deploying on main memory or GPGPU's global memory, which can increase the throughput searching by parallel processing on multiple cores. We analyzed the efficiency of DLSH by building the big dataset of structured audio fingerprint and comparing the performance with original LSH. To achieve the dynamics, DLSH requires more memory space and takes slightly slower than the LSH. With DLSH's advantages, it can be improved and fully applied in practice in a real-life information retrieval system.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Big-data with high dimensions is becoming a severe problem in analyzing and processing. A high dimensional dataset like audio fingerprint, images featuring or text requires a lot of storage space and takes long time to retrieval. With the optimized storing data and supporting for searching the similarity data, people can deploy many recommender systems likes recommendations of music/video/new, providing the advertising with context or detecting the illegal/similar digital content on the Internet [1].

Because the requirements of fast searching of an information retrieval system, many algorithms are proposed for indexing the big data such as Dimensionality reduction, clustering, classification or hashing algorithm [2][4]. With the principle of the hashing algorithm, the data can be easily divided by the similarity factors. the data that similar to each other by these factors can be
grouped and store as same location or device [2]. The hashing algorithm can deploy on multiple levels or multiple hash processes that can overlap with each other [5].

Locality-sensitive hashing is a popular hashing algorithm that can group the data into multiple "buckets", the same bucket value will index the similar data. For this characteristic, we can simpler find the nearest neighbors of a query by this hashing value [6].

LSH is an efficient algorithm for approximate nearest neighbor searching. However, the hash-table of LSH is only desirable for the static dataset. Make it not yet widely used for the real-time dynamic database.

It is necessary to improve the structure of LSH to meet the requirements of new generated big dataset system. In this paper, we proposed and analyzed the new approach of storing hash-table targeting for main memory and GPGPU's memory. At this time, DLSH can show the significant result on parallel dynamic and factor on a single memory device. For the further purpose, DLSH can be optimized for use on distributed GPGPU memory.

2. RESEARCH BACKGROUND

2.1 Locality-sensitive hashing (LSH)

Neighborhood-based methods are the method that sorts the similar items/data by its characteristics [7]. LSH algorithm can compute the similarity weights and compare the differences of data/items for detecting the nearest neighbor of an item [8]. Nearest Neighbor Search (NNS) is a typical problem that searches the most similar item for the query [7]. With NNS, there is a difficulty for the guaranty of the output without comparing the output will all feasible data in the dataset. The $\varepsilon$-Nearest Neighbor Search ($\varepsilon$-NNS) is an is a variation of NNS that approximate the nearest neighbor by a threshold function.

**Theorem 1 (Nearest Neighbor Search (NNS)).** Given a set $P$ of objects represented as points in a normed space $l^d_p$, pre-process $P$ so as to efficiently answer queries by finding the point in $P$ closest to query point $p$ [9-11].

NNS is a famous problem in many fields of science and engineering. There are many algorithms already proposed to handle the NNS for every species of the database. However, the complexity of algorithms grows exponentially with the dimensions (curse of dimension), which is a significant difficulty for the real-time system with high dimensions. By a simple trade-off, we can deal with the curse of dimension by using a technique for approximating the NNS [12].

**Theorem 2 ($\varepsilon$-Nearest Neighbor Search ($\varepsilon$-NNS))** Given a set $P$ of objects that are represented as points in a normed space $l^d_p$, pre-process $P$ in order to return efficiently a point $p \in P$ for any given query point $q$ in such a way that $d(q, p) \leq (1+\varepsilon)d(q, P)$ where $d(q, P)$ is the distance from $q$ to its closest point in $P$ [9,13].
In Fig. 1, we can see there are three points in the database $F_1, F_2, F_3$ and a query point $F_q$. For the nearest neighbor problem, $F_1$ should be the chosen one. However, when we consider approximate nearest neighbor problem on this database, suppose that the distance between $F_q$ and $F_1$ is $R$ and the approximate factor is $c$, there are two points $F_1, F_2$ will meet the requirement $|F_q - F_i| \leq cR$. In this case, we can also return $F_1$ or $F_2$ both of which are fine.

LSH is a well-known algorithm to handle the $\varepsilon$-NNS problem which uses approximate nearest neighbor. LSH divides the data into multiple buckets, the number of hash function in hash family function will indicate the number of buckets in system. Vectors/points in the same buckets will be similar to each other because of the continuity of the selection of hash functions. Therefore, instead of computing the similarity of the input vector with all of the vectors in database, we need to compare the query with the vectors in several buckets.

With LSH, hash functions will be used for choosing $l$ subnets $I_1, I_2, ..., I_l$ of database vectors. Let $p_i$ be the projection of vector $F_i$ on the coordinate positions. Then denoting $g_i(p) = P_i$, we store every $F_i \in F$ in the bucket $g_i(F_q)$. Since the number of buckets is probably large or the numbers of points in every bucket differ considerably, so another table is also needed to save the map of buckets.

As to the searching problem within LSH, the same hash functions are also used for each query. As for the query $F_q$, we define all $g_1(q), g_2(q), ..., g_l(q)$, and then let $F_1, F_2, ..., F_l$ be the points in bucket on the current process. We have to calculate the distance $l_i(F_p, F_q)$ for each point in this bucket. As for KNN problem, we do not stop until we reach K points in the same or different buckets. However, with the audio fingerprint, it can be returned at the first $F_p$ having the $l_i(F_p, F_q) < P_1$ to attain a good result, along with a better performance. Note that in case the two points are close to each other, $P_1$ is a threshold of the maximum distance.
In Fig. 2, LSH chooses a family of hash function for handling database and query also. In the preprocessing stage, hash function is used for dividing the database into buckets. There are three buckets with the different colors in the figure. Each bucket will have its hash value by the principle of hash function. In term of the Searching stage, the query also needs calculating the hash value by the previous hash function. This value of hash function will indicate to a bucket that holds the similar points to the query (light box). Next, there is another step for comparing the distance from query to all points in the purple buckets and returning the closest one.

3. DYNAMIC LOCALITY-SENSITIVE HASHING (DLSH)

In this paper, we proposed the DLSH that have the dynamic structure for storing the dataset on heap-memory or GPGPU's global memory.

3.1 Memory Pools Allocation

The memory manager of main memory and GPGPU's memory is very similar by using the address pointer. However, the pointer in CUDA has the restriction for dynamic allocation on the kernel. We choose to use the memory pools allocation for both kind of memory for reducing the number of fragment memory and also the reusable of memory pools.

In Fig. 3, the allocated array have the fixed size and can hold multiple user-defined pointers and data on it. In the last part, there an unused memory for storing the new dynamic data/item.

It is clear that the hash table DLSH will take advantages of memory pools when storing both mapping key and value on the same array.
3.2 Linked-list of bucket

Data will be stored as a sequence that indicated by an hash-value on LSH. We proposed to used linked-list structure to track all the data in a bucket. An important part of hashing table of DLSH is the pointers of all available buckets. To handle this issues, in the first part of hash-table array, we store the static pointers for every bucket by the hash values.

Fig. 4. Linked-list bucket structure of DLSH

Fig. 4 shows the static Hashing Index part correspondings with hashing values of family of hash function. The value of each Hash Index will point to its first index of data. the cell of bucket linked-list contains two important values the address of the data/item and the pointer of the continues cell. The NIL cell is a special cell that denotes the ending of a bucket. In case of a bucket is empty the pointer to the first cell will be set to NIL.

By using the linked-list, the hash-table is compacted and stored on a single array. This help the system can easily allocate the array for both main memory and GPGPU's global memory. Besides that, the linked-list has the significant advantage in modifying the hash-table. However, compare to LSH, each cell of the list required one more addressing space for index the next cell on the list, which make the size of DLSH bigger the size of LSH's hash-table.

3.3 Remove item from DLSH's hash-table

For the real-time information retrieval system, the system needs to support to remove items from the hash-table, which is an essential factor that makes the DLSH become the dynamic hashing system. To delete an item from hash-table, we need to find the previous cell that point directly to the deleting item, then the next pointer of the previous cell will point to the address of next-point of deleting time.

In Fig. 5, the red link will be changed to the blue link, and the deleting item will be unreached by using hash-table's linked-list. That is the reason we proposed to use another pointer-list that point to the deleted cell to keep them on track.
In Fig. 1, because there is no data addressing pointer in static pointer for buckets, the system has to check the first element of linked-list. The previous-pointers of these specific cells are assigned directly to its memory location.

### 3.4 Add item to DLSH's hash-table

We highly recommend that the allocation of the extra empty space for the hash-table of DLSH. This unused space can be used when the hash-table is full and need more space for the new cell for the new item. In Fig. 6, the empty space is used for creating new linked-list cell, the data index points to the address of new item/data on the data array. In this example, we need to find the last cell of the list that indicated by new hash value and assign the next pointer to the newly created cell. However, it will be faster when we assign the new cell as the first element of its linked-list. In this case, the next-pointer of new cell will point to the ex-first cell of its bucket.

```plaintext
Algorithm 1 Removing item/data from DLSH's hash-table
1: hash ← HashFunction(q)
2: hashpre ← hash
3: hash ← HT[hash]
4: is_first_element ← TRUE
5: while hash ≠ NIL do
6:    if MATCH(q) and GETDATA(hash) then
7:       if is_first_element then
8:          HT[hashpre] ← HT[hash + 1]
9:       else
10:          HT[hashpre + 1] ← HT[hash + 1]
11:     end if
12:    end if
13:    hashpre ← hash
14:    hash ← HT[hash + 1]
15:    is_first_element ← FALSE
16: end while
```
In Algorithm 2, if the DLSH's hash-table is full, there is required to extend the size of array of HT. We can use the unused space when allocated the memory pool for the HT array. Otherwise, there is an empty linked-list cell, we have to reuse it to reduce the memory size and increase the performance. In Fig. 7, the restored cell (yellow) has been reused, that become the last element in the linked-list of first bucket. The memory space of data/item also can be reused in this figure.
4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In this research, we are targeting on using DLSH for handling the database with millions of structured audio fingerprint for the information retrieval system. For Collaborative Filtering (CF) problem, we experimented $\varepsilon$-NNS problem for the dataset of audio fingerprint to find the approximate most similar song on the database with the queries.

4.1 HiFP2.0: An Binary Sequence Audio Fingerprint

An audio fingerprint is a digital vector that extracted from the audio/song waveform and able to standardize the content of audio/song source. The audio fingerprint can easily help for comparing the similarities and differences of songs. In addition, using audio fingerprint for storing can reduce the size of original audio/song with the standard structure. In our system's database, we store the audio fingerprints and its meta information for every songs/track we considered instead of storage the real waveform of the song [14, 15].

![Fig. 8. A example of 4096-bits fingerprint extracted by HiFP2.0 audio fingerprint extraction algorithm](image)

In Fig. 8, there is an audio fingerprint that is represented by a binary sequence extracted by HiFP2.0 fingerprint extraction algorithms. This audio fingerprint is extracted from first 2.97 seconds of a song, and that can reduce the size of the song by 512 times [16].

For description the whole content of an audio input, with the difference in audio length, we will have different size of audio fingerprint [17]. With the different length of audio fingerprint, there is some problem with storage for fast searching [18].

Using audio waveform for comparing have many difficulties because that is un-normalized, so we favor to using an audio fingerprint for storing and processing in our system.

4.2 Dataset and Computer Memory Architecture

We aimed to examine our proposed system on larger memory with the enormous number of data on the database. With the typical size of an HiFP2.0 feature is 512 bytes, we generated a set of 10 million HiFP2.0 with the size of 5 GB for testing. To analyze the accuracy of both LSH and DLSH system, we created numerous of testing queries with different distortion from the dataset and examined with different number of hash function on hash function family.

The Staged-LSH was proposed by [16], that can significantly increase the accuracy of $\varepsilon$-NNS for similarity song searching and that was verified in [16]. Staged-LSH group the data/item into multiple sub-sequences and computes the hash value for each sub-sequence. With the size of HiFP2.0, authors recommended dividing the audio fingerprint to 126 sub-fingerprints, which make a single audio fingerprint can have up to 126 different hash values and indexed by 126 different buckets.
Table 1 shows the actual memory size for Staged-LSH and Staged-DLSH. Because Staged-LSH increases the number of indexing-cell to 126 times, that make the size of hash-table nearly equal to the size of the dataset. The DLSH take more memory space than LSH by the linked-list pointer, which makes the serious problem of DLSH when trade-off with the dynamic structure.

The specifications of the testing computer are shown in Table 2. We examined and compared the performance of LSH and DLSH using the same computer and same conditions.

5. RESULTS AND COMPARISON

The dynamic feature is the most important factor of DLSH, the dynamic changes of DLSH hash-table (adding/removing) are mainly analyzed. We also compare the efficiencies of DLSH to this main competitor LSH to very the feasibility of DLSH. The principle of DLSH is inherited from LSH, which make the accuracy of $\varepsilon$-NNS of both methods are similar. Therefore, we only showed the results related to performance and memory usage. The performance of DLSH over
the data size is shown in Fig. 9. We deployed tests on various dataset size with 19 hash functions. The number of hash-table lookup of deleting and adding commands is depended to the average number of cell in each bucket. When continues deleting data/item from the dataset, the number of hash-table lookups will be reduced. Adding the data/item at the head of linked-list is recommended for getting performance. However, this approach is easier to make the database fragment.

Fig. 10. Processing time of adding/removing 10,000 queries over different dataset size with 19 hashing functions

In Fig. 10, when the dataset size is small, the adding data/item tasks takes less time than removing by using the empty slots in DLSH’s hash-table. With 10 million audio fingerprint dataset, the adding/removing tasks requires more to find the suitable position for deleting or adding.

For the scalability factor, we conducted experiments on various dataset size by turning the number of audio fingerprint on the dataset. Fig. 11 compares the searching time of the original LSH with our proposed Dynamic LSH. With numerous additional pointers, our method has an overhead around 10% of the original method. The DLSH’s hash-table structure is well developed for supporting parallel processing, especially for multiple core processor by using fix-size pointers of buckets on same 'page-locked' memory.

In Fig. 12, with different number of hash function, the searching of our method have slightly higher than original LSH on finding the approximate nearest neighbor of 10,000 queries. Choosing hashing number is very sensitive, with the low number of hash function we can quickly achieve highly accurate but the high density of buckets will reduce the searching time. Using GPGPU can increase the speed of searching into nearly 2 times than using CPU. In other hand, the performance of GPGPU can get better when we testing on higher throughput of queries.
Fig. 11. The $\varepsilon$-NNS processing time comparing between LSH and DLSH on 10,000 queries with 10% distortion queries. Both methods use 19 hash functions on hash function family.

In Fig. 13, when there is no distortion on testing queries, the DLSH of takes more memory accessing by the static pointer. Besides that, the LSH can directly point to the first data of the buckets, which make the searching time of DLSH nearly double the LSH's.
6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed DLSH a new approach for dynamic hashing dataset that inherited the advantages of locality-sensitive hashing. The DLSH aimed for handling the big real-time dataset for information retrieval system which requires quick response time and high throughput.

The dynamic structure needs extra memory space for holding the pointers of hash-table's cell and addressing to the dataset. However, the performance of DLSH is acceptable for a dynamic system comparing to the performance of the original LSH. The DLSH can reuse the space in main memory or GPGPU memory. Although it still takes time to find the exact memory address.

For the future work, we concentrate on optimizing the DLSH for getting better performance and stabilization. The memory size of main memory and GPGPU is limited, we also target to extend the DLSH for scaling on distributed GPGPU computer system.
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ABSTRACT

While the advancements of technology have benefited the society in many ways, certain problems remain, and one such problem is the issue of lost people and pets. Current technology has offered many solutions to this problem, yet none is able to encompass all the core aspects to bring an end to the problem. My research proposes a solution that is practical, durable and reliable -- a proximity sensor device powered by a crowd of people, by using their mobile devices as receiving stations of the service, extensively increasing the effectiveness of this service in especially urban and suburban areas where there is a high population density.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Many pet owners have once come across the trouble of losing their pets. While some animals are eventually retrieved by their owners, others are not so fortunate. In fact, 6.5 million companion animals enter U.S. animal shelters every year. Among them, only 710,000 are returned safely to their owners while more than 1.5 million are euthanized due to a lack of housing capacity in animal shelters [1].

To combat this growing problem, pet owners and vendors have developed a variety of services, including GPS location [2], microchips and written tags. While each type of service has their own merits, there are definitely shortcomings to them as well. GPS location is often expensive as it requires a variety of infrastructure support, including ground stations and positioning satellites to function properly. GPS signals are also very limited in indoor locations, underground areas, and places with large buildings and structures. Aside from that, GPS devices require charging on a regular due to their rapid consumption of energy, both posing a hassle to pet owners and significantly hindering the effectiveness of such a device. On the other hand, the implementation
of microchips and written tags are a lot less costly, and that they are able to accurately identify a pet to animal control services makes these methods seem practical. However, when the fact that only 6.5 million of the approximately 70 million stray animals living are taken into animal shelters in the U.S. is taken into consideration, the aforementioned methods seem obsolete as there is no absolute guarantee that one’s lost pet would eventually end up in one of the 3,500 animal shelters throughout the country.

Missing companion animals, a seemingly small problem is just the tip of an iceberg of a much more important issue. Many other groups in the population suffering from specific medical conditions, such as Alzheimer’s and dementia face the same challenges in the society. According to the Alzheimer’s association, six in ten patients would wander and oftentimes, they may not remember their home address, and can become disoriented even in familiar places [3]. Aside from that, lost children who are usually unaware of their surroundings also account for a large portion of this problem. According to the FBI, there were 464,324 [4] entries for missing children in 2017, and by providing reliable and accurate locations of potential runaway children, this number can be greatly decreased.

A sprawling population in urban and suburban areas brings various social problems, including the increasing numbers of runaway people and pets call for a more accurate, reliable and practical approach to combat the problem. An increasing population for companion animals has overloaded the current system of animal shelters, and the growing population density also poses an increasing threat to particular groups, especially those who suffer from conditions that affect their capabilities of living independently.

A low-cost, reliable, and crowd-based technology using individuals’ mobile devices as receiving stations to map and locate lost items used in accordance the iBeacon technology [5-7]. The iBeacon technology is able to emit Bluetooth 4.0 [15-18] signals and is based on physical proximity sensor devices known as beacons. These devices are small, durable and reliable. This particular technology requires no pairing, which means that mobile devices, such as cell phones and hardware devices could all receive the signal and prompt a specific function, from retrieving the satellite location of that device to sending a statement or message to that device. A number of such mobile devices in the same area, simultaneously sensing a beacon, could provide a well-positioned and accurate satellite location for that purpose.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 details the challenges in this research project; one solution is presented in Section 3, followed by showing a discussion in Section 4; we compare the related works in Section 5, and Section 6 offers the conclusion remarks and future work directions.

2. CHALLENGES

Due to the complexity of this solution, A few challenges are encountered during the development of this system.

2.1 Challenge 1: Potential Lack of Coverage

Without a dense network propagated from a number of devices located in a small area, the system would be not as effective because of the nature of this system, which requires a number of mobile
devices to function. Furthermore, it calls for the density of mobile devices, instead of dispersity. Having multiple devices in a small and close-knit community could benefit its residents more than having the same number of devices across a much larger city. Therefore, we need to overcome the challenge by finding a solution to increase the coverage and make it as effective as other methods.

2.2 Challenge 2: Lack of Appealing Features to the Public

The ultimate usage of this device could be somehow limited as the ultimate beneficiaries are those who need this service the most, such as pet owners to track their pets, concerned family members to know the whereabouts of potential wandering patients, or parents who have young children who are unaware of their surroundings. Due to this, what this service has to offer could be slightly limited to those who do not require this service. Thus, we need to provide flexibility for users when they are using such devices.

2.3 Challenge 3: Risk of Privacy

Since any device could be used as a receiving station for a beacon, privacy could be an important issue in the development of this product. The fact that all beacon-owners could modify the database of information storage could have a negative effect on the practicality and reliability of this system. Therefore, it is necessary to solve the problem and avoid privacy issues in usage of such devices.

3. METHODOLOGY

3.1 Overview of the Solution

The underlying concept of this solution is the use of the powerful iBeacon technology on compact “beacons”, which could emit a consistent Bluetooth 4.0 signal without the need to pair with a mobile device. When such a signal is received by either a hardware receiver or a mobile device, the device or receiver would log its own location, and publish that location in terms of longitude and latitude to a database, updating the location to indicate the approximate position of that beacon. This data can be downloaded from the database and displayed on the owner’s device. Due to concerns for privacy, the users would have the option to turn on or turn off their abilities to give away their location to potential beacons in its range.

![Figure 1. The overview of the solution](image-url)
3.2. Crowd Analysis

As mentioned above, this system functions best when used under a dense coverage of mobile devices. The more devices there are in one area, the more accurate the provided location will be. This situation can best be modelled by a Venn Diagram -- The three circles (in Figure 2) represent three different devices, either a physical signal receiver or a mobile device, that are of certain distances among one another. Having only one device is the least accurate, as the potential location of that beacon could be anywhere in the whole circle. Having two devices significantly improves the amount of error in locating that beacon, but its effectiveness could greatly vary. While having three or more devices could limit the beacon’s location in a small, triangular area, which would be the most accurate.

![Figure 2. The range of three different devices](image)

3.3 Physical Capacities of a Beacon

As mentioned above, Beacons are usually small, about an inch in diameter, and around a quarter of an inch in height. This attribute makes the beacons very light and durable. These beacons require coin batteries and require replacements once every one to two years, making them reliable under most circumstances. Beacons also vary in coverage area, ranging from around 20 meters to more than 350 meters for advanced models [4], but sensors could distinguish different strengths of iBeacon signal, which can be used in calculations to determine the approximate location of that beacon.

3.4 Signal Receiver Hardware

The signal receiver hardware is a mini-computer that requires both a power outlet and a Wi-Fi connection. This device is able to scan the surrounding area once every one tenth of a second for Bluetooth signals. Although this mini-computer is unable to locate itself due to the lack of a GPS location service, it usually stays stationary at key locations, such as community gates, shopping centers, street intersections etc. to maximize how effective it is.

3.5 Mobile Application

The mobile application contains three screens: One for navigation, one for monitoring the registered beacons that belong to a user and one for initial registration of a beacon. It is able to pinpoint the exact location of the mobile device or the hardware signal receiver that last came across a signal from that iBeacon. There is also a drop-down menu that allows for one to track
multiple beacons simultaneously, and each of them have a unique Beacon ID, a user-set device name and a password that can be established through registering the beacon. There is also a manual switch that allows one to enable or disable their device’s ability to detect signals.

Figure 3. The Screenshots of the mobile application

4. DISCUSSION

To both increase the popularity of this service and improve signal coverage, a rewards mechanism can be put in this system. Since every mobile device that has the app installed could act as a sensor to any nearby beacon, anybody could contribute to locating service “accidentally” even if they are just moving along their daily routine. Everyone who contributes to the ultimate finding of a lost pet, for example, could receive some benefits issued by the pet’s owner, such as financial rewards, or even words of gratitude. By incorporating this element of surprise to find something and potentially receive rewards even when one is minding their own business, the public can be encouraged to use this service regardless of whether this technology is of personal importance to them. To improve the security of this system, a sign-in mechanism could be implemented that incorporates registering a device, people would be limited to viewing their own beacons only. And receiving the location of a beacon would be a double-blind process. The owner wouldn’t know who contributed to the location, and the locator wouldn’t know whose beacon it is that is being located by his or her device. This both improves the security of the exchange of information and reinforces the element of surprise mentioned above.

5. RELATED WORK

iBeacon technology refers to a new generation of low-cost devices which is allowing marketers to track the exact location of consumers via their mobile devices [5-7]. BLE beacons [8] emit a signal that can be received by a BLE-enabled device within a close range. Apps can be built to
cause events to be triggered within an instant of a device coming within the detectable range of the beacon. Moreover, the device can calculate how near or far away it is from the beacon, meaning that different events can be triggered depending on whether a device is within a range. A device can identify numerous beacons simultaneously and, by calculating its relative distance from each of the beacons, the device can gain an element of location awareness.

BLE beacons are important because they overcome challenges, such as secure, proximity-based communication, indoor geo-location, and wide-reaching distribution. It has a variety of application [9-14]. In this paper, we use iBeacon technology based on the technique of crowdsourcing, to solve the problem of lost pets, runaway children or wandering Alzheimer’s patients, and similar needs in application.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this project, we proposed a this system is designed to solve the problem of lost pets, runaway children or wandering Alzheimer’s patients as well as anyone else who are struggling in a similar condition. By using mobile devices as receiving stations for signals in addition to having physical and designated receivers, the coverage of this service can be greatly improved to benefit the society and people as a whole.

This project also has the potential to become something much more sophisticated. Using such a proximity sensor device, one could request information based on their proximity with a beacon. This specific implementation could be used in areas such as museums for guided tours, showrooms for pricing and item specifics and billboards for further information. Furthermore, analysis could also be done on collected data. For example, one could determine what is a popular amusement park ride, how many customers did a department store have in one hour and so on. The future to this technology is endless and it is important to make it so that it can best benefit our society as a whole.

As for the future work, we will investigate accuracy and efficiency of the system. We also would like to explore the possibility of applying the system on other domains and providing convenience for human being.
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